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Introduction: Information Society and Intelligent Systems 

This "Information Society" special issue of Informatica 
consists of selected papers, presented at the "Information 
society - IS'99" intemational conference held in Ljubljana, 
Slovenia. The conference papers were modified and typi-
cally extended for around 30%. The multiconference in-
cluded five independent conferences: Information Society 
and Intelligent Systems, Education in Information Society, 
Data Mining and Warehouses, Development and Reengi-
neering of Information Systems, Biology and Cognitive 
Sciences. Ali of them are related to information society. 
Most of the papers are dealing with information society in 
general and with information society in Slovenia. 

No doubt we are rushing into the information society. In
formation, the Internet and intelligent systems characterize 
this, the most developed era of human civilization. In the 
information age, everybody has to adapt constantly. Even 
the mighty Microsoft, the undisputed king of SW-tools 
generation, is trembling in new circumstances. While big 
companies are intensively searching for new approaches 
and markets, an Internet society of millionaires is emerg-
ing in developed countries. These nouveau richies do not 
need enormous investments or decades of hard work. What 
they need is a good idea to be implemented on the Internet. 
Risks may be high, but incomes are enormous. 

Internet business is grovving by 70-80% each year. One 
year ago we had to observe Europe lagging behind USA. 
This year, Europe is speeding into information society with 
the same rate as America. Finland and some European 
countries are among most developed information countries 
in the world. Nokia, Finnish telecommunications and in
formation giant, Controls over 50% of the mobile telephone 
market. 

Slovenia faces a kind of stagnation in 1999, opposite 
to the year before. Previous successful introduction of 
the Internet and information society was strongly corre-
lated with the growth of national providers such as ARNES 
("Academic and Research Network of Slovenia") for sci-
ence and education, and CVI ("Goverrmient Centre for 
Informatics") for govemmental institutions. Mobile tele-
phony in Slovenia is grovving rapidly because of the end 
of State monopoly. In other telecommunication areas, 
State monopoly remains the greatest obstacle for further 
progress. This in tum decreases the Internet and infor
mation society growth in Slovenia. Institutions, politicians 
and leading managers in Slovenia spend much of their en-
ergy fighting for their positions. Instead, they should take a 
clear position towards progress of information society and 
its introduction into private enterprises and govemmental 
institutions. For example, unlike many Eastem European 
countries we have not managed to establish our national 
ACM chapter or national Information society Forum. Next 
year we are going to try again. 

Information society is the only possibility of develop
ment if Slovenia wants to catch up with the most highly 

developed countries in Europe and elsewhere. The process 
of becoming a member of the European Union is a unique 
opportunity for Slovenia to decide clearly in favor for de
velopment strategy, and thus to become prepared to enter 
into the third millennium and into the information society. 

The special issue consists of contributions grouped into 
general papers and technical applications. The first five pa
pers in the special issue deal with information society in 
general, and often also with its introduction in Slovenia: 

The first paper by M. Gams "Information Society and the 
Intelligent Systems Generation" describes general proper-
ties of information society and intelligent systems. It is 
claimed that information society promotes a primitive net-
work intelligence displayed as connected autonomous in
telligent agents. A short history introducing intelligent sys-
tems and agents in Slovenia is presented. 

The "A New Perspective in Comparative Analysis of In
formation Society Indicators" paper by R Sicherl analyses 
number of hosts in European countries and in particular, 
relations to Slovenia. Although Slovenia's position is rela-
tively good - above European average, recent years indicate 
certain stagnation in comparison to most developed Euro
pean countries like Finland. 

V. Vehovar and M. Kovačič similarly to Sicherl conclude 
that Slovenia is generally on European average with respect 
to the penetration of the information technologies in soci-
ety. In the paper "Measuring Information Society: Some 
Methodological Problems" they analyse different technical 
indicators and attitudinal measures and not just the number 
of hosts. 

Another modelling and visualisation of information soci-
ety development is presented in "Modelling of an Informa
tion Society in Transition - Slovenia's Position in the CE 
Countries" by M. Krisper and T. Zrimec. Different tech-
niques are used, from clustering, portfolio, diagramming 
etc. Six Central European countries associated to the Eu
ropean Union are compared. Results show that Slovenia is 
often most closely associated with EU. 

K. H. lizuka and M. Wada in "Customer Satisfaction 
of Information System Integration Business in Japan" de-
scribe customer satisfaction as one of the major motivating 
factors in information society. They analyse and propose 
elements that affect total customer satisfaction. 

The next group of papers describes information society 
and an additional technical subject, e.g. digital signatures: 

First of these papers is the "Digital Signatures Infrastruc-
ture" by T. Klobučar and B. Jerman Blažič. They present 
an infrastructure for the use of digital signatures, techni
cal aspects, and a short overview of severa! existing legal 
frameworks. 

E. Jereb and B. Šmitek in "Using an Electronic Book in 
Distance Education" present experience they obtained by 
forming an electronic book in distant education, and štu
dent opinion studying in the new Distance leaming centre. 
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In "Multi-Attribute Decision Modeling: Industrial Ap
plications of DEX" M. Bohanec and V. Rajkovič describe 
application of a decision-support system DEX. 

M. Ankerst, C. Elsen, M. Ester and H.-P. Kriegel de
scribe algorithms and system for data visualisation in the 
"Perception-Based Classification" paper. 

Large networks can be reduced into a smaller compre-
hensible structure that can be easier interpreted as proposed 
by V. Batagelj, A. Ferligoj, and P. Doreian in "Generalized 
Blockmodeling". 

Clustering methods are described in the "Adapted Meth-
ods For Clustering Large Data-Sets Of Mixed Units" by S. 
Korenjak Čeme. 

I. Nančovska, L. Todorovski, A. Jeglič and D. Fefer de
scribe an application of two systems - an equation discov-
ery system and a neural network in "Equation Discovery 
System and Neural Networks for Short-term DC Voltage 
Prediction". 

Soft computing and neural network methods are applied 
in "Adaptive On-line ANN Leaming Algorithm and Appli
cation to Identification of Non-linear System" as presented 
by D. Sha and V.B. Bajič. 

We hope that the special issue will be a contribution to 
information-society related efiforts and that it will, from an 
independent, scientific aspect, give answers to a number 
of practical questions appearing in economy and in policy. 
Information society is based on the civil society of free-
thinking individuals and of academic, economic and other 
groups offering the possibility to release the intellectual po-
tential which will enlighten societies and countries, includ-
ing Slovenia. 

Cene Bavec, Matjaž Gams 
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In this overview paper we analyze basic laws and properties of the information societv in general, and 
its introduction in Slovenia. It is clainied that information .society initiated the emergence of primitive 
network intelligence demonstrated through intelligent assistants on the Internet. One of the key reasons 
far emergence of the new software generation is the grovvth of the Internet, and the other information 
overload. The introduction of intelligent systems, and particularly intelligent agents in Slovenia is 
analyzed. Finally, the EMA employment agent, one of iniportant intelligent agent applications in 
Central Europe, is descrihed in detail. 

1 Introduction 
Information society is oFten seen as another step in the 
progress oF human civilization. We are inoving From 
post-industrial society and economy into information 
society and inForination-technology dominated economy. 
Changes essentially inlluence the way we work and live. 
By 2002, it is predicted that over 80 million Europeans 
will have access to the Internet, and that 5 % oFEU gross 
domestic product will be affected by the use of digital 
systems. Great trends are expected in the Internet 
commerce. In 1998, nearly $8 biUion sales vvere 
generated in USA by around 9 million American 
households. In comparison, only $1.2 billion were 
accounted for online shopping in Europe. Europe was 
and is significantly lagging behind USA. But in 1999, 
Europe progressed much faster. Forecasts predict that 
500.000 e-commerce-related jobs will be created within 
the next few years. Each year, Web sales to consumers 
are expected to grow by 70%. This growth is expected to 
be exponential for a couple of forthcoming ycai"s. 

The technological basis of the information age is the 
Internet with its constant growth (Etzioni 1996; 
http://www.cio.coiTi/WebMaster/metcalle 1 .html). 
Another important improvement is the emergence oF 
network intelligence that represents a natural step in the 
computational evolution heading towai"ds more helpFul, 
adaptive and creative programs. These programs are 
essential for humans because without intelligent 
assistants we can not čope with information overload. 

At the same tirne, the pace of progress is so quick and 
unpredictable in details that we can not determine Future 
in any detail. What we can do is to recognize major 
information society laws (Lewis 1998; Metcalfe 1997) as 
described in Section 2. These laws are related to 
electronics, inlbrmatics, and the Internet. In Section 3 

and 4 we analyze Slovenian introduction of information 
society and intelligent systems. The first major 
application oF intelligent agents in Slovenia, the EMA 
employment agent, is described in Section 5. 

2 Global Information Society 
Information society is by definition global, however, its 
implementation is to a large extend dependent on the 
GNP of a particular country, ThereFore, while the state 
and the pace oF progress depend on each country, the 
basic inFormation society laws slay valid for the global 
world. 

Moore's Law (http://www.whatis.coiTi/mooresla.htm) 
describes a constant trend in chip properties. The chip 
capacity doubles in a time span from 1.5 to 2 years 
depending on the type of particular performance of a 
chip. The Formula is: 

PerFormance(new) = PerForiTiance(old) * 1.5 time 

where "time" is the number of years: 

The basic property of the lavv - the constant exponential 
growth - remains unchanged over several decades 
(Moore 1975, Hamilton 1999). 

Metcalfe's Law (http://www.cuug.ab.ca/~branderr/csce/ 
metcalfe.html) says that the value of a network is 
proportional to the square of the number of nodes, 
connected by the network: 

Value =: K * nodes' 

mailto:matjaz.gams@ijs.si
http://www2.ijs.si/~mezi/matjaz.hlml
http://www.cio.coiTi/WebMaster/metcalle
http://www.whatis.coiTi/mooresla.htm
http://www.cuug.ab.ca/~branderr/csce/
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In other words, the bigger the net, the square bigger the 
value. "K" is a constant. 

Sidgemore's Law deteimines the growth of traffic over 
nets. The law says that the traffic doubles every three 
months: 

Traffic(new) = Traffic(old) * 2'"''""' 

Andreesen's Law says that the cost of bandvvidth is 
dropping exponentialiy and inverseiy proportional to 
SidgeiTiore's law: 

Cost(new) = Cost(old) * 1/2 (4 liiiic) 

Lewis/Fleniig's Lavv describes the netvvork type of 
capitalism. It denotes nearly "friction-free economy" in 
the sense that there is smail marginal cost and a huge 
shelf space. The exponential growth indicates that a 
genuine new market idea will get avvarded by huge 
profits. But in addition to qLiick rise, an exponentiaI 
decline is expected vvhen new, more advanced systems 
appear on the market. 

The equation describing the hiw is: 

MarketShare(time) = 1/(1+ K * B * tirne) 

where "K" is a constant. The "B" parameter denotes the 
learning parameter. 

Rules of the thumb: 

Put on the Internet aH your information and 
information activities. This law means that it is cheaper 
to put information and information activities on the Web 
sooner than later (Petrie et al. 1998). Not only it is indeed 
cheaper and more cost-effective than when done in a 
standard way, it is also the only way to go along with 
competition. 

The cyber-world doubles fortune. Besides the material 
world we actually live in, the cyber-copy of our vvorld 
matures. Since the introduction of the cyber-world in 
effect tends to double activities and money in circulation, 
stories of reach youngsters or rich Internet population in 
the developed countries are well grounded by a general 
trend. It also guarantees further growth of the developed 
vvorld despite saturation in other human activities, vvhich 
are related to classical material vvorld. Another important 
trend is that our information systems on computers are 
becoming more and more a cyber-copy of ourselves. 

Side-effect of information society is information 
overload. In infosphere we have to čope with more and 
more information from one month to another in order just 
to stay competitive. As a consequence, the information 
overload causes disappearance of free tirne, it causes the 
brain overload and decrease in classical human social 
lile. 

Information society demands intensive information 
knovvledge for successful leadership. It is commonly 
accepted that there is a huge gap between existing 
knoNvledge of top executives, politicians and other 
leaders, and the desired knowledge for successful 
managing and leadership (0'Leary 1997). The gap is 
higher in Europe than in USA, and higher in Slovenia 
than in EU. 

Information society belongs to aH of us. In a 
democratic society there are several institutions 
cooperating in the process of governing and creating 
strategic directions. Among essential institutions of 
democratic societies are civil institutions (Borenstein 
1998). Information society is by definition a civil society 
although governmental institutions typically implement 
it. An example would be Clinton's advocating of 
information highvvay or several governmental 
information society projects in Europe; c.g. Bangemann's 
reports (http://europa.eu.int/comm/ dg03/speechba.htiTi). 
In countries like Slovenia, lacking richness of civil 
society structures developed in decades of Western 
democracy, the introduction of Internet is a major 
inhibitor of faster progress. 

The Internet is the most democratic and free media in 
the worId. This vvas legally established with the 
American Supreme Court decisions about pornography 
and free speech on the Internet. In the simplest way it can 
be observed as a fact that pornography (inside 
"reasonable" limits) is allowed on the Internet and not on 
TV. It also means that anarchy and even criminal 
organizations can exploit this freedom, but the freedom 
of speech is accompanied by the fact that in such a čase 
sooner or later we are going to hear things we don't like. 
Whatever the casc, the Internet is the most democratic 
media humans ever had. While countries differ in their 
social and economic order, the Internet enhances 
democracy and civil society regardless of their previous 
level. 

The Internet and information society are our hope for 
the future. There have been many technological 
innovations that spurred human progress. For example, 
vve speak of the "iron age" historic period. These days we 
speak of the "information age" or of the "information 
society" age. Not only new technology changes the way 
we live in the technical sense; the changes are essential 
also in the way society functions (Negroponte 1998). At 
the same time, the vvorld of computer systems vve use is 
rapidly changing due to the massivc introduction of 
information activities. The trend is towards more user-
friendly intelligent systems. 

3 Slovenia and IS 
The introduction of information society and intelligent 
systems in Slovenia vvas accompanied vvith problems of 
ali kinds. Slovenia is one of independent countries that 
emerged from former Vugoslavia. In those turbulent 

http://europa.eu.int/comm/
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transitions, funds t'or science continued to decrease for at 
last 5 years. Having in mind that there are only a couple 
of computer R&D institutions in the country with 
sufficient critical mass of educated stuff, the introduction 
of Information society looked bleak. 

Surprisingly, the progress in turbulent times was faster 
than anticipated. There might be at least two reasons: 
first, Slovenia lacked state institutions and by not being 
burdened by old institutions, new ones could be more up 
to date. Second, due to the inevitable conflict in the 
independence days the Internet played substantial role in 
helping to inform and thus motivate public opinion in the 
West. The introduction of Information society started 
with the introduction of the Internet at the Jožef Štefan 
Institute (http://www.iis.si) as result of a long-term 
cooperation vvith the Cern European Laboratory for 
Particle Physics (www.cern.ch/CERN/Technology/ 
index.html). Soon, the use spread through universities 
and schools. The major Internet provider was (and stili 
is) ARNES (http://www.arnes.si/). 

After transformation into a market sociely, the economy 
trends changed to positive, but several state firms stili 
faced substantial problems. Foreign investitures often 
bought firms and soon afterwards translormed research 
departments into production units. As a result, 45% of 
researchers and developers in the Slovenian R&D sector 
moved into other sectors. 

Universities and research institutions were not as heavily 
stressed because of transition problems. University stuff 
even increased while for example the major research 
institute, the Jožef Štefan Institute with over 900 
employees declined to 700. 

The initial last growth of the Internet hosts was slowed 
down after majority of governmental institutions got 
connected. Private institutions and individuals l'ollowed 
cautiously. Another important indicator is the number of 
people earning money through the Internet. While Bili 
Gales and CEOs of major computer companies dominate 
the list of world's richest, Slovenian computer 
professionals scldom appear on the list of nation richest. 
While in the developed countries an Internet generation 
of rich youngsters emerges, this phenomenon is 
substantially less present in Slovenia. Uniike in the 
developed countries, Slovenian political and partially 
business leaders often belong to the computer hardly 
literate generation. As a consequence, the real progress 
of Information society is not as last as it could be. 

Overall, unemployment rate in Slovenia has grown up 
substantially in- the last 10 years, especiaUy in the first 
transition years. In recent years the unemployment in 
Slovenia is stable - with 125.000 unemployed and 
2.000.000 inhabitants the unemployment rate is close to 
European average. 

On the other hand, Slovenia is currently one of the most 
perspective candidates for joining the European Union 

ba.sed on political štabi lity and economic parameters. It 
borders Italy, Austria, Hungary and Croatia (see Figure 
1). GNP is roughly 10.000 US $. The number of 
computer connections to the Internet per capita is close to 
average in Western Europe. In recent years, ali economic 
trends tend to be positive (with the exception of 7% 
inflation and growing depth). Even sciepce and research, 
while not as supported and worshiped as they should be, 
are facing better times. 

Figure I: Slovenia's position in Europe, 

Today, practically ali schools from universities to 
elementary schools, aH research and development 
institutions, and large majority of other governmental 
institutions are connected to the Internet. Several R&D 
conferences are more or less strongly related to the 
introduction of IS in Slovenia: "Information society" 
http://ai.iis.si/i.s/indexa99.html. "Electronic commerce", 
Infos, ERK, Informatika etc. 

In 1999, the major improvement has been in the mobile 
phone area. The number of mobile phones is expected to 
soon overcome the number of classical telephones. 

4 Intelligent Systems 
Intelligent systems are computer systems aimed at 

developing advanced user-friendly systems that work in 
real-life environments (Goonatilake, Treleaven 1995; 
Bielawski, Lewland 1991). The Internet is the media 
enabling substantial advantages for intelligent systems 
(Etzioni 1996; Etzioni 1997). Intelligent systeiTis use a 
wide variety of arlificial intelligence techniques typically 
implemented on top of classical modules (Bratko, 
Muggleton 1995): rule-based systems, production 
systems, expert systems, fuzzy logic systems, neural 
netvvorks, memory-based reasoning. Advanced systems 
often combine various methods into one hybrid or 
integrated system (Gams et al., 1996). The emphasis of 
intelligent systems design is on combination of Al 
methods and engineering techniques enabling 
construction of systems performing practical tasks better 
than classical systems. 

Intelligent agents (Bradshaw 1997; Mueller 1996) are a 
special branch of intelligent systems, capable of learning. 

http://www.iis.si
http://www.cern.ch/CERN/Technology/
http://www.arnes.si/
http://ai.iis.si/i.s/indexa99.html
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adapting to the environment, to each specific user, and to 
each specific situation as much as possible. According to 
Pattie Maes (Maes at al. 1999) intelligent agents are an 
important step ahead in humanising computers. 
Intelligent agents represent personal assistants 
collaborating with the user in the same environment 
(Maes, 1994; Minsky, 1987; 1991). Intelligent agents are 
basically intelligent interfaces providing specific Utilities 
of the system while the core of the system is typically an 
Internet based query or database system. Uniike passive 
query languages, agents and humans both initiate 
Communications, monitor events and perform tasks. The 
essential properties of agents are autonomy and 
sociability (Bradshaw 1997; Jennings, Wooldridge 1995; 
1997; Etzioni, Weld 1995). 

Intelligent systems have been developed in a couple of 
SW centers in Slovenia, among others in the Department 
of intelligent systems (headed by Prof. Ivan Bratko) at 
the Jožef Štefan institute. One example is an intelligent 
system for controlling quality of the Sendzimir rolling 
mili emulsion (Gams et al. 1996). Practically aH national 
production of rolling steel is manufaclured through this 
machine. The application represents one of major 
national intelligent system in regular industrial use. In 
addition to this application, the department has in the last 
ten years designed around 10 intelligent systems now 
available on the Internet http://turing.ijs.si/Ales/katalog-
a/KATALOG-A.html. 

5 The EMA Emplojment Agent 
In 1993, the first agent was designed in Slovenia - lOI, 
an Intelligent Operating Interface (Hribovsek 1994; 
Gams, Hribovsek 1996). The basic task of lOI was 
correcting typing errors and providing help for users 
communicating with the VAX/VMS operating systems. 
lOI is an intelligent agent able to learn, adapt, and 
communicate in a ielatively complex environment with 
human users, Its most important property is self-learning 
through observing the user performing tasks in the 
environment. Later, lOI ušes accumulated knowledge 
through user experience to advise new users. The system 
thus performs a task similar to MS Office Assistant with 
the essential difference that knowledge in Assistant is 
coded in advance vvhile lOI constructs most of its 
knowledge through user observation. 

lOI is implemented as a 2000-line program in Pascal 
with parts of it written in the VAX/VMS command 
language. The lOI agent was implemented as a research 
prototype only, hovvever, its nexibility and adaptability 
as a personal intelligent agent have shovî n reasonable 
improvements over classical systems. The most positive 
properties as observed by users in the tesling period, are; 
lOI is easy to use, it does not demand specific 
knowledge, is easy to learn and use, and is very 
transparent. These favorable properties are typical 
intelligent-agent properties. Two other major intelligent 

agents developed in Slovenia are Personal WebWatcher 
(Mladenič 1998) and Ema (Gams et al. 1998). 

The EMA project (see Figure 2) started seven years ago 
as an R&D project "An Integrated Information System 
for Employment in Slovenia" to provide help regarding 
unemployment problems. The project was partly funded 
by the Slovenian Ministry of Science and Technology 
and partly by the Employment Service of Slovenia 
(ESS). The system consists of two parts; one is applied at 
the Employment Service of Slovenia 
(http://www.ess.gov.si/English/elementi-okviriev/F-
Introduction.htm) where one gets basic Information about 
employment activities in Slovenia, about ESS, and about 
interesting employmenl functions. The top part of the 
system is the EMA agent. For the last three years, the 
system was further developed as part of the INCO-
Copernicus Project: 960154, cooperative research in 
information infiastructure, CRII (http://www-
ai.ijs.si/~ema/proj.html). The intelligent system/agent 
EMA with a natural language interface consists of 
several modules. 
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Figure 2: The first version of the EMA employment 
agent was among the first in the world to offer 
substantial amount of nationally available jobs on the 
Internet. 

A user has to identify with a username (note that herc 
security is not very relevant) or through a 
favorite/bookmark list. EMA has four basic functional 
modules: storing patterns and ordering mails regarding 
vacant jobs, available workers, it enables storing and 
observing interesting WEB sites chosen by users, and 
enables matching jobs and workers. EMA is a "classical" 
agent providing user-friendly information upon demand 
or when it notices relevant information for each 
parlicular user. 

The system is a 15.000 lines program \vrittcn mainly in 
C, parlially in other languages. Together with text and 
data it occupies 30 M on a disk. 

EMA receives data as limited Slovenian text (with the 
exception of bulletin boards with language independent 

http://turing.ijs.si/Ales/katalog-
http://www.ess.gov.si/English/elementi-okviriev/F-
http://www-
file:///vrittcn
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free input) and translates it into English. The translation 
is based on a dictionary consisting of up to ibur vvords 
observed before in the employinent data. Nevv 
combinations are in the worst čase translated as direct 
word-by-woi"d translation and stored for further overvievv 
by humans. Stored combinations are sorted by l'requency 
and translated by humans if reasonable. In addition, the 
translation system looks into the morphology dictionary 
to capture difierent forms of the same vvords. Finally, a 
spell-checker submodule corrects spelling errors. The 
translation is currently not yet at the level performed by 
systems translating between larger European languages, 
however, it is sufficiently good to enable understanding 
since the syntax is quite limited. 

In the next stage, the text is transformed into appropriate 
computer readable forms and HTML forms as outputs, 
Two speech modules translorm the data into speech. The 
English speech system is based on the Microsoft agents. 
We have designed our own Slovenian speech module 
(Sefetal. 1998). 

The EMA agent was and stili is among most successful 
applications of intelligent agents in Slovenia. In the first 
year of its implementation, our country was the third in 
Europe to offer national employment Information 
through the Internet. At that tirne, we were the first 
country in the world to provide over 90% of ali 
nationally available jobs on the Internet. 

6 Conclusion 
Without any doubt human civilization further evolves 
into information sočiety. We are able to establish certain 
laws and rules of this development while specific details 
and further progress remain enigma to ali of us. 
Intelligent systems and agents through the Internet and 
partially through PCs form the new software generation, 
the intelligent systems generation. While this generation 
stili lacks true human intelligence and consciousness, the 
primitive network intelligence emerges consisting of 
intelligent assistants capable of autonomous and social 
activities (Munindar 1997; Mylopoulos 1997). 

In Slovenia, one of the countries wishing to join 
European Union, information society is perceived as a 
global phenomenon and as a major technological field 
which can bring us fortune or stagnation. The essential 
question is whether the existing or at least the 
forthcoming generation of political and business leaders 
will fully embrace the information-age rules of the game. 
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The analysis of infonnation society indicators can he enriched hy supplying a nevv vievv ofdata that can 
provide new insight from existing data. The slowdown of growth of Internet hosts per 10000 inhabitants 
in Slovenia after niid-1997 increased the time lag of Slovenia hehind leading Finland from 3 years at 
the end of 1996 to nearly 5 years by August J999. Time distance methodology is used as a presentation 
and communication tool to raise awareness of the problem and its conseqiiences in simple 
understandahle terms and to signal the needfor an in-depth analysis and action. 

1 Introduction 
Problem: 
In Slovenia, after a very high rate of grovvth in the 
indicator Internet hosts per 10000 inhabitants until mid-
1997, such grovvth slowed down substantially. One can 
describe the facts in various ways and with various 
measures. 
Objective: 
To make the government, other agents and general public 
awai"e of these developinents and signal the need for 
immediate action to correct them. 
Method: 
Time distance will be used as a presentation and 
communication tool to raise avvareness of the problem and 
its consequences in simple widely understandahle terms. 
Since this method can be a useful addition to existing 
methods of analysing differences between compared units 
in many fields, a further illustration is provided for the čase 
when the benchmark for comparison is the average value 
of the analysed indicator for EU15. 

2 Methodology: time distance 
concept and statistical measure 
S-distance 

The time perspective, which no doubt exists in human 
perception when comparing different situations, is 
systematically introduced both as a concept and as a 
quantifiable measure. Since events are dated in time, in 
time series comparisons, regressions, models, forecasting 
and monitoring, the notion of time distance always 
existed as a "hidden" dimension. In order to systematise 
and formalise the approach and define an appropriate 

statistical measure for operational use, amendments to 
the present state-of-the-art are needed on two levels: 
conceptual and analytical. 

First, a broader theoretical Iramevvork is required. The 
conventional approach does not realise that, in addition 
to the disparity (difference, distance) in the indicator 
space at a given point in time, in principle there exist a 
theoretically equally universal disparity (difference, 
distance) in time when a. certain level of the indicator is 
atlained by the two compared units. Second, a statistical 
measure S-distance has been defined to suggest a 
possibility how the broader concept and reference 
Iramevvork can be measured in operational terms. The 
aim is to provide nevv insights from existing data due to 
an added dimension of analysis and thus to complement 
conventional statistical measures. 

Time distance in general means the difference in time 
vvhen tvvo events occurred. We define a special category 
of time distance, vvhich is related to the level of the 
analysed indicator. The suggested statistical measure S-
distance measures the distance (proximity) in time 
betvveen the points in time vvhen the tvvo compared series 
reach a specified level of the indicator X. The observed 
distance in time (the number of years, quarters, months, 
days, minutes, etc.) is used as a dynamic (temporal) 
measure of disparity betvveen the tvvo series in the same 
way as the observed difference (absolute or relative) at a 
given point in time is used as a static measure of 
disparity [1,2,3]. 
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For a given level of XL, XL = Xi(ti) = Xj(tj), and the S-
distance, the tirne separating unit (i) and unit (j) for the 
level XL, will be vvritten as 

Sij(XL) = AT(XL) = ti(XL)-ti(X,J 

where T is detemiined by XL. In special cases T can be a 
function of the level of the indicator XL, while in general 
it can be expected to take more values when the same 
level is attained at more points in time, i.e. it is a vector 
which can in addition to the level XL be related to time. 
Three subscripts are needed to indicate the specific value 
of S-distance: (1 and 2) between vvhich two units is the 
time distance measured and (3) for which level of the 
indicator (in the same way as the time subscript is used to 
identify the static measures). In the general čase also the 
fourth subscript would be necessary to indicate to vvhich 
point in time it is related (T|,T2,.-.,T|,)-

The sign of the time distance comparing two units is 
important to distinguish vvhether it is a time lead (-) or 
time lag (+) (in a statistical sense and not as a functional 
relationship): 

Sii(XL) = -Sii(XL) . 

Using the comparison between two units it can be shown 
that the generic concept of time distance goes together 
very naturally with the existing concepts of static 
disparity at a given point in time and the notion of the 
growth rate over time. Table I provides a schematic 
example for such comparisons for a given indicator. Row 
one is the most frequently used type of comparative 
analysis; levels of the indicator at a given point in time 
are compared. In such comparison two points are used, 
for each of them we have three elements of Information: 
(i) the respective level of the indicator, (ii) to vvhich unit 
it belongs, and (iii) at what time it happened. In this čase 
unit as vvell as time (since it is constant for static 
comparison) serve as identifiers, vvhile the levels are used 
to calculate the static difference. Row tvî o compares two 
levels of the indicator for each unit at two points in time, 
separately for each unit, vvhich means that one 
calculation indicated in rovv two refers to unit 1, and 
another to unit 2. The simplest example vvould be grovvth 
rate for unit 1 and grovvth rate for unit 2. Here the unit is 
the identifier, vvhile the numerical values on levels and 
time are used in calculating this measure. 

These two steps are standard procedures. The first one 
represents the static type of comparison; the second one 
measures the dynamic properties of the indicator for each 
unit S6parately. Follovving the same logic, for the novel 
statistical measure S-distance in rovv three level is the 
same, level and unit serve as identifiers, and time is used 
for calculating time distance. It is remarkable that the 
notion of time distance, vvhich can bc in principle 
developed from the same Information used in steps one 
and two, has not been developed theoretically and as a 
standard statistical measure. 

TIME 
UNIT 
LEVEL 

TIME 
same 

2 
2 

UNIT 
2 

same 
2 

LEVEL 
2 
2 

same 

Measure 
static difference 
change over time 

time distance 

Table 1. Points of comparison for static difference, 
change over time and time distance (two units) 

Whil6 there may be different problems involved in the 
calculation of these three types of measures, in terms of 
availability and comparability of data, in principle these 
three types of measure can be integrated into a formally 
consistent analytical framework. There are alternative 
ways of doing this, follovving from the distinction 
between backvvard looking (ex post) and forvvard looking 
(ex ante) time distances. They relate to different periods, 
past and future, the first belongs to the domain of 
statistical measures based on knovvn facts, the second is 
important for describing the time distance outcomes of 
the results of alternative policy scenarios for the future. 
Looking backvvards, ex post or historical time distance 
indicates how many years ago the more developed unit 
experienced a specified level of the indicator of the less 
developed unit at a given point in time [3]. A very 
important relationship shovvs that, ceteris paribus, time 
distance is a decreasing function of the magnitude of the 
grovvth rate of the indicator. This conclusion shovvs that 
the S-distance as a dynamic (temporal) measure of 
disparity offers a perspective vvhich may be quite distinct 
from that provided by static measures. 

This nevv vievv of the Information is using level(s) of the 
variables as identifiers and time as a focus of comparison 
and numeraire. This approach and the broad range of its 
possible applications is much more complex and general, 
bul the time distance is the priority choice because of its 
intuitive nature, and the importance of the time 
dimension in semantics of describing various situations 
in real life and forming our perceptions about them. In 
this paper only the application to comparison of one 
indicator betvveen several units wil! be used. Hovvever, 
the approach has been generalised to complement 
conventional measures in time series comparisons, 
regressions, models, forecasting and monitoring, and to 
analysis of single time series [3] and to variables other 
than time [4]. In ali such applications it can provide from 
existing data nevv insights due to an added dimension of 
analysis. 

3 Data and results for Slovenia, 
EU15 countries and candidate 
countries 

Data on Internet hosts per 10000 inhabitants used relate 
to the period end of !993-August 1999 [5,6,7]. At 
present is the measurement and empirical analysis of 
Information society indicators beset vvith problems. It is 
stated that the single most important obstacle to effective 
data collection is the lack of standardised definitions of 
Information technology and the exclusion of important 
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costs associated with its use, like personnel and training 
expenses. A further weakness is the relative absenee of 
systematic information how information technology is 
actually being used [8]. In addition to these general 
obstaeles there may be aIso some specific reasons that 
the slowdown of the increase in Internet hosts per capita 
in Slovenia in the last two years shovvn in RIPE data may 
have been exaggerated [9]. We shall proceed by 
analysing the available RIPE data, yet there should be an 

appropriate caution about possible inaccuracy in the 
available data. Comparative analysis of the differences 
among countries can be presented in two dimensions. 
The conventional static differences at a given point in 
time are in this paper complemented by the tirne distance 
dimension. Time distance in Table 3 is for practical 
reasons calculated for the levels of the indicator for those 
countries, which are behind Slovenia, and for the level of 
Slovenia for the countries, which are ahead of Slovenia. 

LUX 
DAN 
BEL 
AUT 
DEU 
FRA 
NED 
ITA 
SVE 
UK 
FIN 
IRL 
ESP 
PRT 
GRE 
SLO 
CZE 
SVK 
HUN 
POL 
EST 
ROM 
LIT 
LAT 
BG 
EUI5 

1993 
7,4 
16.1 
7.0 
18.9 
13.7 
9.3 
28.6 
2.9 

47.0 
19.1 
65.2 
6.5 
3.6 
3.6 
1.7 
3.1 
4.3 
0.7 
3.0 
1.3 
2.9 
0.0 

0.2 
0.0 
12.2 

1994 
12.5 
35.4 
17.3 
34.0 
24.4 
14.4 
55.8 
5.0 
84.8 
38.7 
133.9 
15.3 
7.0 
5.1 
3.4-
8.2 
10.1 
2.6 
6.6 
2.8 
7.7 
0.2 
0.3 
2.0 
0.2 
23.6 

1995 
46.0 
96.9 
30.2 
66.3 
58.0 
26.0 
IIO.B 
13.1 
164.1 
75.1 

416.7 
37.3 
13.1 
11.9 
7.4 
28.3 
21.1 
5.6 
15.4 
6.0 

24.1 
0.8 
1.2 
5.2 
1.3 

50.5 

1996 
85.2 

203.3 
64.0 
110.2 
84.4 
40.6 
173.4 
25,8 
269.0 
122.4 
612.1 
74.2 
28.8 
23.6 
16.0 
69.5 
39.6 
14,8 
29.2 
13.7 
54.3 
3,5 
4,7 
23,1 
4.0 
78.6 

1997 
113.4 
321.1 
104.8 
134.4 
137.7 
60.7 

249.2 
44.2 
394.0 
167.3 
945.8 
109.3 
49.9 
42.7 
26.7 
98.2 
55.2 
27.0 
66.7 
22.9 
108.4 
6.0 
10.9 
28.6 
8.2 

124.3 

1998 
182.3 
571.1 
202.4 
214.0 
177.0 
84.2 

395.1 
64,5 

429,9 
247,4 
902,6 
155,6 
78,2 
56,3 
47.1 
115.3 
83.6 
41.0 
87.8 
32.4 
151.2 . 
9,9 
26,0 
54,4 
12.2 
171,1 

Aug. 1999 
218,8 
608.3 
307.5 
235,7 
186,3 
106.4 
481.9 
96.4 
569,5 
272.2 
930.5 
181.7 
94.2 
67.4 
63.5 
116.3 
101.8 
48.3 
106.2 
42.9 
180.8 
14.1 
32.7 
63.7 
18.3 

199.3 

Table 2: Data on Internet host density per 10000 inhabitants 
Source: International Telecommunication Union Database, Geneva 1998 for 1993-1997 [5]; RIPE [6] in RIS [7] for 1998 and 1999. 

In Tables 2 and 3 the countries are sorted by the level 
of GDP per capita (at purchasing power standards) in 
1997. Obviously, the Internet hosts per capita are not 
firmly correlated vvith GDP per capita. In 1996 
Slovenia was occupying a comfortable comparative 
position in tenns of Internet hosts per capita: it was 
lagging less than 3 years behind Finland as the leading 
country, and was ahead of several EU countries, i.e. 
Belgium, France, Italy, Spain, Portugal and Greece. 
The last four mentioned countries had substantially 
lower values than Slovenia. 

The slowdown of growth rate in this indicator for 
Slovenia after mid-1997 led to a quick deterioration of 
the comparative situation of Slovenia. By August 1999 

the lag behind Finland increased to nearly 5 years. 
Narnely, in čase of indicators with high rates of 
growth the situation can change very quickly, as 
distinct from the fields where the rate of change is 
slow. Figure 1 provides visualization of these changes. 
Tables 2 and 3, and Figure I compare Slovenia vvith 
EUI5 countries and the nine candidate countries from 
Central and Eastern Europe. 

One could also speculate what would be the situation 
if the rate of growth for the period 1997-August 1999 
would continue until the end of 2000 (this should not 
be interpreted as projections). 
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LUX 
DAN 
BEL 
AUT 
DEU 
FRA 
NED 
ITA 
SVE 
UK 
FIN 
IRL 
ESP 
PRT 
GRE 
SLO 
CZE 
SVK 
HUN 
POL 
Esr 
ROM 
LIT 
LAT 
BG 
EU15 

1994 
-0.9 

#N/A 
-0.9 

#N/A 
#N/A 
#N/A 
#N/A 

0.6 
#N/A 
#N/A 
#N/A 
-0.8 
0.2 
0.6 
0.9 
0.0 
-0.3 

#N/A 
0.3 

#N/A 
O.l 

#N/A 
#N/A 
#N/A 
#N/A 
#N/A 

1995 
-0.5 
-1.4 
-0.2 
-1.4 
-0.9 
0.1 

#N/A 
0.8 

#N/A 
-1.5 

#N/A 
-0.4 
0.8 
0.8 
1.2 
0.0 
0.4 
1.5 
0.6 
1.4 
0.2 

#N/A 
#N/A 

1.6 
#N/A 
0.8 

1996 
-0.4 
-1.5 
0.1 
-0.9 
-0.6 
0,7 
-1.8 
1.1 

-2.4 
-1.2 
-2.9 
-0.1 
1.0 
1.2 
1.6 
0.0 
0.7 
1.7 
1.0 
1.7 
0.4 
2.9 
2.7 
1.3 
2.8 
0.3 

1997 
-0.5 
-2.0 
-0.2 
-1.3 
-0.7 
1.2 

-2.2 
1.6 

-2.8 
-1.5 
-3.5 
-0.3 
1.5 
1.7 
2.1 
0.0 
1.4 
2.1 
1.1 
2.3 
-0.2 
3.4 
2.9 
2.0 
3.0 
0.6 

1998 
-1,0 
-2.8 
-0.9 
-1.8 
-1.4 
1.5 

-2.9 
2.1 
-3.6 
-2.2 
-4,3 
-0.9 
1.7 
2.3 
2.5 
0.0 
1.5 
2.7 
1.4 
2.9 
-0.8 
3.9 
3.1 
2.4 
3.8 
1.2 

Aug. 1999 
-1.5 
-3.4 
-1.5 
-2.3 
-2.0 
1.1 

-3.5 
1.7 

-4.2 
-2.7 
-4.8 
-1.4 
1.7 
2.6 
2.7 
0.0 
1.4 
3.1 
1.1 
3.2 
-1.4 
4.3 
3.5 
2.7 
4.1 
1.8 

Table 3: Time distance between comparcd countries and Slovcnia, S-distance in years: - time lead, + time lag, Slovenia=0 
Source: Own calculation bascd on data in Table I. 

li" no action would be taken and such slowdown vvould 
continue until the end of 2000, a further deterioration 
of the relative position of Slovenia lor this indicator 
vvould take plače. Slovenia would within a period ol' 
only a tew years move Irom a comfortable position 
near the EU15 average in 1996 (despite being more 
than 30 per cent below the average EU15 level of 
GDP per capita) to a position vvhere the lag behind the 
forerunrier Finland would be already 6 years. The lag 
behind Svveden, Denmark and Netherlands would be 
around. 5 years, France, Italy, Spain and Greece would 
surpass or catch up with Slovenia, and only Portugal 
out of the EU15 countries vvould be stili behind it. 

Time distance seems to be an excellent way oF 
presenting the danger of a rapidly deteriorating 
situation, vvhich everybody can understand, and to 
signal that an in-depth analysis and corresponding 
actions are necessary. Some other conventional 
measures may not provide such vvarning. E. g., static 
comparison showed that in 1996 Finland had 8.8 
times the number of Internet host per capita in 
Slovenia, and in 2000 it vvould be 6.6 times. Time 
distance adds a qualitatively different conclusion. 

Similar consequences can be seen from comparison 
vvith selected Central and Eastern European countries. 
In 1996 Slovenia vvas vvith Estonia a clear leader in the 
region for the indicator Internet hosts per capita. In Ihe 
meantime Estonia moved ahead, and the gap vvould 
vviden if the present trends vvould continue. By August 
1999 Slovenia is lagging behind Estonia for more than 
1 year. 

The ciuality of time distance measure, being 
transparent and easy to perceive and understand, can 
be even more appreciated vvhen a larger set of 
indicators is analysed, involving more issues and 
different fields of concern. For instance, in 1997 Italy 
vvas 18.3 years ahead of Slovenia for GDP per capita 
at purchasing povver parity, vvhile Slovenia vvas 1.6 
years ahead of Italy for Internet hosts per capita. Some 
of these indicators can change very quickly, some 
others, like some demographic variables and some 
other characteristics of human factor, very slowly. 
Time distances vvill be different, smaller for those 
indicators that are more dynamic by their nature, more 
conducive to policy measures and given higher 
priority in decision-making process. 
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Figure 2 is an illustration of appUcation of time 
distance presentation in a similar čase of comparative 
analysis. In this example the average value of Internet 
hosts per capita for EUi5 is the benchmaric for 
comparison. The dispersion of situations in this 
respect for EU15 countries and Central and Eastern 
European candidate countries can be presented in 
various ways, iiice ratios, percentages, absoiute value 
and absoiute differences, etc. Furthermore, various 
summary measures of dispersion could be calculated. 

Absoiute values of the indicator are presented in Table 
2. A wid6ly used conventional measure would be 
indeces or percentage differences. For instance, in 
August 1999 the index for forerunner Finland would 
be 467, for Portugal and Greece about 33 as the lowest 
value for EU15 countries, and 9 for Bulgaria and 7 for 
Romania (EU15=100). Figure 2 presents another 
complementary view of this set of data. Time 
distances are calculated in cases of above the average 
countries for the level of EU15 average, and in cases 
of below the average countries for the level of 
indicator in these countries in August 1999. Finland 
had a lead of about 4.5 years ahead of the EU15 
average, Portugal and Greece were laging the EU15 
average for about 3 years, and Bulgaria and Romania 
for more than 4 years. Time distances alow for a 
distinct new insight that can help to form a richer 
perception of the situation. 

Since time distance is expressed in units of time, 
which everybody understands from ministers, 
managers to general public, it possesses one of the 
ideal characteristics of a presentation and 
communication instrument. It is expected that the 
analysis of and discussion about time distances will 
have considerable influence on how people will form 
their perception about a situation and on public 
opinion. For instance, in the EU the consideration of 
economic and social cohesion is an important goal. A 
series of presentation of results like Figure 2 for a 
number of relevant indicators would vvithout any 
doubt provide a new additional insight to a complex 
multidimensional problem. Similarly, it would be very 
useful if the results in Table 3 and in Figures 1 and 2 
would be provided for a broad selection of Information 
society indicators. 

This offers improved semantics for analysis and policy 
debate, and can in many cases lead to qualitatively 
different conclusions from those reached in a static 
conceptual and analytical framevvork. By analogy, 
there is a wide-open possibility to apply this 
methodology to numerous business problems at the 
micro, corporate and sector levels. Another important 
advantage of this approach is that the results and 
conclusions based on the two-dimensional analysis 
add new Information and new insight, while none of 
the earlier results are lost or replaced. 

4 Conclusions 
In empirical research the art of handling and 
understanding of different views of data is crucial for 
discovering the relevant patterns. The time distance 
approach (with associated statistical measure S-
distance) is useful at least in two domains: it offers a 
new view of data that is exceptionally easy to 
understand and communicate, and it may allow for 
developing and exploring new hypotheses and 
perspectives that cannot be adequately dealt without 
the new concept. 

The generic nature of the time distance concept and 
the S-distance measure leads to the conclusion that the 
methodology can be usefully applied as an important 
analytical and presentation tool in numerous 
applications in a wide variety of substantive fields. 
Especially in the field of Information technology 
indicators, which is characterised by great speed of 
change, it vvould be of great interest to complement 
rather than replace the conventional measurement of 
differences betvveen countries or other units with this 
new perspective of the situation. 
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The paper addresses methodological problem of measuring information society. Both, technical 
indicators and attitudinal measurements for Slovenia are discussed in this context. In particular, the 
results related to the interest for information society services are presented. The comparison hetween 
Slovenia and European Union — despite some methodological problems — shovvs that the interest for 
these services is extremely high in Slovenia. Other figures also confinn that Slovenian households and 
husinesses are generally on European average with respect to the penetration of the hasic information 
technologies. However, certain discrepancies with other saurces of data call for more ejforts in 
performing these kind of analysis. 

1 Preface 
The concept of the information society has already 
been around for many decades. Nevertheless, its 
definition is relatively unclear, and the same is true for 
the corresponding indicators. There do exist some ad-
hock measures from as early as sixties, particularly in 
the area of services, the information professions and 
the extent of the business information sector. Hovvever, 
it is extremely hard to establish official indicators for 
the phenomena in such a dynamic field. The Internet, 
in particular, has brought even more complications in 
these measurements. Even in United States, the official 
estimates about the scope of the electronic commerce 
will be available only in year 2000, after the electronic 
commerce transactions have already reached hundreds 
of billions of USD. The first official estimated will 
thus arrive after several years of extreme variety in the 
estimates from numerous consulting agencies. In 
addition, there are considerable discrepancies also in 
other measurements of information society. The paper 
presents an overview of most frequent divergences that 
arise from the interpretation of indicators of 
information society. The methodological 
misunderstanding is also an important reason that 
unnecessarily hinders the understanding of the position 
of Slovenia. 

2 Quantitative measurement 
Quantitativc indicators of the information society 
usually refer to numerical figures — expressed in 
numbers/percentages of users, or, in the form of 
financial totals — which most often relate to the use 

and penetration of modern technologies, especially the 
Internet, mobile telephony and electronic commerce. 
However, we have to be extremely careful when 
interpreting these data. 

We can, for instance, classify the use of electronic 
payment orders of the Slovenian Agency for Payments 
as a form of electronic commerce. Many experts claim 
that this is also a specific form o Electronic Data 
Interchange (EDI). In this čase the amount of 
electronic commerce in Slovenia can be measured in 
hundreds of billions of USD. But if we talk about the 
transactions where searching, ordering, billing and 
payment procedures are aH performed in the electronic 
forms — without any paper recording — it is clear that 
the amount of electronic commerce is only a fraction 
of this amount, e.g. only around few millions USD. 
Therefore, we have to be very precise when stating 
such observations. It is not surprising that the estimates 
of leading consulting agencies on electronic commerce 
have varied at rates 1:10 in the past years, and at 
present they stili vary at the rate 1:2. Often, the source 
of the problems is not even in the statistical 
methodology or in the definitions, but in a simple fact 
that the methodological framevvork is not properly 
reported. 

Recent International efforts for slandardised 
measurement on electronic commerce, particularly 
those at OECD (1999) already brought some results 
and we can perform certain International comparison 
of the Internet and electronic commerce usage among 
companies. The available comparisons with Singapore, 
Scandinavian countries and Australia shows that with 
respect to PC usage, Internet penetration and Web site 

mailto:matej.kovacic@uni-lj.si
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penetration ainong companies there is, as for 1998, no 
significant lagging for Slovenia. However, there is a 
certain tirne lag in the adoption of electronic 
commerce applications. Unfortunately, the 
international comparisons in the area of electronic 
commerce are much more complicated. Recent 
experiments in RIS 1999 survey of companies clearly 
demonstrated the sensitivity in these kinds of 
measurements. It has been shown that when electronic 
commerce was defined as any business transaction 
performed over the computer netvvorks the percentage 
of companies claiming to use electronic commerce was 
10% higher compared to the definition that was 
restricted only to the transactions that lead to the 
purchase (RIS, 1999). 

A similar problem of definition is the estimale of the 
number of Internet users. There exist at least five 
categories of Internet users (Vehovar et al. 1998). This 
prompts to a need for an exact definition of the term 
"Internet user". For instance, the estimate of EITO 
(1999) talks about 60.000 Internet users in Slovenia in 
1998, however, the definition of Internet user and 
description of how the estimate was obtained is not 
available there. In addition, this estimate differs from 
ali other estimates for Slovenia. Even the number of 
users vv'ith personal e-mail accounts in 1998 is much 
higher than 60.000. Of course, EITO's estimate could 
refer to some specific group of intensive users. 

When measuring information society phenomena we 
are aiso faced with divergence, which originates from 
the methodology of data collection. The IDC 
Corporation, for instance, provides estimates ba.sed on 
distribution channels and one of the figures states that 
65.000 purchases (shipments) of new personal 
computers were made in Slovenia in 1998, thereof 
17% in households. This suggests that households buy 
around 10.000 personal computers yearly. Such an 
estimate also matches the ESIS (1999) figures stating 
that Slovenian households possess 100.000 personal 
computers (with a processor 486 or more). Hovvever, 
this does not match the survey estimates that Slovenian 
households have more than 200.000 personal 
computers, which is a result of practically ali surveys 
(Statistical office. Mediana, Slovenian public opinion, 
RIS...). Survey estimates consistently shovv that the 
number of personal computers has surpassed 200.000 
also in business use, what suggests that Slovenia is 
highly ranked by number of personal computers per 
100 residents. There are more than 25 personal 
computers per 100 habitants in Slovenia. This is 
surprisingly high, hovvever, as the usage of information 
technology is rather complex, the criticisms regarding 
low technology penetration in Slovenian economy may 

stili hold true (The World Competitiveness Yearbook 
1999, IMDLausanne). 

One of the most exposed indicators of the Internet and 
information society is the statistics on the Internet 
hosts (Vehovar, 1998). This indicator shows extremely 
inconvenient trends for Slovenia: the grovvth of hosts 
in the last two years has almost entirely stopped while 
ali other countries rapidly progress. Hovvever, the 
number of hosts is a typical example of an indicator 
that is more complex than a casual observer might 
think. For instance — ali the hosts which are not 
included in *.si doniain are excepted from Slovenian 
host cunts. This does not happen so often in larger 
countries or in countries vvith more liberal legislation 
for assigning domains. In Slovenia, non-domestic 
domains are very frequent, even among the most 
visited sites and among the largest Internet access 
providers: siol.net, s.net, s5.net, amis.net. It seems that 
the large majority of commercial dial-up modems/ 
hosts is registered under domains *.net. The high usage 
of dial-up access in Slovenia also presents a problem 
for itself and contributes to a low host counts, because 
each host/modem serves many dial-up users. 
Additional problems can present the multiple IP 
numbers - e.g. virtual hosts - located on one computer. 
This is more often the čase in countries such as Estonia 
than in Slovenia. We have to understand that the 
"host" does not necessarily mean a computer 
connected to the Internet, but only an IP number. In 
Slovenia, additional problems are also the computers 
that are connected to many large local netvvorks vvith 
full access to the Internet but vvithout an IP number. 

The problem of host counting is getting even more 
complex because of the technical problems of 
measurement procedures, vvhich are becoming 
increasingly more difficult due to fire-vvalls and other 
forms of security protections. This forced Netvvork 
Wizards to change entirely the methodology and broke 
vvith the time series. The data about host numbers from 
RIPE (http://www.ripe.net) and Network Wizard 
(http://www.nw.com) thus vary considerably. The 
RIPE host count often shows a clear monthly a 
recession in the number of hosts for some countries 
(Italy, for instance) what is not realistic. Ali the above 
arguments may explain the situation for Slovenia, 
where the host counts in the last two years show less 
Ihan 10% yearly growth (Piclure 1, Picture 3), but ali 
other indicators (number of registered domains, 
number of companies connected to the Internet, 
number of households with access to the Internet, 
number of Internet users) demonstrated more than 50% 
growth (Picture 2). 

http://siol.net
http://s5.net
http://amis.net
http://www.ripe.net
http://www.nw.com
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Picture 3: Hosts per 100.000 residents, January 1995 - November 1999 (Source: RIPE). 

Another specific methodological problem can be 
observed in the areas, where growth is extremely high 
and the circumstances are changing very last (in less 
than a year), as with mobile telephones. This example, 
hoNvever, has an additional dimension with the 
categories ol" mobile Communications (i.e. GSM, 
prepaid mobile phones, etc) that are extremely 
structured and thus not comparable. 

3 Measurement of attitudes 
Above, we have observed that even the indicators that 

can be exactly measured on the ratio scale could be 
very problemalic. It is thus reasonable to expect more 
Iroubles with the indicators referring to the attitudes 
tovvards the information society. Hovvever, the users' 
attitudes to the various aspects of the information 
society, such as the attitude towards security, privacy, 
abuse, role of the government, future and intended 
usage, are extremely important for understanding the 
context of information society. 

Below, we present a typical example of attitudinal 
measurement. In June 1999, the RIS project and the 
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Institute for Economic Research (Incopernicus project) 
co-operated in a telephone survey on household usage 
of inforniation technologies (n - 1000). Among 
others, the survey included questions on interest in 
services of the inforniation society. The questions were 
based on the Eurobarometer EB 50. J survey, which 
was performed among the member states of the 
European Union in fall 1998. The question was: "We 
will give you a list of services of the inforniation 
society. Please teli iis whether you are interested in 
their use or not." The June results for Slovenia were 
surprisingly high, so they were repeated also in 
September. Hovvever, the estimates were basically the 
same. In Table I we can observe the percentages of 
respondents interested in corresponding services in 
June and September for Slovenia, and the averages for 
EU at the end of 1998 (from EB 50.1). 

Similar differences were noticed in other indicators, 
like the interest for financial management, virtual 
museum visiting, trip and travel planing Information, 
consumer rights, and employment search (RIS, 1999). 
In addition, Slovenia has a good standing also in the 
area of Information and communication technology 
penetration. In general it is on the average of the EU 
countries. The analysis shows that Slovenia is 
comparable to Scandinavia and not to Austria, which 
has certain historical linkages to Slovenia. 

When trying to explain this specific position we first 
think of methodology. It is true, that the Slovenian 
survey was performed more than half a year after the 
European one. Certain methodological discrepancy 
could also arise from the fact that the European survey 
was conducted face-to-face. Hovvever, in Slovenia the 
telephone coverage has reached 90%, so this can not 
contribute to a significant overestimation. 
Alternatively, the overestimation could be related to 
the general overestimation of the information society 
phenomena — for instance, the overestimation of the 
number of Internet users, the number of PCs in 
households, etc. Hovvever, vvhenever the external 
control is possible - such as vvith mobile phones or 
Internet subscribers - the estimates were correct. The 
results vvere also consistent across different surveys 

performed by Statistical office, RIS project, Slovenian 
public opinion survey, Mediana, and marketing 
agencies' surveys. 

It is more likely that the proper interpretation of these 
surprising results goes into a direction of a specific 
climate that is very opened to the information society 
issues. Such a conclusion can be of the same 
importance for the understanding of information 
society processes as the standard statistical indicators 
(number of telephone lines, Internet users...). 

4 Coiicliuisioini 
Rapid technological developments bring new problems 
to the process of measuring social phenomena. The 
speed of the social change also introduces certain 
changes in measurement procedures. Of course, we 
have to be extremely precise about vvhat these 
measurements actually mean. 

We also have to accept the fact that the absence of 
more profound efforts for measuring and analysing 
information society phenomena prevents us from 
determining an exact position for Slovenia. Compared 
to other socio-economic statistics - like employment or 
national accounts that are permanently covered by 
large groups of experts - the research on information 
society indicators has not yet been instutionalized. 
Since the dynamics of these phenomena has become a 
constant, we can expect the establishment of adequate 
research in a very near future. The process of 
European unification is merely accelerating this 
process (i.e. ESIS, 1999). Lots of indicators on 
information society are also provided by global 
Consulting agencies, which are partially compensating 
the lack of official statistical data. 

We can thus conclude that we are in a temporary 
information vacuum vvhere we do not have enough 
information to determine vvhere exactly Slovenia 
stands in the information society developments. This is 
also a possible reason for the sensitivity of the data 
interpretation to a variety of sloppy analyses. 

Information service 
On-line medical diagnosis 
Contacts vvith politicians 
Education 
Consumer rights service 
Conducting public and administrative services 

Slovenia -
June'99 

54.2% 
18.7% 
55.2% 
63.7% 
54.5% 

Slovenia -
September '99 

54.5% 
15.6% 
50.4% 
55.6% 
58.6% 

EU average '98 
41.9% 
10.9% 
33.9% 
33.4% 
47.8% 

Table 1: Interest for information society services (Source: EB 50.1, RIS) 
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This paper presents modelling and visualisation of information society development in the six Central 
European countries associated to the European Union. Modern approachfor nionitoring and evaluation 
of the transition processes is presented that enables comparison of the countries' successfulness and 
analysis of alternative development scenarios. The position ofSlovenia, which also experiences gradual 
transformation to the information society, is shown. 

1 Introduction 
Slovenia, as well as the other Central European (CE) 
countries is facing intense transition processes necessary 
for incorporation to the European Union (EU) and the 
global information society. These transition processes are 
especially related to their system development and 
strategy-based development including the information 
society capability of these countries, 

The change of the political, economic, and legal system 
of CE counties is the basis for a gradual transition to a 
modern society. The aim of this transition is to position 
those countries into the group of open and competitive 
countries with more effective economies. This will also 
facilitate their prospective integration within European 
Union. 

It has been recognised the necessity of Slovenia to take 
an active part in these movements for a gradual 
transformation to the information society. During the 
period 1991-1997 a relatively smooth transition of 
Slovenian S&T institutions into the market-oriented 
system was made possible (Stanovnik 1997). Hovvever, 
in the last few years, the information society issues have 
been changing much faster than can be monitored by 
statistical tools. The penetration rates for PCs, mobile 
phones, and Internet usage are often grovving with the 
rates larger than 100% annually (Vehovar 1999). 

The conventional econometric methods and 
mathematical models, vvhich have been used for selecting 
appropriate strategies and testing development 
alternatives no longer provide comprehensive ansvvers, 
Consequently, different approaches and techniques are 

required for modelling various aspects of the information 
society development. 

Here we present an approach, developed under the 
Copernicus project (INCO 1999) for monitoring and 
evaluation of the transition processes of our country and 
other CE countries, which enables data structuring, 
visualisation, exploration and discovery of regularities. 
We iliustrate the power of the clustering and 
visualisation techniques applied on statistical data 
relevant for information society development. The data 
consists of a selection of statistical indicators for six CE 
countries associated to the European Union. 

2 Sources and methods 
In many studies countries are compared and analysed on 
the basis of selection of statistical indicators that are 
relevant for various aspects of society development. 
Indicators that are estimated as relevant for information 
society are selected from different sources. The 
International Data Corporation, IDC Company (IDC), is 
the one of the main sources for the key indicators in the 
field of Information and Communication Technologies 
(ICT, BITO 1999), particularly for the countries in 
transition. For some indictors the EU average is added as 
the reference level for an International comparison. 
Detail description of the data can be found in (Bavec 
1999). Also OECD (OECD) provides comprehensive and 
comparative data in this field. 

In order to facilitate and make more transparent the 
evaluation and comparison of countries successfulness 
we have used different tools and techniques that enable 
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data structuring, visualisation, exploration and discovery 
of regularities. The following tools and systems were 
primarily used during the modelling processes: 

a) An Information Society In Transition Data Analysis 
system, (ISIT) deveioped for intelligent analysis of 
socio-economic data; 

b) S-PLUS , a commercial product for Data Mining; 

c) See-5, a commercial product for Machine Learning. 

a) The ISIT Data Analysis tool (Krisper et. al. 1999) for 
data modelling enables expert system approach to 
construction of a knovvledge base of the socio-economic 
domain. This approach in contrast to conventional 
econometrics or statistical methods and mathematical 
models gives clear insight into the internal structure of 
the domain. It enables a multi-dimensional treatment of 
socio-developmental problems from the vievvpoint of the 
information society. The system offers high level of 
nexibility in modelling of development goals covering 
various aspects of development. In practice, ISIT system 
has shown that it is a useful tool, particularly suitable for 
comparison of successfulness of the countries in 
transition. Various comparisons facilitate the choice of 
suitable developmental scenarios. 

b) S-PLUS (S-PLUS 1998) is a powerful tool for 
exploratory data analysis and statistical modelling. It is 
known as a tool for manual Data Mining. 

c) See-5 (Quinlan 1993) is a tool for machine learning. It 
enables discovering patterns in the data that are 
represented as decision trees or production rules. 

The modern techniques for data analysis, especially 
clustering and machine learning are more povverful then 
the classical statistical tools since they enable: 

o domain structuring, 

o non-intuitive modelling, 

o transparency, 

o knowledge elicitation, 

o better explanatory power. 

In this paper we illustrate the povver of those techniques 
applied on statistical data. 

3 ModelMeg and visiuiaMsaitioini 
In our experiments, a set of statistical indicators that are 
relevant for information society development in the six 
CE countries associated to the European Union have 
been selected. The EU average is added as the reference 
level for an international comparison. 

A common problem with aH selected countries is a lack 
of official national indicators gathered by internationally 
compatible methodologies. Presented indicators are a 
subset of available national data (EITO 1999) that are 
reasonably comparable in ali countries, and particularly 
with the EU data. Indicators are grouped as follows: 

° Political background 

° Economic background 

° R&D and Technology 

° Legal and Organisational background 

° Inibrmation Technology 

° Communications Infrastructure 

Giaphical representation of the expert deveioped 
hierarchical information society indicator model (Zrimec 
& Krisper 1999, IMD 1997, IMD 1998) is presented in 
Figure 1. 

General 
Indicators 

Economic 
background 

R&D 
& 

Technologv 

Information 
Society 

indicators 

Legal & 
Organizational 

framevvork 

C Information | j ' Communication 
Technology II Infrastructure 

Figure 1: Information society indicators model 
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In order to provide better representation of the observed 
indicators and the influence of those positioning and 
grouping the countries, further modelling was performed. 
For each level of the model, the agglomerative 
hierarchical clustering method, one of many available S-
PLUS methods, was applied. The observed countries 
were differently grouped together on the basis of self-
similarity of the indicators of a particular group. S-PLUS 
provides a good graphical presentation of the data 
analysis results. The results of the clustering are 
represented by cluster trees - dendograms. This graphical 
presentation, in a form of a tree very clearly indicates the 
position of each country. The tree representation shows 
how the countries can be grouped and how weli thy are 
positioned in comparison to EU. 

o: o: 
o « 

o 
w 

1 
l -
(0 
m 

Figure 3: Clustering ofihc domain: R&D Teclmology 

3.3 R&D and Technology 
Investments into R&D and Technologj represent a 
general attitude towards high technologies that could also 
reflect an absorption level for Information technologies 
in particular countries. To give better representation for 
comparison of the CE countries a tree representation, 
produced by clustering is shown in Figure 3. Because the 
indicators show a significant lower level than EU 
average in Figure 3 EU is excluded. 

Figure 2: Results ofthe clustering using the 
indicators for Economic Backsround 

3.1 Political background 

A political avvareness for a transition to the society in CE 
countries is presented by their membership in major 
International organisations. The membership indirectly 
represents their openness and attitude towards the global 
character of the Information society (Krisper et. al. 
1999a). These indicators are significant and show two 
groups of CE countries: Czech Republic, Hungary and 
Poland are member of ali selected organisations, Estonia, 
Slovakia and Slovenia are not in OECD and NATO. 

3.4 Legal and Organisational background 
Legal and organisational framevvork is not represented 
by qualitative indicators but rather by qualitative 
descriptions. AH CE countries are gradually 
implemcnting the EU "acquies" and face very similar 
problems concerning organisation and co-ordination of 
Information society activities society (Krisper et. al. 
1999a, Bavec 1999). Basic legislation concerning 
telecommunications is already prepared and will be 
harmonised with the EU in next three years. Legislation 
concerning electronic commerce is stili in an early phase 
of preparation. Noticeable is a lack of government 
administrative structure that could support Information 
society activities. The values of some indicators are 
given in Table 1. 

3.2 Economic background 
Economic indicators show significant differences in 
general development level (clear lead of Slovenia). It is 
noticeably that economic development is not correlated 
with the direct foreign investments, which also represent 
the "openness" of the economy. It is interested that these 
indicators are correlated with a political "openness" 
presented in the political background. We have used the 
set of economic indicators and have applied clustering. 
The results are shown in Figure 2. It can be seen clearly 
the position of Slovenia and EU (Figure 2). 

3.5 Information Technology 

Absolute CE countries investments into Information 
Technolog}' are significantly lower than EU average is, 
but with the same grovi'th rate as in the EU. Differences 
between individual countries are relatively small. Figure 
4 shows a comparison ofthe GDP/pc (Ei) indicator, and 
the indicator IT21, which represents % of PC connected 
to the Internet. Slovenia has a leading position in both 
categories. 

More significant are differences in the quality and 
availability of Communications Infrastructure. 
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Level of telecom. competition, 
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Digital.signature, law ,, ' 

Government approved Action 
Plan on IS 

National ISPO 

Government coordinating 
bodv 

, Import duties on IT 

Range 1-5 

Range 1-5 

Range 1-5 

Range 1-3 

Range 1-3 

Range 1-5 

1.1.1998 
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(5) 
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• (5) 

VES 
(5) 

VES 
• (3) .,; 

VES 

VES 
• * ! 

very low 

• (1 ) ' 

1.1.2001 

medium 
(3) 

Draft law 
(2) 

Draft law 
(2) 
NO 
(1) 

partially 
(2) 
NO 
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(2) 

1.1.2001 
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(3) 

Draft law 
(2) 
NO 
(1) 
NO 
(1) 

NO 
(1) 
NO 

medium 
(3) 
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1.1.2002 
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(2) 
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(2) 
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NO 
(1) 
NO 
(1) 

NO 
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(3) 

1.1.2003 
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(2) 
? 

NO 
(1) 
NO 
(1) 

NO 
(1) 
NO 
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(4) 

gfteraaito 

1.1.2001 
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(2) 

VES 
(5) 

Draft law 
(2) 

Governm 
ent only 

(2) 
partially 

(2) 
VES 

very low 
(1) 

Table 1: A seleclioii of informalion society indicators for Legal and Organisationalframevvorlc, sourca: Agenda 2000 

3.6 Commuiiiicatioiiis lefrastructure 

Recently Information Technology and Communications 
Infrastructure are converging. As a result of their 
convergence a synergetic effect is achieved. 
Communications Infrastructure is now of the same 
importance as Information Technology for informalion 
society development. 

In Figure 5 the results of the clustering on the bases of 
the Communication Infrastructure indicators are shown. 
Figure 6 represents a two dimensional representation -
portfolio of the relation between Telecom services 
growth in 1997/98 (IT2i) and GDP per capita in EUR 
for 1997 (El) . The diagram clearly shows the position of 
the CE countries in comparison to EU. The portfolio 
representation was geneiated using the ISIT systeni 
(Kiisper et. al. 1999) which offers alternative ways of 
good visualisation. 

E1'lO*(-2) 
^21 

alT2l 

DEnO*(-2) 

CZR 

19.8 

40 

EST 

16,1 

24.6/ 

HUN 

18.7 

34.71 

POL 

15.2 

27.37 

SLR 

17,4 

28.52 

SLO 

23,1 

69 

Figure 4: El*IO(-2) represends GPD/pc, 1T2I represents 
percentage of PC connected to the internet 

Figure 5: Clustering using Communication Infrastructure 
indicators 

4 CondiLisioini 

A common problem with the selected CE countries is a 
lack of official national indicators gathered by 
internationally compatible methodologies. We can use 
only a sub.set of the national data that is reasonably 
comparable in ali countries, and particularly with the EU 
data. From the results presented in this paper the 
following conclusion can be made: 

^ Indicators on some areas are not correlated with 
economical power of the countries; 

> Absolute investments are significanlly lower then 
EU average; 

> Administrative structure is stili developing; 

> Legal and organisational framework is rapidly 
improving; 

> Level of capitalisation in telecommunication is 
improving although some monopolies stili exits; 

> ICT advanced development is beyond legal, 
organisational and administrative progress. 
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Figure 6: PorlfoUo showing GDP/pc and 
Telecommunication growth rate in 1997/1998 

The proposed approach to data analysis and the 
developed tools are not only good for comprehensible 
modelling and presentation of the results, but also Ibr 
permanent monitoring and studying of Slovenia and 
other CE countries' progress. Figure 7 shows a six 
dimensional diagram for CE countries comparison, based 
on the total values of six indicator's groups. Very clearly 
can be seen the leading position of Slovenia (SLO-
white). This diagram and the diagram in the figure 6 
were generated using our ISIT system. 
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When we consider about "customer satisfaction" (CS) of sjsteni integration (SI) business, "customer" 
means organizalion, though many of the cases, \vhen we see the CS in some research papers, 
"customer" means personal consumer. Understanding the satisfaction structure of organization, heing 
considering organization behavior, must be very iinportant Moreover SI business provides, not only 
products itself alone hut integrated services and products. In this paper, focusing on these matters, 
sliowing the structure of CS in SI business, froni statistical aiudysis of customer survey. It shows what 
is the iinportant factor including technology providing, and project management skill, in order to 
maximizing CS. 

1 Introductioii 
Almost a decade has past since the word "customer 
satisfaction (CS)" became one of the most important 
topics of business. 
M.Hanan and P.Karp[1989] insist that, customer 
satisfaction is one of the most effective things for 
competitive advantage. 

Thinking about CS for system integration business, we 
can easily imagine a lot of factors to characterizc 
customer satisfaction. First of ali, who is the customer? 
Most of the cases in Japan, purchasing section are IT 
sections. But of course, IT section people are not the 
only customer. Next question comes to how the 
satisfaction structured, though system integration 
business provided many IT products and their integration 
services. 

If Information system integrators can get answer of these 
questions, they can focus on effective factor for 
improvement.' 

2 Literature Review 
Two areas of theories identify from literatures, which are 
needed for designing analysis approaches are: theories 
about the structure of customer (consumer) satisfaction, 
and theory of organization behavior. 

' In this research, "Information system vendors" means 
those provide hardvvare, software, integration service, 
and system development services to customer. 

2.1 Theories of the Structure of CS 
• Degree of Attainment and Range of Desire 
Shimaguchi [1986] proposed to define consumer 
satisfaction, using H. Thourough' s definition of "degree 
of warfare". "Customer satisfaction can be described by 
his/her range of desire and power of attainment" 

F{p,q) = 1. 
P 

V{p,q): Degree of Consumer Satisfaction 
p: range of desire 
č/ipovver of attainment 

• Function Fufillment 
Svvan and Com [1976] described consumer satisfaction 
as function fulfillment. 

Essential 
Function 
>=B 
>=E 
<E 
<E 

Surface 
Function 
>=E 
<E 
>=E 
<E 

E:expectation 

Satisfied/ 
Not Satisfied 
Satisfied 
Not Satisfied 
Disappointed 
Disappointed 

This theory is based on the idea that essential function 
effects whether satisfied or disappointed, while surface 
function effects whether satisfied or not satisfied. 

mailto:iizLika@gssm.otsuka.tsukuba.ac.jp
mailto:HQB00473@nifty.ne.jp
file:///vhen
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o Performance vs. Expected 

Anderson and Dover described satisfaction as below. 

S = aE + fi{P-E) 

S: degree of satisfaction 
E: degree of expectalion 
P:degiee of performance 
a, p: parameters 

2.2 Orgaeization IBehavior 
o Organization Buying Behavior 

J.N. Shess [1977] defines three correlates for 
organization buying behavior: individual correlates, 
organizational correlates, and situation correlates. The 
elements of organizational correlates are iateral and 
vertical involvement, role for purchasing, demographics, 
and organization style. 

3 Research Desige 
In order to clarify CS in SI as organization satisfaction in 
Japan, K. Hirotsu lizuka made a customer survey in 
1992. 

The customer survey was targeted on Japanese major 
and industi"y leading companies (that we can see their 
name in Tokyo Exchange Market).^ Of course they are 
big users of system integration business. And Survey 
sheet was niailed to 3 sections to each company. (For IT 
section, one of the end user's sections, and Business 
Planning Section). 

Satisfaction 
of other 
sections 

Satisfaction 
of IT sections 

Satisfaction of end users 

Satisfaction of BP section 

Povver balance 
of organization 

Total satisfaction 
enterorise 

Choosing same 
integrator forthe 
next purchasing 

Figure J: Research Model 

In Figure I, BP (Business Planning) section means a 
section, which helps Top management's decision. 

" For the detail of respondent companies, refer Kayo 
Hirotsu lizuka, Customer Satisfaction of SI Business , 
Keio University Graduate School of Business 
Administration, Master's Thesis, 1993 

In this research, the hypotheses to be verified are below. 

In, SI business 
o Hypothesisl: Total CS at this time effects next 

purchasing 
o Hypothesis2: CS of each one factor of SI business 

can be explained by "degree of attainment and 
rangeof desire". 

o Hypothesis3: CS of each one factor of SI business 
can be explained by "performance vs. expected". 

o Hypothesis4: Inside one enterprise, CS for a certain 
system integrator is different by section 

o Hypothesis5: CS of each one element of SI 
business are different by section 

o Hypothesis6: CS of one section can be inlluenced 
by other section 

Hypothsisl is about structure of CS, and 2 and 3 is for 
about system integrator, 4 and 5 for structural difference 
of CS by section. 

There used be some customer survey about system 
integration business in Japan, but it was targeted on 
system integration skill only, and respondent were only 
IT section. For the research explains here, the clemcnts 
for system integration was defined as below. 

o About System lntegrator's Skill 
System Design/Development Skill 
Knowledge about Business and Customer's 

Industry 
Total Systeni Proposal Skill 
System Management Skill 
Systeni Consulting Skill 
Management Consulting Skill 
System Maintenance Skill 
Special Skill Level about Advanced IT 
Company Ability to Avoid Risks 
Supporting Services for Trouble 

- Integrale Products of Multi Vendor's Products 

(Questions for IT section) 
Satisfaction of end users' section 

Satisfaction ofBP section 

o About Product Specification 
Ergonomics 
Specification of the Each Products 

- Cost-Effectiveness 

o About Brand Image for System Integrators 
Has good history 

- Trustful 
- Stable 

Friendly 
Has future perspective 
On current trend 
Has good atmosphere 

- Has great Top Management 
Offers customer services 
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Survey respondents were provided degree oF 
expectation, degree ol' attainment (for the current systeni 
provided by system integrator), and degree ol' 
satisfaction for the element listed above. And asked to 
rate each element on a scale ol' I to 5 as below. 

• About expectation 
5:'Very important 
4:Important 
3:Neutral 
2:Not important so much 
1 :Not important 

• About attainment 
5:Very attained 
4:Attaind 
3:Neutral 
2:Not attained very much 
l:Not attained 

• About satisfaction 
5:'Very Satisfied 
4:Satisfied 
3:Nutral 
2:Not satislied 
liDisapointed 

4 Research Results 
Response rate was very high more than expected as you 
can see in the Table 1. Before mailing the survey sheets 
to company, explanation by telephone was held in order 
to let respondents know the purpose of the survey. That 
may had made sense to respondent, and more over this 
rate shows so inany people were interested in this themc. 

Table I: Research Respondent Characteristics 
Section 

IT Sections 
BP 
Sections 
End Users 

Total 
Mailed 

236 
236 

236 

Total 
Reče i ved 

97 
60 

69 

Response 
Rate(%) 

41.10% 
25.42% 

29.24% 

'We can see power balance oF the sections for purchasing 
from Table 2. 

Table 2: How affect does the section to decision of 
purchasing? 
SECTIONS 
IT Sections 
BP Sections 
End User's Sections 

Affect Percentage (SD) 
52% (2.851) 
26% (2.514) 
22% (2.252) 

4.1 Verification 
From the research, you can see verification result in 
Table 3. 

You can see ali the hypotheses are verified within 5% 
level of significance. 

4.2 How to Maximizing CS? 
"How to maximizing CS of SI business" must be one of 
the most important strategic questions for system 
integrators? 
From the power balance we can see Table 2, total CS of 
company level can be defined as algebra a below. 
Satisfaction of each section can be described as algebra 
h,c,d, from multi regression. 

a= 0.52h + 0.26c + 0.22d 
b= 0.55d + O.lle + 0.\9f- 0.\3 
6-0.5 Ig + 0.55/i + 0.29/ - 0.267 -
0.4le-0.35 
/̂=0.5 Ig + 0.44/71 + 0.23/+ 0.29/1. 

0.37A: +0.38/+0.211 

-0.19«- 0.14/J-0.44 

a:Total Customer Satisfaction of Company Level 
(Total CS for sections, and elements) 

/j:Total Customer Satisfaction of IT section 
tiTotal Customer Satisfaction of BP section 
c/:Total Customer Satisfaction of End User's Section 
e: System Maintenance Skill 
/: Knowledge about Business and Customer's Industory 
g: System Design/Development Skill 
h: Cost-Effectiveness 
/': Company Ability to Avoid Risks 
;': Skill Level about Advanced IT 
k: Trustful Company 
/: Integrate Products of Multi Vendor's Products 
m: Ergonomics 
n: System Management Skill 
o: System Consulting Skill 
p: Specification of the Each Product 

Table 4: The Element Ajfect to Total CS 
Elements of System Integration 

System Maintenance Skill 
Knowledge about Business and Customer's 
Industry 
System Design/Development Skill 
Cost-Effectiveness 
Company Ability to Avoid Risks 
Skill Level about Advanced IT 
Trustful Company 
Integrate Products of Multi 'Vendor's Products 
Ergonomics 
System Management Skill 
System Consulting Skill 
Specification of the Each Products 

Rank 
A 
A 

A 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
B 
A 
C 
C 

A: Affect Total CS a lot 
B: Affect Total CS 
C: Affect Total CS a little 
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Table 3: Summary 
Analysis Objectives 

Importance of CS 

Structure of CS for each element of SI 
business 
- Degree of Attainment and Range of 
Desire 

- Performancc vs. Expected 

Difterence of Satisfaction 
(by section) 
Structure of Total Satisfaction by section 

Hypothesis 

Hypothesis 

Hypothesis 

Hypothesis 

Hypothesis 

Hypothesis 
Hypothesis 

of hjpothesis verification result 
Verificalion Metiiod 

Regression of 
Degree of satisfaction 
and will for selecting same system integrator for the 
next purcliasing tirne 

Regression of 
Def^ree of sulisfaction cmd q/p 
(p: range of desire, q:power of attainment) 

Multi regression of 
Degree of satisfaction and E, 
Degree of satisfaction and (P-E) 
(E: degree of expectation, P:degree of performance) 

Difference of mean degree of satisfaction by section 
Correlation of satisfaction degree of tlie tliree section 
Multi regression of 
Total Satisfaction degree 
and degree of satisfaction degree for each element 

I-evel of 
significance 

** 

*** 

*** 

*̂  

*** 

Î vel of significance 
*:I0%, **:5%, ***:!% 

From the simulation for the purpose to maximize a, you 
can see what element of SI must be strengthened from 
Table 4. 
Some of the element that seems to be very important 
factor of system integration business marks "C". But it 
does not mean that factor is not important. Some of the 
standard factors are usual thing to customer at a certain 
level.^ 

5 CoEdiEsioin 

The research shovved what is important and effective 
for the Information system integration business in 
Japan. 

6 RelFereeces 
[1] M.Hanan, and P.Karp, Customer Satisfaction, 

American Management Association, 1989 

[2] M.Shimaguchi, Total Marketing, Nihon Keizai 
Shimbumsha, 1986 

[3] J. N. Shess, Industrial Buying Behavior, North-
HollandPublishing. Co.1977 

[4] H. Akuto, Handhook for Social Research, Nihon 
Keizai Shimbumsha, 1987 

In SI business, of course, technology issues are quile 
important. But the level of customer satisfaction does 
not in proportion only to level of technology. Though, 
CS is not the only important factor for IS business, 
considering why that technology is important and how 
to use it how to integrale it to total system to 
maximizing the CS must be indispensable. 

This survey is targeted in Japane.ye market, but some of 
the factors can be used to systern integrators in olher 
countries, and moreover the frarrievvork of research is 
reusable for ali the companies whose customers are 
organization to improve their customer satisfaction. 

^ For the detail of research result, refer Kayo Hirotsu 
Iizuka, Customer Satisfaction of SI Business , Keio 
University Graduate School of Business 
Administration, Master's Thesis, 1993 
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In this paper, we present an infrastructure for support of digital signatures in the Information society. 
Technical aspects are brieily described and a short overview ofseveral existing legal frameworks is given. 
Certification authorities, certificate policies, signature policies and certiGcation practice statements are 
identiRed as important parts oftbe infrastructure. 

1 Introduction 

Provision of security is one of the most important issues in 
the Information society. Several security aspects should be 
taken čare of when communicating on global computer net-
works. Confidential information must not be made avail-
able or disclosed to unauthorised subjects, and users must 
be able to authenticate other users or check that the source 
of data is as claimed. In addition, unauthorised data mod-
ification must be detectable, methods for the prevention 
of unathorised use of resources, including the prevention 
of use of a resource in an unauthorised manner must ex-
ist, and falsely denying of participation in certain activities 
should be prevented. These security requirements are char-
acterised with the following concepts, known as security 
Services: confidentiality, authentication, integrity, access 
control and non-repudiation. There exist several security 
mechanisms and structures for security provision, one of 
them being digital signatures, which are used to provide 
authentication, data integrity and non-repudiation. 

A digital signature means data in electronic form which 
are attached to, or logically associated with, an electronic 
message and which serve to ascertain both the originator 
of the message and the fact that the message has not been 
modified since it left the originator. Digital signatures are 
used in various places in the Information society, for exam-
ple in communication with public institutions (e.g. calls 
for tenders, exchange of application forms, tax declara-
tions, transmission of legal documents), electronic buying 
and selling, electronic financial transactions, as well as for 
personal purposes, such as personal electronic mail, or for 
Identification in the Internet. In order to use these signa
tures with equivalent legal effect as hand-written signatures 
in non-electronic documents, certain conditions have to be 
met. In the next two Sections, technical and legal aspects 
of digital signatures, and current activities in this field are 
briefly described. Conclusions are given at the end. 

2 Technical framework 
A technical framevvork describes a set of security mecha
nisms, technologies and technical standards that are used 
to support digital signatures. Management requirements 
for supporting those mechanisms are also included. Dig
ital signature methods are based on a public-key technol-
ogy, which has been widely recognised as a fiindamen-
tal technology for providing secured Information society. 
Although the definition of digital signatures is technology 
neutral, public-key cryptosystems are in practice almost al-
ways used for signature creation and validation of signed 
data. 

Two distinct keys are used in public-key cryptosystems 
- one for encryption and the other for decryption. Any-
thing encrypted with the first key can only be decrypted 
with the second key. Although both keys are mathemati-
cally related, it is computationally unfeasible to derive one 
key from the other without additional (secret) information. 
One of the keys (public key) can thus be published, allow-
ing everyone to perform encryption or signature validation 
with this key, while only a user knowing the corresponding 
private key can decrypt or sign a message. 

There exist several different methods for generating dig
ital signatures, most often being used DSS (Digital Sig
nature Standard) [14] and RSA [17] in combination with 
one of the one-way hash fiinctions, such as SHA-1 [15], 
RIPEMD-160 or MD5 [16]. Digital signatures are gener-
ally produced in a two step process. Firstly, the message 
is compressed using a one-way hash function which trans-
forms the information into a string of fixed length, then this 
so-called message digest is encrypted with the user's pri
vate key. As the private key is known only to the originator 
then no one else could forge its signature. Every slight-
est change of the document after it being signed produces 
changes in the digital signature that make the signature not 
anymore valuable. The recipients verify the signature with 
the originator's public key. 
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In order to verify the signature, the recipient must first 
authenticate the originator's public key. The identity of the 
public key owner and pubUc key integrity are guaranteed 
with public-key certificates. A public-key certificate is a 
digitally-signed data structure which securely binds a pub
lic key to the entity's identity. A digital signature is pro-
duced with the private key of a trusted entity, called a certi-
fication authority (CA), which vouches for the correctness 
of the Information included in the certificate. The de-facto 
standard public-key certificate format is defined in ITU-T 
Recommendation X.509 [11]. The first two versions of this 
document, published in 1988 and 1993, described the ver-
sion 1 (vi) and version 2 (v2) formats. Since then, sev-
eral deficiencies have been found and new security require-
ments identified. As a result, optional extension fields were 
added into the version 3 format [9, 10], which was stan-
dardised in 1997. Besides a public-key and the name of 
its owner, an X.509 public-key certificate also contains the 
name of the issuer of the certificate, validity period, serial 
number and algorithm identifiers. Standard extensions in 
version 3 certificates define additional key and policy infor-
mation, subject and issuer attributes, certification path con-
straints, and information about certificate revocation lists 
(CRLs). Supported extensions and their semantics for par-
ticular use are defined in certificate and CRL profiles. Two 
important profiles for the use of public-key certificates for 
digital signatures are "Internet X.509 PKI Certificate and 
CRL profile" [6] and "Internet X.509 PKI Qualified Certifi
cates" [18]. The first document profiles the X.509 certifi
cates and CRLs for the use in the Internet, while the second 
describes certificates vvhich are qualified to support digital 
signatures in a context vvhich is considered to be fiinctional 
equivalent with hand-written signatures. 

2.1 PiuibMc-key imfirasitniiictare 

Certification authorities are an essential part of the infras-
tructure for the use of digital signatures. A system of certi
fication authorities with supporting registration authorities 
(RAs) and other agents and servers that provide services 
that are needed if public-key-based technologies are to be 
used on a wide scale is called a public-key infrastructure 
(PKI). The core services of a PKI are registration and Iden
tification of users, issuance of certificates, directory ser
vices, certificate distribution, archiving services, revoca
tion of certificates, publishing of CRLs, and time-stamping 
services. 

Public keys can be used for diflferent purposes and in 
different environments, such as military, commercial, re-
search or educational. Since these environments do not 
have the same security requirements, there will certainly 
not exist a single public-key infrastructure for the whole In
ternet. At the moment, there are several, generally isolated 
and hierarchically structured public-key infrastructures in 
the world [1]. Most of them are govemmental, such as the 
Government of Canada Public Key Infrastrucmre, or com
mercial and consisting only of a few certification authori

ties, e.g. Verisign or Thawte. A common world PKI for 
a business-to-business electronic commerce, named Iden-
trus, is also in the process of building-up by several global 
financial institutions. In Europe, an ICE-TEL public-key 
infrastructure was established a few years ago with the aim 
to provide a large-scale public key certification infrastruc
ture in a number of European countries for the use of se-
curity services based on public keys. The ICE-TEL (In-
terworking Public Key Certification Infrastructure for Eu
rope) project was part of the 4th Framework Programme 
of European Community activities in the field of Research 
and Technological Development. Tools for the provision 
of the infrastructure, security toolkits and user tools (e.g. 
secured e-mail programs) were also developed during the 
project, which ended in February 1998. 

The successor to this project, the ICE-CAR project 
(Intenvorking Public Key Certification Infrastructure for 
Commerce, Administration and Research) [8] from the 
same 4th EU Framework Programme, was launched in 
1999 to foster the development of European-based secu-
rity technology for the purpose of securing the growing 
applications of the Internet for administration, electronic 
commerce, intra-organisation communication, health čare 
applications and research. Solutions to the problem of au-
thenticity, integrity and privacy on the Internet are offered 
through the tools for secure communication, the provision 
of the public key infrastructure and the support of users of 
the PKI. One of ICE-CAR activities is also the transfer of 
security technologies and services to Central and Eastem 
European countries through the Security Technology Com-
petence Centre for Central and Eastem European Countries 
(SETCCE). ICE-CAR is continually improving and enlarg-
ing the European PKI set up within the ICE-TEL through 
integration of public key based security services into appli
cations which make use of the PKI. 

A part of this infrastructure, which connects CAs from 
different European countries, is Slovenian certification au-
thority SI-CA [13]. SI-CA, which has been certified by 
the ICE-CAR top-level certification authority, certifies in-
dividuals and other CAs in Slovenian academic, research, 
govemmental and commercial organisation. Issued certifi
cates for Web clients and servers can be used to secure 
Web transactions, while public-key certificates for e-mail 
help users to provide authenticity, integrity and confiden-
tiality of their e-mail messages. Adopted ICE-TEL cer
tificate policy, which has been assigned the unique object 
identifier 1.3.6.1.4.1.2712.10, specifies that the identity of 
the certificate applicants must be verified with oflScial doc-
uments only, e.g. passports or personal id-cards, and that a 
personal presence of the applicant is required during veri-
fication. This part of the ICE-TEL certificate policy is very 
important, because it assures verifiers of digital signatures 
and other certificate users that the owners of the keys have 
been properly identified and authenticated before the cer
tificate issuance. 
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2.2 Certificate policies and certification 
practice statements 

Certificate policies are crucial for the operation of global 
public-key infrastructures since they define where, when 
and how the public-key certificates and public keys are 
used. In the X.509 Recommendation, a certificate policy is 
defined as "a named set of rules that indicates the applica-
bility of a certificate to a particular community and/or class 
of application with common security requirements." Cer
tificate policies generally include basic information about 
the policy authority that defined the policy, community and 
certificate applicability, as well as certificate and CRL pro-
files, security requirements, requirements for subject Iden
tification and authentication, and obligations for CAs, RAs, 
owners of certificates and relying parties. A certificate pol-
icy may, for example, state that the keys for digital signa
tures must be stored on smart cards and can only be gen-
erated by the users themselves. Types of documents vvhich 
are allowed to be signed can also be specified. Operational 
procedures of a CA are described in more detail in a CPS 
that is defined as "a statement of the practices vvhich a cer
tification authority employs in issuing certificates" [3]. Un-
fortunately, there is stili no clear distinction between certifi
cate policies and CPSs. Both will generally contain similar 
information - only that in policies this information will be 
less detailed. Each CPS is also specific to one CA, while 
certificate policies are widely supported by more than one 
CA. High-level topics which need to be part of certificate 
policies and certification practice statements are informally 
described in RFC 2527. 

Applied certificate policies are identified in public-key 
certificates by unique, registered object identifiers. Knovvl-
edge about the policies is necessary during digital signa-
ture validation in order for users to evaluate the binding 
of a public key and the originator's identity, and to de-
cide whether the key was meant to be used for a partic
ular purpose or by a particular application. A user may, 
for example, not completely trust a certificate for the use 
in a financial transaction knovving that the CA that issued 
this certificate accepts no liability for its services and does 
not verify the identity of a certificate applicant with official 
documents. Certificate policies thus need to be evaluated 
by the users and compared against their personal require-
ments or local security policies. Unfortunately, policies are 
stili written in natural language in different forms, which 
do not allow automatic processing. A format for a formal 
presentation of certificate policies was proposed in [12] to 
facilitate their comparison and evaluation. This format: 

- Helps users in to decide more easily which policies 
satisfy their requirements, and vvhich certificates can 
thus be accepted by their applications, e.g. secure e-
mail programs or electronic commerce applications. 

- Helps to modify applications to support accepted cer
tificate policies, i.e. recognise them and conform to 
the semantics of the policies. 

- Helps CAs in policy development. By selecting dif
ferent explicit policy elements from a template they 
can prepare their policies in a more efificient way. 

- Helps CAs to decide vvhich certificate policies from 
other security domains can be considered equivalent. 

- Helps CAs to decide vvhether the applicant CA's pol-
icy is in accordance vvith their policies. 

The proposed specification of a formal certificate policy 
in ASN. 1 is as follovvs: 

CertificatePolicy ::= 
version 
FAULT vi, 
policyId 
FIER, 
policyDescription 
generallnfo 
issuerCAPolicy 

cyRules, 
subordinateCAPolicy [0] 

rAPolicy 

userPolicy 

[1] 

[2] 

SEQUENCE{ 
Version DE-

OBJECT IDENTI-

DisplayText, 
Generallnfo, 
Subpoli-

SubpolicyRules 
OPTIONAL, 

SubpolicyRules 
OPTIONAL, 

SubpolicyRules 
OPTIONAL 

} 

A detailed description of the elements, their order rela-
tions and an algorithm for comparison of policies are omit-
ted from this paper. Policies are distinguished on the ba-
sis of different levels of security control, different levels 
of thoroughness of applicant authentication, the complex-
ity of operational procedures, and restrictions on certificate 
usage and applicability. 

Certificate policies are therefore used to specify condi-
tions vvhich have to be met during the use of public-key 
certificates and public keys for digital signatures. There 
exist other rules vvhich are specific to digital signatures and 
are not contained in the certificate policies. These rules 
are part of signature policies, vvhich define the technical re-
quirements on signature creation and validation. An ASN. 1 
specification of the signature policy is described in the doc-
ument, prepared by ETSI TC Security [4]. This formal 
specification allows an electronic signature to be automati-
cally verified against the signature poIicy to vvhich it refers. 

2.3 Technical standards 

High level requirements for legally valid signatures will be 
defined by legal framevvorks, vvhich are briefly described in 
the next Section. There stili needs a lot of work to be done 
in the area of standardisation before the exact technical 
rules, that will fulfill those high level requirements, can be 
specified. A report prepared by the EESSI (European Elec
tronic Signature Standardisation Initiative)ExpertTeam [5] 
has identified several missing fiinctional and quality stan
dards, that are needed for the use of digital signatures. One 
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of the required standards is a standard for trusted systems 
and products for digital signatures (signature creation and 
verification products). In addition, there is a need for stan
dards for interoperability, that will for example define a 
standard syntax and encoding format for electronic signa
tures or a protocol to interoperate with a time stamping au-
thority, and for standards for secure management of CAs 
and other service providers. When standards already ex-
ist, minimal security requirements need to be defined, e.g. 
algorithras and key lengths that are strong enough to re-
sist calculation of the private signature key from the public 
signature key, or from the signature itself. Minimal secu-
rity requirements generation and protection of private keys 
can be based on the FIPS PUB 140-1 (Security Require-
ments for Cryptographic Modules) standard, or one of ex-
isting security evaluation criteria, e.g. ITSEC (Information 
Technology Security Evaluation Criteria), TCSEC (Trusted 
Computer System Evaluation Criteria), CTCPEC (Cana-
dian Trusted Computer Product Evaluation Criteria) or a 
Common Criteria (CC). German regulation on digital sig
natures, for example, requires ITSEC E4 HIGH level for 
key generation and private key protection in the smart card. 

3 Legal framework 
Before the legal framework is discussed, we should first 
explain the difFerence between digital signatures and elec
tronic signatures. The term electronic signature, which is 
widely used in several legislations, generally means any 
data in electronic form which serves as a method of authen-
tication. Message Authentication Codes (MAC) or elec
tronic pens are examples of electronic signatures meth-
ods. With this definition, digital signatures can be re-
garded as electronic signatures which meet additional re-
quirements, i.e. they are capable of providing data integrity 
and uniquely identifying the subject that created a signa
ture. 

Several countries are in a process of updating their le
gal frameworks in order to regulate and incorporate recog-
nition of signatures in electronic form. First legal frame-
works for electronic or digital signatures were established 
in the U.S. a few years ago. The state of Utah was the 
first jurisdiction to enact the digital signature legislation in 
1995, and many other states foUovved thereafter. On an 
International level, UNCITRAL (United Nations Commis
sion on International Trade Law) adopted its Model Law 
on Electronic Commerce in 1996. Although it is not digital 
signature legislation, the Law influenced a number of na-
tional and intemational initiatives. In Europe, several coun
tries, such as Germany with its Digital Signature Law and 
Digital Signature Ordinance, Italy or Austria, have already 
passed their digital signature legislation. Detailed sum-
maries and comparisons of other existing and draft laws 
have been prepared by different institutions, for example by 
the Interdisciplinary Centre for Law and Information Tech-
nology at University of Leuven [7]. 

To facilitate the use of electronic signatures and to con-
tribute to their legal recognition in EU member countries, 
European Commission published last year a proposal for a 
Directive on a community framework for electronic signa
tures. The Directive, vvhich has been adopted by the Eu
ropean Parliament and the Council of the European Union 
in November 1999, establishes a legal framework for elec
tronic signatures and certain certification services in order 
to ensure the proper functioning of the intemal market. Al
though it tries to be technology neutral and covers ali forms 
of electronic signatures, not only digital signatures, public 
key cryptography and certification authorities are mandated 
for so-called "qualified electronic signatures" (i.e. digital 
signatures) with legal equivalence to hand-written signa
tures. Only certificates called qualified certificates, vvhich 
meet requirements defined in the Directive, can be used for 
qualified electronic signatures. The Directive also defines 
basic requirements for certification service providers issu-
ing these certificates, requirements for secure signature-
creation devices, and recommendations for secure signa
ture verification. Certificate profile for qualified certificates 
is being specified in the lETF draft [18], that was already 
mentioned in Section 2. An importance of the use of dig
ital signatures in electronic commerce to the EU Commis
sion is also reflected in the V. FrameworkProgramme of the 
European Community for research, technological develop-
ment and demonstration (RTD). One of the key actions of 
the Programme is "New methods of work and Electronic 
Commerce" with the foUovving prioritised areas: Identifi
cation and authentication, secure electronic financial trans-
actions and digital object transfer. 

What about Slovenia? In Slovenia, we are stili in the 
preparatory phase with a Draft law on electronic commerce 
and electronic signatures. It is expected that a legislation 
that is in accordance with the EU Directive will be enacted 
in a few years. However, it should be noted that the absence 
of legislation does not preclude parties from using digital 
signatures in bilateral communication. The parties are free 
to agree among themselves the terms and conditions under 
which they accept digitally signed data. 

4 Conclusion 
Digital signatures are one of the most important security 
mechanisms and structures in a secured Information soci-
ety. There exist various types of signatures in electronic 
form, that can be used to provide authentication, data in-
tegrity or non-repudiation. However, it seems that at this 
time only digital signatures that are based on public-key 
cryptography can have, under certain technical and legal 
conditions, equivalent legal effect as hand-written signa
tures. In this paper, we have briefly described a technical 
framework required for support of digital signatures, that 
consists of a set of security mechanisms, technologies and 
technical standards. An emphasis was given on public-key 
infrastructures, certification authorities and certificate poli-
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cies. We have also presented current activities for the stan-
dardisation of a legal framework. 
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In scope of project "Phare Multi - Coimtry Progrcunine for Distance Education" in years 1997/98 and 
1998/99 we formed more learning material for the need of our new Distance learning centre. The 
reason for forming this kind of learning material was that we hecame aware that new forms and 
inethods of distance learning have to assure the bigger independence of students in the \vhole learning 
process. For achieving these aims smaller groiips of students with high individualisation are 
appropriate what brings increased level of activities in the whole learning process and enables periodic 
Information and more realistic knowledge control. In this article we present some experience we had hy 
hy forming electronic book for subject Office automation and some students opinion about studying with 
help of electronic book. 

1 Introduction 2 Forming of an electronic book 

Distance education is a very suitable Iorm of an 
education for a modern man. It offers the possibility of 
studying at home or in virtual classroom. There is no 
time pressure, man can study at the tirne which is most 
appropriate for him. During the process of designing and 
producing electronic book for distance education 
purposes we have to consider several different aspects, 
like: 

• distance education is a unique learning process with 
its own rules vvithin the frame of general didactic 
rules (Keegan 1991, Van der Brande 1993); 

• modern technology (TV, computers and 
communication equipment) make distance education 
possible (Laurillard, 1993); 

• distance education demands more initiative and 
participation by students in the educational process; 
this kind of study offers a higher level of študent 
activity (Boud, 1992); feedback Information and 
more control of knowledge [Rowntree, 1992); 

• a learning module can be offered to students with 
suitable material for self-education (books, 
programmed material, audio and video cassettes, 
diskettes vvith computer supported learning program, 
etc.) (Laurillard, 1993, Rovvntree, 1991); 

• many students already have audio and video 
recorders and computers, which provides the basic 
technology for distance education (Batagelj & 
Rajkovic, Dhanarajam 1994, Jereb 1992); 

• with adequate telecommunication equipment, 
students can vvork on a central computer from home 
or on a terminal in a classroom; 

In continuation of the article we will describe basic steps 
of designing of an electronic book. We have to stress that 
the described methodology represents only a 
methodological framework of electronic book design, 
which helps the author in developing process. 

2.1 Analysis of study plan 

The data, contained in the study plan for a subject, 
present the basic starting-point for the organising of 
study process. The teacher must include in the 
educational process also the results of his research vvork. 
The goals, nature and structure of the study material 
describe the forms and methods of the study process and 
also direct and indirect study sources. 

2,2 Study plan articulation 

We can divide the whole process of study plan 
articulation in three basic steps: 
• articulation of the study plan into study units 
• didactical articulation of single study units 
• time articulation of single study units 

In accordance with previous by mentioned basic steps the 
appropriate study plan articulation - also in distance 
education and designing of an electronic book - has to 
answer these questions: 

mailto:eva.jereb@fov.uni-mb.si
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• how many planned hours can we realise with the 
electronic book help and how iTiany with other 
appropriate electronic media or knowledge sources 
help? 

• what kind of media (hardvvare and softvvare) do 
students need for studying with electronic book? 

• what kind of instruments for self evaluation will be 
available? 

From theoretical point of view the docuniented study 
plan articulation gives us ali data for the preparation of 
ali needed study sources for direct and indirect 
realisation of the study subjects. 

2.3 Preparing of electronic book 

• in the examples where for transfer of knovvledge the 
audio representation is enough we include the sound 
files in the electronic book; if we need the 
audiovisual representation we use sound and 
animation; 

• vvhen we use different kinds of media we have to 
take in consideration the availability of different 
hardvvare and softvvare and the qualification of the 
študent to use them; 

• beside recording equipment, hardvvare and softvvare 
we need aiso a lot of knovvledge and experiences to 
produce the multimedia electronic book; 

• there is a lučk of professional digital audio and video 
study products on our market; 

2.3.3 Instruments for self assessment 

2.3.1 Textediting 

In the vvriting and editing phase it is suitable to take in 
consideration some results of the previous research. 
• the content has to meet the logics of study material; 
• text has to be clear and understandable and index of 

used vvords is very vvelcome; 
• the size of electronic book, vvhich includes aIso other 

forms of Information (sound, picture, animation, 
video), is smaller than the size of classical textbook; 
if there is a need vve can direct students to secondary 
knovvledge sources in WWW environment; 

• choosing of appropriate font size and type assist to 
clearness of study material, it aIso stresses different 
ideas, conceptions and rules; 

• in vveb environment vve have to use ali advantages of 
HTML; 

• the content of logical rounded parts must contain 
also questions for self assessment and exercises 
vvhich direct students to sol ve the essential problems 
and form their mentality; 

• the content has to be organised for computer usage 
that it can give the material in any kind of tirne 
tempo and sequence. 

2.3.2 Sound and graphic editing 

In the process of sound and graphic editing vve have to 
consider these empirical findings: 
• pictures, graphs, tables, spreadsheets and diagrams 

in electronic book play an important instrument for 
getting students attention; 

• using of didactical formed cartoons is more effective 
than using of very realistic pictures; 

• the pie charts are more suitable for representation of 
percent values than histograms, and histograms are 
more suitable than linear graphs; 

• the clear and readable legend near any graph is very 
important; 

The electronic book should contain also suitable tests for 
self assessment at the bcginning, in the middie and at the 
end of the studying process. As for hovv the exercises are 
constructed and hovv students ansvver questions vve can 
divide exercises in tvvo groups: exercises vvhere študent 
vvrite dovvn adequate ansvver and exercises vvhere študent 
choose the correct ansvver. We can vvrite dovvn several 
general findings aceording to preparing self assessment 
questionnaires: 
• exercises vvhere students vvrite dovvn ansvvers are 

very seidom used in electronic books because of the 
problem hovv to teli computer vvhich ansvver is 
correct; 

• short vvrite dovvn ansvvers are more applicable but 
vve stili have problems of quite a big number of the 
correct ansvvers (capitalisation, abbreviation, etc); 

• most suitable type of questions are multi-choice 
questions; 

• the questions have to be in order from easiest to 
most difficult ones; 

• people involved in preparing self assessment 
questionnaires have to knovv a lot about the theory of 
assessment; 

3 Advantages of an electronic book 

The structure of an electronic book is very similar to a 
classical textbook. The contents in electronic book is also 
divided in chapters and subchapters. Subchapters discuss 
small rounded subject (material) so vve can say that 
subchapters present study modules. The advantages of 
electronic books are: 
• electronic book can be built up step by step (module 

by module); 
• content can be actualised from tirne to tirne; 
• vvith the appropriate form vve can achieve the 

structure of programmed book (Information, 
questions and exercise, feed-back Information); 
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with the appropriate form we can combine leveis of 
the study process (introducing, vvorking with new 
contents, repelition, exercise, verii'ying); 
there is only essential intbrmation on the screen and 
the user can use it when he needs it 
(individuaiisation of tempo, path and mode of 
study). 

4 The electronic book 

The electronic book and knowledge tests vvere designed 
with help of GUIDE 3.1 hypermedia software The first 
version, which was designed for individual study on PC, 
vvas also re-formed into HTML form for use on the world 
wide web. 

The experimentaily tested electronic book vvas designed 
for office technology comprehension and is used by 
subject Office automation. Working vvith the electronic 
book is not difficult. Students can choose their own 
sequence of learning subjects and simultaneously check 
the acquired knovvledge of each chapter. Ali queslions 
are also gathered in an extra part in the electronic book 
so those students can test themselves at the end of the 
learning process. The only difference betvveen checking 
the knovvledge simultaneously and testing it at the end is 
that students by checking their knovvledge 
simultaneously get the feedback Information about their 
success. By final testing students get only the number of 
correct and vvrong ansvvers and a percentage score. The 
difference betvveen an electronic and a classic book is 
that the electronic book does not only mediate the 
intbrmation but it also tells the študent if she or he 
understood the information. The electronic book tells the 
študent vveather hers or his ansvver vvas correct or not. 
Figure 1 shovvs an example of the electronic book screen 
used for chapter: Office machines and devices. 

5 Studenfs opinion about using the 
electronic book 

Students' opinions about individual learning vvith help of 
the electronic book vvere gathered vvith help of adequate 
opinion scale. The scale vvas divided into five basic parts 
representing five vievvs (elements) of studying process: 

• motivation 
• methodology 
• pretentiousness 
• presentation and material organisation quality 
• learning contest. 

Each part includes eight statements so the opinion scale 
has 40 different statements. 

The opinion scale vvas expressed vvith 4 categories: 

• I fully agree 
• I partly agree 
• I partly do not agree 
• I do not agree at ali. 

So at the end we had a questionnaire vvith 40 questions 
or statements where 20 of them expressed a positive 
point of vievv and 20 a negative point of vievv. 

The inquiry vvas carried out among the students of 
second and third class of Faculty of Organisational 
Sciences in year 1994/95, 1995/96 and 1996/97. In these 
ihree years data from 133 students vvere collected. The 
students' response vvas satisfactory - vve could say above 
expected. The inquiry vvas always done at the end of the 
education process, vvhen lectures, exercises and 
individual study vvith help of the electronic book were 
finished. The inquiry vvas anonymous. 
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Figure 1: Example of electronic book screen 
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At the end of our inquiry we reckoned up the arithmetic 
means of ansvvers for each statement so that we could see 
weather the students had a positive or a negative relation 
to the specific statement and so to the specific element of 
studying process, The resuits of inquiry are shortly 
described belovv: 

• Students were satisfied with a nevi* way of study, 
they meant that the learning quality was grooving by 
using the electronic book. 

• They said that the chapter separation in the 
electronic book was good and that ali parts were well 
linked. 

• Opinions about the learning speed were divided. 

• Students' opinion weather concrete examples 
contribute to better understanding of material or not 
were also divided. 

• Students were satisfied with the contents of the 
electronic book and they meant that the extent of the 
learning material is appropriate. 

• They showed a positive statement about 
methodological point of view of the electronic book. 

• Students were satisfied with the pretentiousness of 
the electronic book, with the systematic work, with 
learning goals and with the acquired knowledge. 

• They could not teli weather the learning material 
mediates only facts or not. These could be the 
consequence of not knovving the learning material in 
full. Maybe the answers would have been different if 
the inquiry had been curried out after the final exam, 
when the students would have been more acquainted 
with learning material, and not immediately after the 
first work with the electronic book. 

6 Conclusion 

In the article the use of an electronic book as a new 
method of distance learning is represented. The resuits of 
the research, which was carried out among the students 
of Faculty of Organisational Sciences who were using an 
electronic book by their study, are shown. Students are 
satisfied with this kind of study and are looking forward 
to using electronic books for other subjects as well. The 
use of an electronic book variegates the study and 
increases the individual work and motivation of students. 
The positive experiences of using an electronic book are 
pointing out that the introducing of distance learning 
would probably also have a good response among the 
students. 
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DEX is cm expert systeni sliell far gitalitative multi-attrihute decision modeling and support. During the 
last decade, it has heen applied over fifty times in coinplex real-world decision problems. In this article 
we advocate for the applicahility and great potential of this approach far industrial decision-making. 
The approach is illustrated by a typical industrial application in land use planning, and supplemented 
hy an overview of some other completed industrial applications. The learned lessons indicate the 
suitahility of the gualitative DEX methodology particularly for "soft". Le., less structured and less 
formalized, decision problems. Practical experience also indicates the iniportance of methods that 
facilitate the analysis, simulation, and explanation of decisions. 

1 Introduction 
In complex decision-making processes, it is often 
necessary to deal with the problem of choice (Simon, 
1977). Given a set of options (or alternatives), which 
typically represent some objects or actions, the goal is 

(1) to choose an option that best salisfies the aims or 
goals of decision maker, or 

(2) to rank the options from Ihe best to the worst one. 

One of the approaches to such problems, which is well 
knovvn and commonly employed vvithin Decision 
Support Systems (Andriole, 1989), is based on 
evaluation models (Figure 1). The idea is to develop a 
model that evaluates options giving an estimate of their 
vvorlhiness (utility) for the decision-maker. Based on this 
estimate, the options are ranked and/or the best one is 
identified. Usually, a decision model is designed in an 
interaction between the decision maker and decision 
analyst. 

An important feature of evaluation models is that lhey 
can be, in addition to the šole evaluation of options, used 
for various analyses and slmulations, which may 
contribute to a better justification and explanation of 
decisions. For example, a what-if analysis can provide a 
better insight into a causal relation betvveen problem 
parameters and outcomes. Another cxample is a 
sensitivity analysis that can assess the sensitivity of 
model with respect to small changes of options. 

An evaluation model can be developed in iTiany ways. 
The approach that prevails in decision practice is based 
on multi-attribute decomposition (Chankong and 
Haimes, 1983; Saaty, 1993; Buede and Maxwell, 1995): 

OPTIONS UTILITV 
EVALUATION 

C O 
...EVALUATIOM 
•••••••••"ttfioDiE 

C ^ 1 

ANALVSIS 

Figure 1: Evaluation-based decision modeling 

CARS ,, „ UTILITV 
I |....r 4 buying 

' problem decomposition 

1\ 

Figure 2: Multi-attribute decision modeling 

we lake a complex decision problem and decompose it 
into smaller and less complex subproblems. The result of 
such development is a decision model that consists of 
uttributes, each of which represents a decision 
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subproblem. Attributes are organized hierarchically and 
connected by utiUty functions that evaluate them with 
respect to their immediate descendants in the hierarchy. 
Figure 2 illustratcs this basic principle of multi-attribute 
modeling by showing a simple hierarchy of attributes for 
the evaluation of cars. 

Real-life applications of multi-attribute methods, vvhich 
were conducted at Jožef Štefan Institute in Ljubljana, 
were ali based on DEX (Bohanec and Rajkovič, 1990). 
This is an expert system shell for multi-attribute 
decision making that combines the "traditional" multi-
attribute decision making with some elements of Expert 
Systems and Machine Learning. The distinguishing 
characteristic of DEX is its capability to deal with 
qiialitative models. Instead of numerical variables, 
vvhich lypically constitute traditional c/uanlitative 
models, DEX ušes qualitative variables; their values are 
usually represented by words rather than numbers, for 
example "low", "appropriate", "unacceptable", etc. 
Furthermore, to represent and evaluate utility functions, 
DEX ušes if-then decision rules. In contrast, this is 
traditionally carried out in a numerical way, using 
vveights or similar indicators of attributes' importance. 

An important additional feature of DEX is its capability 
to deal with inaccurate, uncertain or even missing data 
about options. In such cases, DEX represents options by 
distributions of qualitative values, and evaluatcs them 
by methods based on probabilistic and/or fuzzy 
propagation of uncertainty. 

During the last decade, DEX was used in more than fifty 
real-life decision problems. The aim of this article is to 
advocate for the wide applicability of DEX to complex 
decision problems that occur in industry. In the next 
section, we first illustrate the approach by a typical 
industrial application in land use planning. This is 
followed by an overview of several other compleled 
industrial applications in performance evaluation of 
companies, evaluation of products, projects and 
investments, ecology, and loan allocation. Finally, we 
summarize the lessons learned in these applications, and 
propose some future directions for the development of 
underlying methodology. 

2 A Real-World Čase 
One of the most typical applications of DEX occurred 
with Goriške opekarne, a company located near the 
Slovenian city of Nova Gorica. The company is engaged 
in a very traditional business: production of bricks and 
tiles. Decades ago, they had built a factory near a 
suitable clay pit that was then providing raw material for 
their production. Until 1993, however, the clay pit bas 
become almost completely exhausted, so the coinpany 
was faced with a critical strategic decision of how to 
survive and continue with this type of production. Their 
only option was to find a new appropriate clay-pit 
location. 

An exploratory study revealed three possible candidate 
locations. Unfortunatelly, none of them was really 
appropriate as numerous difficult problems were 
foreseen, ranging from technological, transporlational 
and financial to environmental and socio-psychological. 
The latter tvvo problems seemed particularly important 
as the project was inevilably going to affect the 
environment, leading to a possible rejection of local 
inhabitants. For these reasons, a group of experts was 
formed to thorougly analyze the problem and propose 
alternative solutions (Bohanec, et al., 1993). 
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Figure 3: Topmost levels of clay-pit evaluation model 

In Ihe first stage, the experts developed the structure of 
multi-attribute model for the evaluation of clay-pit 
locations.. Two primary evaluation dimensions were 
taken into account: Environmental impact and 
Feasibility of the project. For each of these, the most 
relevant attributes were identified and organized into a 
hierarchical structure (Figure 3). Note that only topmost 
levels of the model are shovvn in the figure. In total, the 
model contained 49 attributes: 29 basic (terminal nodes) 
and 20 aggregate (internal nodes). 

Table 1: Decision rules for Site suitability 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

ENVIRONMENT FEASIBILITY 
* unacc 
unacc * 
less-acc less-acc 
> acc less-acc 
less-acc acc 
acc acc 
good acc 

SITE 
unacc 
unacc 
marg-acc 
less-acc 
less-acc 
acc 
good 

The second stage involved the definition of decision 
rules. Basically, these are simple if-then rules that for 
each of the 20 internal nodes in the model determine its 
evaluation with respect to its lovver-level descendants in 
the hierarchy. Usually, they are represented in a tabular 
form. For example. Table 1 shows decision rules that 
were defined by the experts for the topmost node Site 
suitability. In the table, an asterisk '*' represents any 
value, and '>' means 'belter or equar. 
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In the third stage of the decision-making process, the 
options are identified and described by the values ol' 
basic attributes. In our čase, there were three clay-pil 
locations, each of which was represented by 29 data 
items that corresponded to basic attributes of the model. 
Furthermore, as some of these items, such as Social-
psychological feasibility, were inherently inaccurate or 
difficult to obtain, several variations of the descriptions 
were formed, anticipating either an "optimistic" or 
"pessimistic" development of the project. Effectively, 
this increased the number of considered options to eighl 
(Figure 4) and provided a foundation for subsequent 
what-if analysis. 

Okrogtica o 
Okiontica p 
Okioiiiica Oo 
0k(O(tlica Op 
Marjetnica o 
Marjetnica p 
Bukovnik o 
Bukovnik p 

Marjglnica o 

good 

Figure 4: Visuaiization of clay-pit evaluation results 

In the last stage, the model was utilized to evaluate the 
clay-pit locations. As shown in Figure 4, the best 
location was the one called Marjelnica, which was 
evaluated as "acceptable", but only in its "optimistic" 
instance. On the other hand, aH the "pessimistic" 
instances were unacceptabie, indicating the great 
sensitivity of decision. Therefore, thorough vvhat-ifand 
sensitivity analyses were perlbrmed for each location. 
The most important result was achieved by comparing 
"optimistic" and "pessimistic" options with respect to 
basic attributes. The outcome of this comparison was a 
comprehensive list of possible problems that could 
occur with each location. On this basis, the expert team 
not only was able to find the best location, but also to 
foresee potential pitfalls and suggest how to avoid them. 

which clearly indicate the wide applicability of DEX for 
a variety of decision problems. The description of some 
other early industrial applications can also be found in 
(Urbančič, et al, 1991). 

3.1 Performance Evaluation of Companies 
Here, the general task is that a company or agency 
develops an evaluation model that assesses the 
perFormance of some other companies. The aim is, for 
example, to find a suitable business partner. The work 
with DEX in this area began in 1987, where a number of 
such models vvere developed in collaboration vvith the 
International Center for Public Enterprises (Bohanec 
and Rajkovič, 1990). An example hierarchy of attributes 
that was used to assess the performance of 54 puhlic 
enterprises in Pakistan, is shovvn in Figure 5. This work 
culminated in 1989 vvith the development of models that 
vvere used in the privatization of Peruvian public 
enterprises. 

Figure 5: Topmost levels of the model for performance 
evaluation of public enterprises 

3.2 Product portfolio evaluation 
The problem is to assess the quality of products made by 
a company or production unit. This assessment is vital 
for the formation of strategies-. The approach vvith DEX 
was based on the so-called portfolio method (Krisper, et 
al., 1991), which evaluates products using two primary 
evaluation dimensions: market attractiveness and 
competitive ability. Several practical cases vvere 
analyzed in this way, including the products of some 
vvell-knovvn Slovenian companies Fructal, Radenska, 
SRC, and DZS. 

3 Other Applications 
In about ten years tirne, DEX was used in more than 
fifty real-life decision problems in various areas. About 
one half of the problems can be classified as industrial, 
vvhile the remaining vvere conducted in the fields such as 
education or medicine and health čare (Bohanec, et al., 
1999). Some of the industrial problems vvere very 
difficult and involved substantial financial and other 
risks for decision-making organizations. In what follovvs 
we briefly outline five representative application areas. 

3.3 Evaluation of projects and investments 
The evaluation of projects or investment strategies is an 
industrial application context in which DEX has got the 
largest number of applications. The most typical 
investments included various softvvare, hardvvare and 
technology, such as data base management systems, 
production control softvvare, meteorologieal radar 
equipment, or a production line. The decision problems 
vvere often related to various investment proposals and 
tenders. An example of such applications, vvhich is 
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documented quite in detail, is a model for Ihe evaluation 
of research and development projects (Bohanec, et al., 
1995). 

3.4 Remediatioin of dumpsites 
This is a recent application in the field of environmental 
čare. In order to alleviate the problem of illegal 
dumpsites in Slovenia, an expert system was developed 
that assesses the environmental impact of dumpsites and 
suggests activities for their remediation (SpendI, 1998). 
The environmental impact of dumpsites is assessed by a 
qualitative DEX model (Figure 6), vvhich is embedded 
in the expert system. 

flENV; IMPACT 

SURFAC, 

Figure 6: Model for the assessment of dumpsite's 
environmental impact (topmost levels only) 

3.5 Housiing loae aMocatiom 
This is an example of a repetitive decision-making task 
being supported by a DEX model. The model is a part of 
a management decision support system that is used since 
1991 by the Housing Fund of the Republic of Slovenia 
for the allocation of housing loans with favorable terms 
to citizens (Bohanec, et al., 1996). Until 1999, the Fund 
has issued 16 floats of loans, i.e., about two per year, 
and approved al most 20 thousand loans. 

The amount requested by applicants in a tloat typically 
far exceeds the available funds. Thus, the applicants 
must be ranked into a priority order. The procedure is 
required to be fast, reliable, transparent, and fair for ali 
applicants. The request for transparency asks for 
effective explanations of loan priority order, vvhich have 
to be provided to both the decision-making committee 
and a large number (usually, several thousands) of 
applicants. In the Fund's system, these requirements 
were fulfilled by a qualitative model that ranks the 
applications into five priority classes and provides a 
foundation for various explanations, vvhich are obtained 
by analyses and simulations of application data and the 
model itself. 

4 Esperieece 
Some important lessons have been learned in the 
applications of DEX. Here, we present some findings 

related to the duration of model development processes, 
difficulty of development stages, and categories of 
decision problems that seem to be particularly well 
suited for the application of DEX. 

The tirne needed to develop a DEX model turns out to 
be extremely problem-dependent: it may take from few 
hours to several months. Most typically, hovvever, the 
development requires about tvvo vvorking days for the 
development of model slructure, from one to tvvo days 
to define decision rules, and from one to several days to 
collect data about options, to evaluate, and analyze 
them. Therefore, the process most typically lasts from 
tvvo to ten vvorking days. 

The most difficult stage of the process is its first one, in 
vvhich the relevant attributes must be identified and 
appropriately organized into a hierarchical structure. 
This stage heavily relies on knovvledge and experience 
of decision-makers and experts, and requires a deep 
understanding of the decision problem. It can stili be 
considered more art than science. The remaining stages 
have been found much less problematic. Therefore, an 
appropriate identificalion of model structure mostly 
determines the success of the decision-making process. 

DEX vvith its qualitative modeling and ability to handle 
inaccurate and/or incomplete data about options appears 
particularly vvell suited for decision problems that 
involve qualitative concepts and a grcat deal of expert 
judgement. AIso, it seems that the usefulness of DEX 
increases vvith the increasing difficulty, or "complexity", 
of the decision problem. So far, the best results vvere 
achieved in problems that required large models, 
consisting of at least 15 attributes, and/or involving a 
large number of options, i.e,, from about 10 to several 
hundreds of options. On the other hand, DEX turned out 
to be unsuitable for problems that require exact formal 
modeling, numerical simulation and/or optimization. 

5 Ferther Work 
Currently, there are three limitations of the DEX 
approach that, we believe, can be greatly improved by 
appropriate extensions of the methodology. First, the 
difficult stage of model structure development could be 
additionally supported by a machine learning melhod that 
vvould develop (or at least suggest) model structure using 
decision examples taken either from an existing database 
of past decisions, or provided explicitly by the decision-
maker. A considerable progress in this direction has 
already been made by the development of a learning 
method called HINT (Zupan, et al., 1999). Given training 
examples, HINT develops a hierarchical multi-attribute 
evaluation model that explains and possibly generalizes 
the examples. The structure of the models developed by 
HINT is essentially the same as the structure of models 
developed "manually" using DEX. The HINT's model 
development is based on function decomposition, an 
approach that vvas originally developed for the design of 
digital circuits. 
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Another limitation of DEX is Ihat it is strictly limited to 
qualitative decision models; it cannot use numerical 
variables nor analytically represented utiiity functions 
that are commoniy used in traditional quantitative 
models. This is sometimes advantageous in comparison 
with otiier decision modeling systems, whicii 
exclusively rely on quantitative models. However, many 
real-life decision problems require both qualitative and 
quantitative attributes, so tiie integration of these two 
may have a great practical impact: it may increase the 
flexibiiity of the method and extend the range of 
decision problems that can be successfully approached. 
Methodologically, such integration appears quite 
difficult and requires more research. In the context of 
DEX, we consider it a long-term goal. 

Last but not least, the major part of DEX software has 
been developed about ten years ago and currently 
appears quite outdated. Therefore, an overall redesign 
and renewal of software is planned for the near future. 
Currently, we are developing a program called DEXi, an 
educational subset of DEX to be used by students and 
teachers in secondary schools and faculties. We plan to 
foUovv this by the development of a functionally 
complete state-of-the-art DEX system. 

6 Conclusion 
The DEX systeni effectively integrates two 
methodologies: multi-attribute decision making and 
expert systems. To a limited extenl, it aiso includes some 
elements of machine learning and fuzzy logic. By this, it 
facilitates a structured and systematic approach to 
complex decision problems. So far, DEX has been 
successfully used in over fifty real-life decision problems 
in industry, medicine, health čare and education, which 
ali speak in favor for its wide applicability and 
flexibility. From the practical viewpoint, the most 
important characteristics of DEX are: 
1. Qualitative (symbolic) decision modeling, which is 

particularly vvell suited for "soft" decision problems, 
i.e., less structured and less formalized problems, 
which involve a great deal of expertjudgement. 

2. Focus on the explanation and analysis of options, 
which lead to better-understood and justified 
decisions. 

3. Active support of the decision-maker in the 
acquisition of decision rules, vvhich speeds up model 
development and reduces the number of errors. 

The goals of further research and development related to 
DEX are tvvofold. First, we wish to improve the support 
in the difficult stage of model structure development, and 
propose to use machine learning methods, such as HINT, 
for that purpose. To further improve the tlexibility and 
general applicability of the approach, we suggest further 
research towards an integration of qualitative and 
quantitative decision models. 
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Classification is an important prolAem in the emergingfiekl of data mining. Given a training database 
of records, each tagged with a class label, the goal of classification is to huild a concise model that can 
be used to predict the class label of future, unlaheled records. A very popidar class of classifiers are 
decision trees because they sati.sfy the basic reijuirements of accuracy and understandahility. Instead of 
constructing the decision tree hy a sophisticated algorithm, \ve introduce a fidly Interactive metliod 
based on a midtidimensional visuali7.ation techmque and appropriate interaction capabilities. Thus, 
domain knowledge ofan expert can he profitably included in the tree construction pliase. Furthermore, 
after the Interactive construction of a decision tree, the user has a nuich deeper understanding of the 
data thanjust knowing the decision tree generated by an arhitrary algorithm. The Interactive approach 
also overcomes tke limitation of most decision trees which are fixed to hinary splits for numeric 
attributes and which do not allow to backtrack in the tree construction phase. Our performance 
evaluation with several well-known datasets demonstrates that even users with no a priori knowledge of 
the data construct a decision tree with an accuracy similar to the tree generated by state of the art 
algorithms. Additionally, visual Interactive classification significantly reduces the tree size and 
improves the understandihility ofthe resulting decision tree. 

1 Introduction 
The success of computerized data management has 
resulted in the accumulation of huge amounts of data in 
several organizations. There is a growing perception that 
analyses of these large databases can turn this "passive" 
data into useful Information. The term Data Mining 
refers to the discovery of non-trivial, previously 
unknovvn, and potentially useful patterns embedded in 
databases. 
Classification is one of the major tasks of data mining. 
The goal of classification is to assign a new object to a 
class from a given set of classes based on the atlribute 
values of this object. Different methods [12] have been 
proposed for the task of classification, for instance 
decision tree classifiers which have become very 
popular. Decision tree classifiers are primarily aimed at 
attributes with a categorical domain, that is a small set 
of discrete values. Numeric attributes, however, play a 
dominant role in application domains such as astronomy, 
earth sciences and molecular biology where the atlribute 
values are obtained by automatic equipment such as 
radio telescopes, earth observation satellites and X-ray 
cristallographs. [6] discusses an approach that splits 
numeric attributes into multiple intervals rather Ihan just 
two intervals. The well-known algorithms, however, 
perform a binary split of the form for a numeric atlribute 
a and a real number v. The SPRINT decision tree 
classifier [3] processes numeric attributes as follows. 
There are /; - 1 possible splits for n distinct values of a. 
The gini index is calculated at each of these n - 1 points 

and the atlribute value yielding the minimum gini index 
is chosen as the split poinl. CLOUDS [4] draws a 
sample from the set of ali atlribute values and evaluates 
the gini index only for this sample thus improving the 
efficiency. 

A commercial syslem for interactive decision tree 
construction is SPSS CHAID [15] which - in contrast to 
our approach - does not visualize the training dala bul 
only the decision tree. Furthermore, the interaction 
happens only before the tree construction yielding user 
defined values for global parameters such as maximum 
tree depth or minimum support for a node of the decision 
tree. 

Visual representation of data as a basis for the 
human-computer interface has evolved rapidly in recent 
years. [8] gives a comprehensive overview over existing 
visualization techniques for large amounts of 
multidimensional dala. Recently, several lechniques of 
visual data mining have been introduced. [5] presents 
the technique of Independence Diagrams for visualizing 
dependencies between Ivvo attributes. The brightness of a 
celi in the two-dimensional grid is set proporlional to the 
density of corresponding data objects. This is one of the 
few techniques which does not visualize Ihe discovered 
knowledge bul the underlying data. However, the 
proposed technique is limiled to two attributes. [10] 
presents a decision table classifier and a mechanism to 
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visualize the resulting decision table?,. It is argued that 
the visualization is appropriate for business users not 
familiar with machine learning concepts. In contrast to 
weII-known decision tree classifiers, our novel 
interactive approach enables aibilrary split points for 
numeric altributes, the use ol" domain knowledge in the 
tree construction phase and backtracking. 

In this paper, we introduce a novel interactive 
decision tree classifier based on a multidimensional 
visualization of the training data. Our approach allows to 
integrate the domain knowledge of an expert in the tree 
construction phase and it overcomes the limitation of 
binary splits for numeric attributes. The rest of this paper 
is organized as follovvs. In section 2 we introduce our 
technique for visualizing the training data. The support 
for interactive!y constructing a decision tree - which we 
have implemented in the Perception-Based Classification 
(PBC) system - is discussed in section 3. Section 4 
reports the results of an extensive experimental 
evaluation on several well-known dalasets. Section 5 
summarizes this paper and outlines several issues for 
future research. 

2 VisMaMziing tlie traieimig data 
In our approach, we visualize the training data in order 
to support interactive decision tree construction. We 
introduce a novel method for visualizing multi
dimensional data with a class label such that their degree 
of impurity with respect to class membership can be 
easily perceived by a user. Our pixel-oriented method 
maps the classes to colors in an appropriate way. The 
basic idea of pixel-oriented visualization techniques [8] 
is to map each attribute value v,- of each data object to 
one colored pixel and to represent the values belonging 
to different attributes in separate subwindows. The 
proposed techniques [9] differ in the arrangement of 
pixels within a subwindow. 

Circle Segments [2] is a recent pixel-oriented 
technique which was introduced for a more intuitive 
visualization of high-dimensional data. The Circle 
Segments technique maps d-dimensional objects to a 
circle which is partitioned into d segments representing 
one attribute each. Figure I illustrates the partitioning of 
the circle as well as the arrangement. Within each 
segment, the arrangement starts in the middle of the 
circle and continues to the outer border of the 
corresponding segment in a line-by-line fashion. These 
lines upon which the pixels are arranged are orthogonal 
to the segment halving lines. An extension of this 
technique bas been applied in the context of cluster 
analysis [1] . 

While most approaches of visual data mining 
visualize the discovered knovvledge, our approach is to 
visualize the training data in order to support interactive 
decision tree construction. 

Figure l.Illustration of the Circle 
Segments technique for S-dimensional 
data objects 

We introduce a novel method for visualizing multi
dimensional data with a class label such that their degree 
of impurity with respect to class membership can be 
easily perceived by a user. Our method performs pixel-
oriented visualization and maps the classes to colors in 
an appropriate way. 
Let D be a set of data objects consisting of d attributes 
A\, . . ., /4d and having a unique class label from the set 
of Classes = {c\, ci, • • • c\}. For each attribute A-,, let a 
total order < be defined, for example the <-order for 
numeric attributes or the lexicographic order for string 
attributes. 
To map each attribute value of D to a unique pixel, wc 
follovv the idea of the Circle Segments technique, i.e. we 
represent ali values of one attribute in a segment of a 
circle with the proposed arrangement inside a segment. 
We do not use, however, the overall distance from a 
query to determine the pixel position of an attribute 
value. Instead, we sort each attribute separately and use 
the induced order for the arrangement in the 
corresponding circle segment. The color of a pixel is 
determined by the class label of the object to which the 
attribute value belongs. In the follovving, we introduce 
our technique for mapping classes to colors. 
Let Colors be the set of ali different colors which can be 
represented in a given color model such as the RGB 
model, denoted as Colors - [col\, coU, . . . co/,,,), in<k . 
We are looking for an injective function visualize: 
Classes —> Colors vvhich, roughly speaking, should map 
"similar" classes to "similar" colors and "dissimilar" 
classes to "dissimilar" colors. We use distance funclions 
to define a formal notion of similarity for both the 
chisses and the colors: the smaller the distance, the 
laiger the similarity and vice versa. For example, when 
we have no additional information about the semantics 
of the classes Cj, we use the follovving distance function 
for classes: 

dist 
calefioncu .<'.s)={rir' 

There are, however, niany cases where we know more 
about the semantics of the classes. For example, there 
may be a class hierarchy defined by a predecessor 
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function pred tbr each class. Then we may use the 
distance function disti, defined as follows: 

dist {c 
h i^{pred{Cj),preH{cI)) else 

The indices of the classes C\ are chosen such that 
classes with a low distance receive neighboring 
indices implying a total order of Classes (which may 
not be uniquely defined). We define the total class 
distance dist loiai-cinss tis follows: 

f'"-f,»m/-cto =X' ' " ' ' ^^" ' i ) 

To defme a distance function and a total order for the 
Colors, we need a suitable color scale with the 
folloNving properties: 
• preservation of the order of the attribute values 

In the color scale, each color col; should be 
perceived as "preceeding" any color COIM. 

• uniformity of the perceived distances 
For any pairs (col;, co/j+i) and (co/j, co/j+i) the 
perceived "distance" between col; and colj+i should 
be the same as the perceived "distance" betvveen co/| 
andcolj+i. 

The function OTa/?:•[l,..,^'J•—> -[l,..,/^! maps class 
indices to color indices as follows: 

map{i) = 
1 if i=\ 

map{i-\)+ 
ilist{c-_^,c-) 

total — class - dist 
• X ( m - 1 ) else 

Note that (m-1) is the maximum difference betvveen 
the indices of two elements from Colors and 
I X |denotes the smallest integer / with i> x . Finally, 
we define the function vlsucdize:Classes —> Colors 
mapping classes to colors as follovvs: 

visualize(Ci) = cr;/,„.,p(i) 
Several color scales satisfying these requirements 
have been proposed [11]. These color scales are 
appropriate when a total or partial order is defined for 
the classes. For the purpose of comparability of the 
results, the experiments reported in this paper have 
been performed on several datasets where no 
semantics about the classes is knovvn. If no order of 
the classes is given, we do not need the first 
requirement to preserve the order of the attribute 
values. Furthermore, the second requirement is 
weakened such that each pair of colors co/j and co/| is 
perceived as being different, i.e. 

dist{col-,col:) ~ ' 
r o //• /•= 
11 else 

The amount of training dala that can be visualized at 
one tinie is approximately determined by the product of 
the number of attributes and the number of data objects. 
For example, 2.000 data objects with 50 attributes can be 

represented in a 374x374 window and 10.000 objects 
with 20 attributes fit into a 516x516 window. 

We have developed a color scale for class labels 
based on the HSI color model [7] , a variation of the 
HSV model. The HSI model represents each color by a 
triple (hue, saturation, intensity). In our experiments, we 
observed the most distinctly perceived colors for the 
follovving parameter settings: For col 1 we set hue - 2.5 
and intensity = saturation = 1.0, for col m we set hue = 
0.5 and intensity - saturation = 1.0, and ali other colors 
were obtained by partitioning the hue scale into 
equidistant intervals. 

Our approach of visualizing the training data aiso 
considers attributes having a low number of distinct 
values. In that čase, there are many objects sharing the 
same attribute value and their relative order is not 
uniquely defined. Depending on the chosen order, we 
might create homogeneous (with respect to the class 
label) areas within the same attribute value. To avoid the 
creation of artificial homogeneous areas, we use the 
technique of shuffling: for a set of data objects sharing 
the same attribute value the required order for the 
arrangement is determined randomly, i.e. their class 
labels are distributed randomly. 

3 Perception-based classification 

ii 
Visualization of the 
corresponding data 

User selects 
attribute 

User selects split point 

i t 
Updated Knowledge 

Visualization 

> t 
User selects 

one node in tree 
User removes 

one level 

User assigns class 
label to one partition 

— I 

Figure 2. A model for interactive classification 
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Figure 3. A Screen Shot of the PBC system 

The described visualization of the data is the basis ofour 
approach of interactive classification. Figure 2 depicts 
our model for interactive decision tree construction. 

Initially, Ihe complete training set is visualized in the 
Data Interaction Window together with an enipty 
decision tree in the Knowledge Interaction Window. The 
user selects a splitting attribute and an arbitrary nuniber 
of split points. Then the current decision tree in the 
Knovvledge Interaction Window is expanded. If the user 
does not want to remove a level of the decision tree, he 
selects a node of the decision tree. Either he assigns a 
class label to this node (which yields a leaf node) or he 
requests the visualization of the training data 
coriesponding to this node. As depicted in figure 3, the 
latter čase leads to a new visualization of every attribute 
except the ones used for splitting criteria on the same 
path from the root. Thus the user returns to the start of 
the interaction loop. The interaction is finished when a 
class has been assigned to each leaf of the decision tree. 

Interactive Selection of Split Points 

The interactive selection of split points consists of two 
steps: (1) selecting splitlines and (2) selecting a split 
point on each of the selected splitlines. 
First, by clicking on any pixel in the chosen segment, the 
user selects a splitline which is one of the lines 
(orthogonal to the segment halving line) upon which the 
pixels are ananged. Then by the syst6m this splitline is 
replaced with an animated line on which alternatively 
black and vvhite strips move along. Since the colors 
black and vvhite are not used for the mapping of the 
classes, the brushed splitline is well perceptible. In a 
separate area, the pixels of the selected splitline are 
redrawn in a magnified fashion which enables the user to 
set the exact split point. Note that the separation of two 
different colors is not the only criteria for determining 

the exact split point. If not ali attribute values on the 
splitline are distinct, the same attribute values may 
belong to objects of different classes. In this čase, setting 
a split point between two differently colored pixels 
would not be reasonable. Hence we provide feedback to 
the user in both the basis data visualization and the 
.separate splitline area, such that the attribute value of the 
pixel at the position of the mouse pointer appear in a 
subvvindovv. Figure 3 illustrates the visualization support 
for the selection of a splitline and an exact split point. 

Splitting strategy 

Our interactive approach overcomes the limitations of 
binary splits in attributes with a continuous domain. This 
additional Ilexibility rises the question about an 
appropriate splitting stiategy. In our experinients, we 
observed the best results in terms of accuracy and tree 
size if the choice of the splitting attribute is based on the 
strategy described belovv. The strategy has four options 
and the first of them which is applicable in the current 
visualization should be chosen. We will use the term 
partition for a coherent region of attribute values in the 
splitting attribute that the user intends to separate by split 
points. 

1) Best Pure Partitions (BPP). First choose the segment 
with the largest pure partitions. A partition is called pure 
if the user decides to label this partition with the most 
frequent class. This decision leads to leaf nodes in the 
decision tree, thus reducing the size of data which is not 
classified. 

2) Largest Cluster Partitioning (LCP). If no pure 
partition is perceptible, the segment with the largest 
cluster clearly dominant in one color should be chosen. 
In contrast to a pure partition, such a cluster will not be 
labeled by the most frequent class. 
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3) Best Complete Partltioning (BCP). If a choice upon 
BPP or LCP fails, the segment should be chosen that 
contains the most pixels that can be divided into 
partitions where each bas one cleai"ly dominant color. 

4) Differcnt Distribution Partitioning (DDP). If none of 
the above options applies, choose the segment where 
different distributions can be best separated through 
partitioning. 

After an attribule is chosen the split points have to be set. 
If the choice foliows BPP or LCP, additional split points 
in the remaining partition should be set if it leads to a 
separation of clusters or of different distributions. Thus, 
more inherent information of the splitting attribute is 
used for deriving the decision tree. Note that the splitting 
attribute will not reappear in lower nodes of the same 
path. 

4 Experimental evaluation 
In comparison to algorithmic decision tree classifiers, the 
process of interactive classification reveals additional 
insights into the data. To illustrate this advantage, in this 
section we discuss an example of two consecutive steps 
in the tree construction phase. Furthermore, we compare 
our classifier with popular algorithmic classifiers in 
terms of accuracy and tree size. 

Attributes 1 and 9 are obvious candidates for splitting. 
According to 'Best Pure Partitions', attribute 9 should be 
chosen because in contrast to the larger cluster in the 
segment of attribute I, the split leads to a pure partition. 
Note that the non-homogeneity of the cluster in attribute 
1 can only be perceived in the color representation. The 
pure partition can be assigned to the class of its only 
color. The visualization of the remaining partition bas to 
be examined in a further step. This is shown in figure 
4(b) representing the data objects visualized in figure 
4(a) except for ali objects belonging to the pure partition 
in attribute 9. Attribute 9 is not visualized any more 
because it was already used as a splitting attribute on this 
path of the decision tree. One effect of our visual 
approach becomes very clear in this example the 
removal of some training objects from the segment of 
the splitting attribute may yield the removal of objects 
from another segment vvhich make a partition of this 
segment impure. For example, the cluster in attribute 1 
(figure 4(a)) becomes a pure partition after the split 
(figure 4(b)). 

We used the accuracy and the tree size (total number 
of nodes) as quantitativc measures to compare PBC with 
well-known algorithmic approaches. We used the tree 
size besides accuracy .šince small trees are easier to 
understand and we consider understandability of the 
discovered knovvledge to be a major goal. For the 
comparison, we used three datasets from the Statlog 
database [13] for which the accuracy and the tree size of 
many algorithms is known [4] . The Satimage, Segment 
and Shuttle datasets were chosen because ali of their 
attributes are numeric. We performed the experiments as 
suggested in the dataset descriptions. As comparison 
partners we chose the popular decision tree classifiers 
CART and C4 from the IND package [14] as v êll as the 
recently proposed SPRINT [3] and CLOUDS [4] 
classifiers. The results of CLOUDS were produced with 
the SSE/DM method. 

Accuracy 

Satimage 

Segment 

Shuttle 

Tree Size 

Satimage 

Segment 

Shuttle 

CART 

85.3 

94.9 

99.9 

CART 

90 

52 

27 

C4 

85.2 

95.9 

99.9 

C4 

563 

102 

57 

SPRINT 

86.3 

94.6 

99.9 

SPRINT 

159 

18.6 

29 

CLOUDS 

85.9 

94.7 

99.9 

CLOUDS 

135 

55.2 

41 

PBC 

83.5 

94,8 

99.9 

PBC 

60 

39.5 

14.6 

Figure 4. Visualization of the Shuttle data 
before (a) and after a split (b) 

Table 1, Table 2: Accuracy and tree size of PBC and 
algorithmic approaches 

Table 1 depicts the accuracy of PBC and the algorithmic 
approaches, table 2 their tree sizes. Our performance 
evaluation demonstrates that the approach of interactive 
visual classification yields an accuracy similar to the 
accuracy obtained by well-known algorithms. PBC 
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significantly leduces the tree size and thus obtains 
decision trees which are much better understandabie. 

l3[«flnbute7[Split(6.01] 
• Bvpass 

9 C3 Attribute 2 [Split(-942.5|-26.5)] 
9 i S Attribute 9 [Split(I.O)] 

QRadFlow 
ilJ BpvOpen 

9 E 3 Attribute 9 [Split(I.O)] 
3 Rad Flow 
HFpvOpen 

9 113 Attribute 9 [Split(3.0)] 
13 Rad Flow 

9 C3 Attribute 1 [Split(39.5|52.5)l 
13 Rad Flow 
SFpvCIose 
HHigh 

Figure 5. A decision tree for the 
Shuttle dataset 

To illustrate this advantage, figure 5 shows a decision 
tree for the Shuttle dataset constructed wilh the PCB 
system. Attribute 7 represents the root of the tree vvith 
one spht point at 6.0. The foUovving tvvo nodes are the 
left (attribute 7 < 6.0) and right son of this root. The left 
son of the root is already assigned to a class (Bypas.s). 
The colored square besides the class labei depicts the 
color representin^ the class. We observe that the nodes 
with the splitting attributes I and 2 both have tvvo split 
points yielding a 3-ary decision tree that cannot be 
generated by the algorithmic approaches. 

5 Conclusion 
In this paper, we introduced a fully interactive method 
for decision tree construction based on a 
multidimensional visualization technique and 
appropriate interaction capabilities. Thus knovvledge can 
be transfered in both directions. On one hand, domain 
knovvledge of an expert can be profitably included in the 
tree construction phase. On the other hand, after going 
through the interactive construction of a decision tree, 
the user has a much deeper understanding of the data 
than just knovving the decision tree generated by an 
arbitrary algorithm. Our approach has several additional 
advantages compared to algorithmic approaches. First, 
the user may set an arbitrary number of split points 
vvhich can reduce the tree size in comparison to binary 
decision trees that are generated by most state of the art 
algorithms. Furthermore, in contrast to the greedy search 
performed by algorithmic approaches, the user can 
backtrack to any node of the tree vvhen a subtree turns 
out to be suboptimal. We conducted an experimental 
evaluation on several popular datasets. We found that 
even users vvith no a priori knovvledge of the training 
data construct a decision tree that has a similar accuracy 
and a significantly smaller tree size compared to 
algorithmic approaches. 

In our future vvork, vve vvill improve the scalability vvith 
respect to the maximum amount of data that can be 
processed. Furthermore, vve plan to extend our PBC 
system by features of algorithmic approaches and vve 
vvant to explore methods of integrating PBC vvith a 
database management system. 
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The goal ofblockmodeling is to reduce a large, potentially incoherentnetwork to a smaller comprehensible 
structure tliat can be interpreted more readily. In the paper we present an overview of basic ideas and 
developments in this area. 

1 Basic Notions 

1.1 Network 

Let E = {Xi,X2,... ,Xn} be a finite set of units. The 
units are related by binary relations Rt C E x E, t — 
1,... ,r,r > 1 which determine a network 

Af = {E,Ri,R2,... ,Rr) 

In the following we restrict our discussion to a single re-
lation R described by a corresponding binary matrix R = 

• ij\nxn where 

'•ij - I o 
XiRJ\.j 
otherwise 

In some applications ry can be a nonnegative real number 
expressing the strength of the relation R between units Xi 
aadXj. 

1.1.1 £xample: Študent Government 

In Table 1 and Figure 1 the Študent Government network 
is presented. It consists of communication interactions 
among twelve members and advisors of the Študent Gov
ernment at the University in Ljubljana (Hlebec, 1993). 
The results of the measurement are not real interactions 
among actors but cognition about communication interac
tions. Data were collected with face to face interviews, 
conducted in May 1992. 

Figure 1: Network graph: Študent Government • 
sion, recall 

discus-

mailto:vladimir.batagelj@uni-lj.si
mailto:anuska.ferligoj@uni-lj.si
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Table 1: Študent Government matrix 

minister 1 
p.minister 
minister 2 
minister 3 
minister 4 
minister 5 
minister 6 
minister 7 
adviser 1 
adviser 2 
adviser 3 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

m 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 

p 
2 
1 
0 
1 
0 
I 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 

m 
3 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 

m 
4 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
0 

m 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 

m 
6 
1 
0 
1 
0 
I 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 

m 
7 
0 
0 
I 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 

m 
8 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
I 

a 
9 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 

a 
10 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

a 
11 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 

Communication flow among actors was identified by the 
following question: 

Of the members and advisors of the Študent Gov
ernment, w ĥom do you (most often) talk with? 

The content of the communication flow was limited to the 
matters of the Študent Government. The tirne frame was 
also defined: the question was referred to the six months 
period. One respondent refused to cooperate in the experi-
ment. As he was not considered in the analysis, the network 
consists of eleven actors. 

1.2 Cluster amd ClmsiterMg 

One of the main procedural goals of blockmodeling is to 
identify, in a given network, dusters (classes) of units that 
share structural characteristics defined in terms of R. The 
units within a cluster have the same or similar cormection 
pattems to other units. They form a clustering 

C = {CijCa, . . . ,Cfc} 

which is a partition of the set E: [J^Ci = E and i :^ j ^ 
d D Cj = 0. Each partition determines an equivalence 
relation (and vice versa). 

1.3 Block 

A clustering C partitions also the relation R into blocks 

RiCi,Cj) = RnCixCj 

Each such block consists of units belonging to clusters d 
and C j and ali arcs leading from cluster Cj to cluster Cj. 
If i = j , a block iž(Cj, Ci) is called a diagonal hlock. 

1.4 Blockmodel aimd Blockmodellmg 

The goal of blockmodeling is to reduce a large, potentially 
incoherent network to a smaller comprehensible structure 
that can be interpreted more readily. Blockmodeling, as an 
empirical procedure, is based on the idea that units in a net-
work can be grouped according to the extent to which they 

C 

II 

if 
O a t 

TI 

if 

Figure 2: Blockmodeling scheme. 

complete row-domlnant col-dominant 

regular row-regular col-regular 

row-functlonal 

l o j 1^ / 

col-functlonal 

Figure 3: Types of cormection between two sets; the left set 
is the ego-set. 

are equivalent, according to some meaningful definition of 
equivalence. 

A blockmodel consists of structures obtained by identi-
fying ali units from the same cluster of the clustering C. For 
an exact definition of a blockmodel (see Figure 2) we have 
to be precise also about which blocks produce an are in the 
reduced graph and which do not, and of what type. Some 
types of connections are presented in Figure 3. A block is 
symmetric if 

V(X,F) e Ci X Cj : iXRY ^ YRX) 

Note that for nondiagonal blocks this condition involves a 
pair of blocks R(Ci, Cj) and R{Cj,Ci). 
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Table 2: Block types and matrices. 

1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 

0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 

0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 

Ci 
C2 

Ci C, 
complete regular 
null complete 

The reduced graph can be presented by relational matrix, 
called also image matrix (see Table 2). 

A clustering and the induced blockmodel of the Študent 
Government is presented in Figure 4. 

Figure 4: Blockmodeling example. 

2 Blockmodeling - Formalization 

Let C/ be a set ofpositions or images of clusters of units. 
Let fi : E -> U denote a mapping which maps each unit 
to its position. The cluster of units C{t) with the same 

position t £ U is 

C{t) = n-\t) = {X EE: fiiX) = t) 

Therefore 

cifi) = {C{t) -.teu} 

is a partition (clustering) of the set of units E. 
A blockmodel is an ordered sextuple M = 

([/ , /f ,r ,(5,7r,a) where: 

- t/ is a set ofpositions (types of units); 

- ff C 7̂ X [/ is a set of connections; 

- T is a set of predicates used to describe the types of 
connections between diflferent clusters in a network. 
We assume that nul 6 T. 

- a mapping -K : K -^ T\ {nul} assigns predicates to 
connections; 

- Q is a set ofaveraging rules. A mapping a : K -¥ Q 
determines rules for computing values of connections. 

A (surjective) mapping fi : E -^ U determines a block
model M of network A/" iff it satisfies the conditions: 

W{t,w) S K : 7r{t,w){C{t),C{w)) 

and 

^it,w) eUxU\K: nul{Cit),C{w)). 

2.1 Equivalences 
Let« be an equivalence relation over E and [X] — {Y e 
E : X !^ Y}. We say that« is compatible with T over a 
network M iff 

vx,r e E3r e r : T{[X],[Y]). 

It is easy to verify that the notion of compatibility for 
T = {nul, reg} reduces to the usual definition of regular 
equivalence (White and Reitz 1983). Similarly, compati-
bility for T = {nul, com} reduces to structural equivalence 
(Lorrain and White 19 71). 

For a compatible equivalence tv the mapping /x: X i-> 
[X] determines a blockmodel with U = E/ ra. 

3 Optimization 

3.1 Criterion Function 
The problem of establishing a partition of units in a net-
work in terms of a selected type of equivalence is a spe-
cial čase of clustering problem that can be formulated as 
an optimization problem: determine the clustering C* for 
which 

P(C*)=minP(C) 
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Table 3: Characterizations of Types of Blocks. 

null 
complete 
row-regular 
col-regular 
row-dominant 
col-dominant 
regular 

non-null 

nul 
com 
rre 
cre 
rdo 
cdo 
reg 

one 

allO* 
alll* 
each row is 1-covered 
each column is 1 -covered 
3 ali 1 row* 
3 ali 1 column* 
1 -covered rows 
and 1-covered columns 
3 at least one 1 

* except may be diagonal 

vvhere C is a clustering of a given set ofunits E, $ is the 
set of ali feasible clusterings and P : $ -> IR the criterion 
function. 

One of the possible ways of constructing a criterion fiinc-
tion that directly reflects the considered equivalence is to 
measure the fit of a clustering to an ideal one with perfect 
relations within each cluster and between clusters accord-
ing to the considered equivalence. 

Given a set of types of connection T we can introduce 
the set of ideal blocks for a given type T e T by 

B{Ci,Cj;T) = {BCCiX Cj : T{B)} 

Using Table 3 we can efficiently test whether the block 
R{Ci,Cj) is of the type T; and define the deviation 
6(Ci,Cj;T) of a block R(Ci,Cj) from the nearest ideal 
block. For example 

Sid, Cj; reg) = \Ci\ • (\Cj\ - cj) + \Cj\ • (|C,| - n) 

where Cj is the number of non-zero columns, and r̂  is the 
number of non-zero rows in the block R(Ci, C j). For de-
tails see (Batagelj 1997). 

For the proposed types ali deviations are sensitive 

6{Ci, Cj;T) = 0^ T{R{Ci, C j)). 

Therefore a block R{Ci, C j) is of a type T exactly when 
the corresponding deviation S(Ci,Cj\ T) is 0. In the devi
ation 5 we can also incorporate values of lines i/. 

Based on deviation S(Ci, C j ; T) we introduce the block-
errore(Ci,Cj;T) ofR(Ci,Cj) fortyper. Anexampleof 
block-error is 

£iCi,Cj;T) = w{T)SiCi,Cj;T) 

where w(T) > O is a weight of type T. 
We extend the block-error to the set of feasible types T 

by defining 

and 

£{Ci, CJ;T) = min e(Ci, C,; T) 

•K{ti{Ci),ii{Cj)) = aigminj^^j-eid,CJ;T) 

To make TT well-defined, we order (priorities) the set T and 
select the first type from T which minimizes e. We com-
bine block-errors into a total error - blockmodeling crite-
rionfunction 

P{C{ij);r)= Y. e{C{t),C{w);T). 
{t,w)euxu 

For criterion function P we have 

P{C(fj,)) = O "^ /li is an exact blockmodeling 

The obtained optimization problem can be solved by lo-
cal optimization. Once a partitioning /i and types of con
nection TT are determined, we can also compute the values 
of coimections by using averaging rules. 

3.2 Local Optimization 

For solving the blockmodeling problem we use a local op
timization procedure (relocation algorithm): 

Determine the initial clustering C; 
repeat: 

if in the neighborhood of the current clustering C 
there exists a clustering C such that P{C') < P{C) 
then move to clustering C . 

The neighborhood in this local optimization procedure is 
determined by the follovving two transformations: 

- moving a unit Xk from cluster Cp to cluster Cq {tran-
sitiori); 

- interchanging units Xu laid Xv from diflferent clusters 
Cp and Cq {transposition). 

3.3 Benefits from Optimization Approach 

- ordinarj / inductive blockmodeling: Given a network 
M and set of types of connection T, determine M, 
i.e.,/z, TT and a; 

- evaluation ofthe quality ofa model, comparing dif-
ferent models, analyzing the evolution of a network 
(Sampson data, Doreian and Mrvar 1996): Given a 
network TV, a model M, and blockmodeling /i, com
pute the corresponding criterion function; 

- modelfitting / deductive blockmodeling: Given a net-
work J\f, set of types T, and a model M, determine 
/i which minimizes the criterion function (Batagelj, 
Ferligoj, Doreian, 1998). 

- we can fit the network to a partial model and analyze 
the residual aftenvard; 

- we can also introduce difFerent constraints on the 
model, for example: units X and Y are of the same 
type; or, types of units X and Y are not connected; 
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4 Pre-Specified Blockmodels 

Figure 5: Symmetric acyclic blockmodel of Študent Gov
ernment. 

The pre-specified blockmodeling starts with a block
model specified, in terms of substance,/7r/or to an analysis. 
Given a netvvork, a set of ideal blocks is selected, a reduced 
model is formulated, and partitions are established by mini-
mizing the criterion function. The pre-specified blockmod
eling is supported by the program MODEL 2 (Batagelj, 
1996). 

As an example of pre-specified blockmodel we present 
in Figure 5 a symmetric acyclic blockmodel of Študent 
Government. The obtained clustering in 4 clusters is al-
most exact - acyclic model with symmetric clusters. The 
only error is produced by the are (a3, m5). 

5 Final Remarks 

The current, local optimization based, programs for gener-
alized blockmodeling can deal only with netvvorks with at 
most some hundreds of units. What to do with larger net-
works is an open question. For some specialized problems 
also procedures for (very) large networks can be developed 
(Doreian, Batagelj, Ferligoj, 1998). 

Another interesting problem is the development of 
blockmodeling of valued networks. 

MODEL 2 and related programs and data can be ob
tained from 

http://vlado.fmf.uni-lj.si/ 
pub/networks/stran/ 

Acknowledgment: This work was supported by the Min-
istry of Science and Technology of Slovenia, Project Jl-
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The proposed clustering methods are based on the recoding ofthe original mixed units and their clusters 
into a unifonn representation. The description ofa cluster consists for each variable ofthe freguencies of 
the variable values over its range partition. The proposed representation can be used also for clustering 
symbolic data. On the basis ofthis representation the adapted version ofthe leaders method and adding 
clustering method were implemented. We describe both approaches, which were successfully applied on 
several large datasets. 

1 Introduction 
Abstraction is the main tool to deal with large amounts of 
data. The first step is to identify groups of similar units -
clusters. In data analysis this is a task of clustering meth
ods. The most popular are hierarchical clustering methods. 
Because they usually use a similarity/dissimilarity matrix 
they are appropriate only for clustering datasets of a mod-
erate size (some hundreds of units). On the other hand well 
known nonhierarchical methods are mostly implemented 
for datasets of variables measured in the same scale type 
(such as for example 'k-means method'). Because of these 
limits we are searching for new clustering methods or at 
least trying to adapt known methods to be appropriate for 
clustering large datasets of mixed units, where variables 
(properties) ofthe units are measured in different scales. 

Let £? be a finite set of units. A nonempty subset C C E 
is called a cluster. A set of clusters C = {d} forms a clus
tering. In this paper we shall require that every clustering 
C is a partition ofE. 

The clustering problem can be formulated as an opti-
mization problem: 

Determine the clustering C* 6 $, for which 

P(C*) = minP(C) 

$ IR;!" where $ is a set offeasible clusterings and P 
is a criterionfunction. 

In many clustering methods the criterion fiinction mea-
sures the deviation of units from representatives {leaders) 
of corresponding clusters. In our method we select the cri
terion fiinction in one ofthe most frequent form 

c e c x € C 

where Rc is a representative of cluster C and d is a dissim-
ilarity. 

The cluster representatives usually consist of variable-
wise summaries of variable values over the cluster. For ho-
mogeneous units with only numerical variables their means 
are usually selected as representatives of clusters. For 
mixed (nonhomogeneous) units a new description has to 
be selected. 

In this paper we investigate a description satisfying two 
additional requirements: 

1. it should require a fixed space per variable; 

2. it should be compatible with merging of clusters -
knowing the description of two disjoint clusters we 
can, without additional information, produce the de
scription of their union. 

Note that only some ofthe cluster descriptions are compat
ible with merging. For example mean (as sum and number 
of units) for numerical variables and (min, max) intervals 
for ordinal variables. 

2 A description of a cluster 
For our adaptation of clustering methods to be appropri
ate for clustering large datasets of mixed units, we choose 
a cluster description based on frequencies. For this pur-
pose, the ranges of the variables are partitioned into se
lected number of classes. Let {Vi,i = 1 , . . . ,k{V)} be 
a partition ofthe range of values of variable V (the number 
of classes k{V) depends on variable). Then we can define 
for a cluster C the sets 

Q{i,C;V) = {XeC: ViX) eVi}, i = 1,... ,k{V) 

mailto:simona.korenjak@frnf.uni-lj.si
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where V{X) denotes the value of variable V on unit X. 
In the čase of an ordinal variable V (numerical scales 

are a special čase of ordinal scales) the partition {Vi, i = 
1 , . . . , k{V)} usually consists of intervals detennined by 
selected threshold values to < ^i < *2 < 3̂ < • • • < 
tk(v)-i < hiv), to - inf V, tk(v) = sup V. 

For nominal variables we can obtain the partition, for ex-
ample, by selecting k{V) — 1 values i i , i2, iS) • • • : tk{V)-x 
from the range of variable V (usually the most frequent val
ues on J5) and setting Vj — {U), i = 1 , . . . ,k{V) — l\ and 
putting ali the remaining values in class Vk{v) • 

Units are not necessarily represented with single value 
for each variable, but they can also be represented with fre-
quencies overthe classes of variables ranges. 

Using classes of ranges we getfreguencies 

qii,C;V)=caTdQ{i,C;V) 

and relativefreguencies 

q{i,C-,V) 
pii,C;V) = 

cardC 

Note that 

kiV) 
Y^p{i,C;V) = l 
i=l 

When only a single unit is in the cluster C we get 

Pii,C;V) = [l:^ : ifX eQ{i,C;V) 
othenvise 

We can add, for each variable, a new class for a miss-
ing value and treat it as a special value, or we can also 
consider a missing value on V for a unit X by setting 
p{i, {X}; V) = jAr\, i = 1 , . . . , k{V) (or by some other 
distribution). 

It is easy to see that such a description is compatible with 
merging, because for two disjoint clusters Ci and C2 we 
have 

Qii,C,UC2;V) = Q{i,Ci;V)uQii,C2;V), 

q{i,CiUC2;V) = q{i,Ci;V) + q{i,C2;V). 

The threshold values are usually detennined in such a 
way that, for the given set of units E (or the space of units 
S), itholds iha.tp{i, E;V) « j ^ , i = 1 , . . . ,k{V). 

As a compatible description or nominal variable over a 
cluster C also its range V{C) can be used, since we have 
V{CiUC2) = ViCi)UViC2). 

Example: Recoding of flags dataset 

Original data are taken from the address 
ftp://ftp.ics.uci.edu/pub/ 

m a c h i n e - l e a r n i n g - d a t a b a s e s / f l a g s 
(Flags from Collins Gem Guide to Flags, donated by 

Richard S. Forsyth.) 

Let us consider the following three variables; 
- population (in round millions), 
- mainhue (predominant color in the flag (tie-breaks de-
cided by taking the topmost hue, if that fails then the most 
central hue, and if that fails the leftmost hue)), 
- text (1 if any letters or writing on the flag (e.g., a motto or 
slogan), O othenvise). 
The range of the variable population is divided into 5 
classes with approximately the same number of units in 
each of them. The ranges of the others variables are so 
small that we put for discretization of them each possible 
value in a separate class: 

var= population var= mainhue var= text 
map 
1 = {0} 
2 = (0,4] 
3 = (4,18] 
4 = (18,158] 

map 
1 = {red} 
2 - {green} 
3 = {blue} 
4 = {gold} 

map 
1 = {0} 
2 = {1} 

5 = (158,1100] 5 = {white} 
6 = {black} 
7 = {orange} 

unit ID 
ORIGINAL DATA 

population mainhue text 
Austria 8 
New-Zealand 2 
Saudi-Arabia 9 
Svvitzerland 6 
USA 231 

RECODED DATA 
Austria 3 
New-Zealand 2 
Saudi-Arabia 3 
Switzerland 3 
USA 5 

1 
3 
2 
1 
5 

red 
blue 
green 
red 

vvhite 

1 
1 
2 
1 
1 

0 
0 
1 
0 
0 

In our čase for each variable a unit is represented with index 
of the appropriate class. 

The description of a cluster Ce (only for considered vari
ables) obtained with the leaders method is 

q{C, 
giCe 
q{C6 

•population) 
mainhue) 
text) 

8 
1 
6 

1 
0 
4 

1 
9 

0 
0 

0 
0 0 0 

>From this description we can see that in eight countries 
the population is less than a million, in one country is be-
tween 1 and 4 millions and in one country population is 
between 4 and 18 millions. This cluster is one of the seven 
clusters obtained with the adapted version of the leaders 
method with maximal allowed dissimilarity between a unit 
and its nearest leader 0.5. In one of the countries flags red 
is a dominant color and ali of the remaining units have blue 

ftp://ftp.ics.uci
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mainhue. In six units some text is presented and four units 
inside cluster Ce have no text in their description. For bet-
ter understanding, cluster Ce consists of: Bermuda, Brit. 
Virg. Isles, Cayman Islands, Falklands Malvi, Pij i, Hong-
Kong, Montserrat, St. Helena, Turks Cocos Islands and 
Tuvalu. 

3 Dissimilarity between clusters 
Let us retum to our approach to clustering problem as an 
optimization problem. After deciding to use the uniform 
representation of units and clusters, we have to define a 
measure of dissimilarity between clusters (a unit is a spe-
cial čase of a cluster with only one element). First the dis-
similarity betvveen clusters for individual variable V is de-
finedas 

, kiV) 
diCi,C2;V) = ^•Y^\p{i,Cv,V) -pii,Cr,V)\. 

^ i=\ 

We shall use the abbreviation 

d{X,C;V) = d{{X},C;V). 

In both cases it can be shown that 

1. d{C\, C2; F) is a semidistance on clusters; i.e. 

(a) d ( C i , C 2 ; y ) > 0 
(b) d(C,C;l^) = 0 
(c) d(Ci, C2; T/) + d(C2, C3; y ) > d{Cx, C3; F) 

2. d ( C i , C 2 ; F ) e [ 0 , l ] 

and for the representation of a single unit also 

X e Q{i, E- V) ^ d{X, C;V) = 1- p{i, C; V) 

The semidistances on clusters for individual variable can 
be combined into a semidistance on clusters for complete 
descriptions by 

m 
d(Ci,C2) = 5 ]a ,d (Ci ,C2 ;V}) , 

j = i 

where m is the number of variables and a j are vveights 
{a j > O and J^JLi ^3 — 1); often a j = i . We can 
use vveights to consider dependencies among variables or 
to tune the dissimilarity to a given leaming set in Al appli-
cations. 

4 Clustering procedures 
In the proposed approach the original nonhomogeneous 
data are first recoded to a uniform representation. For the 
recoded data efificient clustering procedures can be built by 
adapting leaders method (Hartigati, 1975) or adding clus
tering method (Zupan 1982, Jambu and Lebeaux 1983, 
Batagelj andMandelj 1993). 

4.1 The adapted version of the leaders 
method 

The adapted version of the leaders method is a variant of 
a dynamic clustering method (Diday 1979, Batagelj 1985). 
To describe the dynamic clustering method for solving the 
clustering problem let us denote: A a set of representatives; 
L C A a representation; $ a set offeasible representations; 
P : # —> IRĝ  criterion function; G : ^ -^ ^ a represen
tation function; F -.^ ^ i a clustering function and sup-
pose that the fiinctions G and F tend to improve (diminish) 
the value of the criterion function P. Then a simple version 
of the dynamic clustering method can be described by the 
scheme: 

L := Lo; 
repeat 

C := F(L) 
L := G(C) 

untU the leaders stabilize 

We begin with the initial representation and then repeat to 
assign each unit to the nearest leader and after that select 
leaders for each (new) cluster until we reach the minimum 
of the criterion function or until the leaders don't change 
any more (local minimum). 

Let us assume the following model C = {Ciji^j, 
L = {I/i}ie/, L(X) = Li : X € d (the nearest 
leader to the unit X), L = [L{Vi),... , L{V,n)], L{V) = 
[s{l,L;Vl...,s{k{V),L;V)], EjZ''sU,L;V) ' = 1 
(the description of a leader has the same form as the de
scription of a cluster) and 

. k{V) 
d{C, L;V) = -Y^ \pij, C; V) - siJ, L;V)\. 

j=i 

For selected criterion function 

P(C) = J2 d{XMX)) = ;^P(C,,L,) 

where 
xeE iei 

p{C,L)= Y,d{X,L) 
X€C 

we define F(L) = { q } with 

X e C- : z = minArgmin{d(X,Lj) : L j G L}. 
3 

This means that each unit is assigned to the (first) nearest 
leader. 
We define G(C) = {LJ} with 

L\ = argminp(C, L). 

The unique symmetric optimal solution of this optimization 
problem is 

s{i,L';V) {1: ifj e M 
otherwise 
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1 
0 
4 

0 
0 
0 

1 
9 

0 
1 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 0 

0 0 

where M — {j : q{j, C; V) = maxi q(i, C; V)} and t = 
cardM. 

The representative (leader) of a cluster is obtained from 
the most frequent range(s) of values of variables on this 
cluster. 

Example: Leader of a cluster 

For the description of a cluster Ce 

q{Ce;population) 8 
q{Ce; mainhue) 1 
q{C6;text) 6 

the optimal leader Le is 

q{Ce; population) 1 
q(C6;mainhue) O 
q{C6;text) 1 

The characteristics of the cluster are 

population = less than a million 80 % 
mainhue in the flag = blue 90 % 
text in the flag = no 60 % 

For example, 80% of ali countries in the cluster Ce have 
less than a million inhabitants, 90% of ali countries flags 
have blue mainhue and 60% of the flags in the cluster have 
no text in their descriptions. 

Properties of the leaders method 

The main properties of the adapted version of the leaders 
method are: 

1. Selection of the leaders and formation of new clusters 
diminish the value of the criterion flinction. 

2. The program always stops (converges). The number 
of iterations is usually less than 10. 

3. The program is suitable for clustering (very) large 
datasets. 

4. The leaders descriptions provide us with simple inter-
pretations of clustering results. 

4.2 The adapted adding method 
The adding clustering method is a hierarchical cluster

ing method in which a new unit is added in a clustering tree. 
Each vertex corresponds to a cluster. For large datasets usu-
ally only the upper part of the hierarchy is maintained, the 
lower levels subtrees are replaced by 'bags' containing ali 
units from a subtree. 

We shall use the same description of a cluster (vertex) 
and the same definition of a dissimilarity as in the leaders 
method. Every time we add a unit in a cluster (vertex) the 
frequencies are recalculated. There are two possible ways 
how to add a new unit: 

a) To maximize the dissimilarity betvveen clusters (sons) 
of the current vertex or, 

b) To minimize the dissimilarity from clusters (sons) of 
the current vertex. 

In the first čase (see Figure 1) the dissimilarities be-
tween both sons of a current vertex are calculated. Be-
cause of greedy approach the čase with the biggest dis-
similarity is chosen: max{d(Cp U {X},Cg),d{Cp,Cg U 
{X}),diC,{X})}. 

C 

A •X 

y i \ ^ (optional) 

Cy{x} cu{x} c u { x } 

C I \ x 

o u -(A I UU I^X 

A A 
C p U { X } C , Cp C , U { X } 

Figure 1: Maximize the dissimilarity between clusters 

C A •X 

Gp Cq 

if d{Cp, X) <d{C^,X) then C U { X } 

A 
else 

Cp U {X} Cg 

CU{X} 

A 
Cp C, u { X } 

Figure 2: Minimize the dissimilarity from clusters 

In the second čase (see Figure 2) the dissimilari
ties from each of the sons of current vertex are cal
culated and the unit is added to the nearest one: 
mm{d(Cp,{X}),diCg,{Xm. 

The proposed approaches can also be extended on non-
binary trees. 

The adding clustering method has some advantages: 

1. Presentation of the result with a tree. 
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2. It can be used for classification. 

3. Speed up - if the tree has many (hundreds of) leaves 
which represent the leaders, it is more efficient adding 
unit into the tree with this method than to calculate the 
dissimilarities to each of the leaders. 

A drawback of the adding method is that the result 
strongly depends on the ordering of the input sequence of 
units. A possible way to avoid this problem is to select a 
'good' initial tree. We are suggesting to built the initial tree 
with some agglomerative hierarchical clustering method on 
leaders obtained with the leaders method. The other pos-
sibility is to include balancing of the tree in the process of 
adding new unit. Both possibilities are stili under the de-
velopment. 

5 Conclusion 
We successfully applied the proposed approach on the 
dataset of types of cars (1 349 units, 26 variables), on the 
ISSP data (45 784 units, 21 variables) and also on some 
large datasets from Al coUection 
http: / /www.ics .uci .edu/~mlearn/ 

MLRepository.htinl 

The first version of the program ClaMix (based on the 
adapted version of the leaders method) and some of the re-
sults are available at 
http://www.educa.fmf.uni-1j.si/datana/ 
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The aim ofthe paper is to compare the predictive abiUties ofthe novel method for tirne series prediction 
that is based on equation discovery with neural networks. Both niethods are used for short-term (one-step 
ahead) prediction and have the ability to leam from examples. With purpose to vahdate the predictive 
models, they are applied to several data sets. The successfiil predictive models could be used for voltage 
monitoring in a high precision solid-state DC voltage reference source (DCVRS) without presence ofa 
high level standard, and fiirther for voltage correction as a segment in the softv/are controlled voltage 
reference elements (VRE). 

1 IntroductlOn some important characteristics: universal approximation 
(input-output mapping), ability to leam from and adapt to 

Measured tirne series could be described as mixtures of dy- their environment and the ability to evoke weak assump-
namic, deterministic part which drives the process and ob- tion about the underlying physical system which gener-
servational noise which is added in the measurement pro- ates the input data (Haykin 1998). In the paper we use 
cess, but does not influence the future behavior of the sys- three types of neural networks. The first one is a su-
tem. Many up-to-date scientific researches on predicting pervised multilayer feedforward network, which is trained 
the future behavior ofsystem are based on modelling ofthe with back-propagation leaming algorithm (Haykin 1998, 
deterministic part. Examples ranges from the irregularity iii Nielsen 1990, Pham 1995). The second type emphasizes 
the annual number of sunspots to the changes of currency the role of tirne as an essential dimension of leaming. It 
exchange rates. To makeaforecastif theunderlyingdeter- is a natural extension ofthe first type, replacing the or-
ministic equations of the observed system are not known, dinary synaptic weights with finite-duration impulse re-
one must find out both the rules goveming system dynam- sponse (FIR) filters (Haykin 1998, Gershenfeld & Weigend 
ics and the present state of the system (Gershenfeld & 1992). The third type of network a recurrent stmcture 
Weigend 1992). Mainstream statistical techniques for pre- with a hidden neurons which introduce time in the network 
dicting include variations of the auto-regressive technique processing by virtue of the built-in feedback loop (Alippi 
that Yule invented in 1927. The technique ušes vveighted 1996, Haykin 1998). 
sum of previous observations of the series to predict the Equation discovery systems explore the hypothesis 
next value. However, there are a number of cases for which space of ali equations that can be constmcted given a set of 
this paradigm is inadequate because ofthe non-linearity of arithmetical operators, functions and variables, searching 
the underlying model (Gershenfeld & Weigend 1992). In for an equation that fits the input data best. In the paper, 
the paper we present two different paradigms for forecast- we present an equation discovery system LAGRAMGE that 
ing: neural networks and equation discovery. Neural net- ušes context free grammars for restrictmg the hypothesis 
works used for prediction are characterized as black-box space of equations. The hypothesis space of LAGRAMGE 
models whereas models obtained with equation discovery is a set of equations, such that the expressions on their 
systems are transparent (white-box). right hand sides can be derived from a given context free 

Neural netvvorks represent an emerging technology with grammar. For the purpose of time series prediction, we use 

mailto:Ljupco.Todorovski@ijs.si
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diflference equations, that predicts the present value of the 
tirne series. Three different grammars for linear, quadratic 
and piecewise linear equations are used. 

In order to compare the predictive abilities of two de-
scribed paradigms we performed experiments in two syn-
thetic and three real world tirne series prediction problems. 
The domains used in the experiments present models with 
different amounts of non-linear dynamics (determinism) 
and noise (randomness). The predictive models obtained in 
the experiment with reference voltage domain can be used 
in to improve the metrological characteristics of a DCVRS 
in two different manners: voltage monitoring and voltage 
correction. For the purpose of voltage monitoring, predic
tive models could be used during the inter-calibration pe
riod without presence of a high level standard vvhile the 
predictors are obtained during the calibration period by us-
ing a high precision instrument. Further, the models could 
be used for voltage correction, as a segment in a software 
controUed VRE. By implementation of a control loop for 
voltage correction, based on the obtained predictors, the 
sensitivity of the reference source could be reduced, which 
contributes to enhancement of the robustness of the system 
and thereby the stability of the reference voltage (Nančov
ska 1997). 

The paper is organized as follows. First two sections de-
scribe the techniques used for tirne series predicting. In 
Section 2 a brief description of used neural networks is 
given and Section 3 gives overview of the equation dis-
covery system LAGRAMGE. The results of applying both 
techniques on five tirne series data sets are presented in Sec
tion 4, Finally, Section 5 concludes with a summary of the 
results and directions for further work. 

2 Neuairal Neihvorks 
The tirne series a;(l),a;(2),a;(3)..., which describes the 
system is given. From the series we generale vectors 
x(n) = [x(n - 1), x{n - 2 ) , . . . , x{n - p)]^, which de-
scribe the last p values of the phenomenon until tirne n - 1 . 
We are trying to find a map F(x(n)) = x{n) such that the 
predicted value x{n) in time n is the most similar to the 
original signal value x{n) in time n. For accomplishment 
of F we use three different types of neural networks (Ger-
shenfeld & Weigend 1992, Narendra 1990, Pham 1995). 

2.1 M«iltilayer perceptrom (MP) 
We use a general multilayer feed-forward network (Lipp-
marm 1987) whose leaming algorithm is generalized S-
mle or back-propagation (BP). The user interface provides 
regulation of the following parameters: number of layers, 
number of neurons in each layer, leaming rate T) and mo-
mentum term a. 

Parameters rj and a could be changed during the training. 
Neurons in input layer act as buffers for distributing the in-
put signals x(n) to neurons in the hidden layer (Haykin 
1998, Lippmann 1987, Nielsen 1990, Pham 1995). MP is 

usually used as pattem recognition tool, but from a systems 
theoretic point of view it can be also used for approxima-
tion of non-linear maps (Narendra 1990). 

2.2 FIR miiilitillayer percepttron (FKE-

In order to allow time to be represented by the effect it has 
on signal processing or to make the netvvork to be dynamic, 
time delays are introduced into the synaptic stmcture of the 
network and their values are adjusted during the leaming 
phase (Haykin 1998). In fact each synapse is represented 
by a finite-duration impulse response (FIR) filter (Figure 
1). 

FIR-MP network is a vector generalization of the MP 
and its leaming algorithm is a vector generalization of the 
standard BP algorithm, called temporal BP (TBP). The ba-
sic form of TBP is non-causal because the computation of 
weights requires knowledge of future values of vveights' 
changes 6-s and weights w-s. It could be made causal by 
adding a finite number of delay operators on the feedback 
connections so that only present and past values of t̂ -s and 
w-s are used. We hypothesize that by introducing tapped 
delay feedbacks the NN performance on problems involv-
ing time dependencies could be improved. In (Lin 1996) 
FIR-MP is compared to the NARX recurrent netvvork by its 
computational power. NARX is computationalIy as strong 
as fully connected recurrent network thus is Turing ma-
chine equivalent (Siegelmann 1995, Siegelmann & Sontag 
1995). 

2.3 RecmrreEt meihvork im real time (EN) 

The net (Haykin 1998, Pham 1995) consists of connected 
input-output layers and processing layer. RN has ability to 
connect the extemal time-varying input with its previous 
output by using delay operator. 

The leaming algorithm used is real time recurrent leam
ing (RTLL) (Haykin 1998), which is gradient-descent 
leaming algorithm and minimizes the error function by 
changing the weights of ali visible neurons. This archi-
tecture is capable of representation of arbitrary non-linear 
dynamical system and it is Turing equivalent (Alippi 1996, 
Siegelmann 1995, Siegelmann & Sontag 1995). However, 
leaming simple behavior can be quite difficult by using gra
dient descent'. RTRL is not guaranteed to follow the neg
ative gradient of the error function. This is a consequence 
of the feedback connection and it can be improved by slow 
changing of weights. Although RN has difficulty captur-
ing the global behavior (Lin 1996) it is useful for leaming 
short-term dependencies and thus can be used for short-
term predictions. 

' For example, even it is Turing equivalent, it lias been difficult to get it 
successfuMy leam finite-state machines from example strings encoded as 
sequences. 
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x,(n) x(n-l) x(n-l) x(n-2) x(n-p+l) x(n-p) 

Figure 1: Signal-flow graph of a synaptic FIR filter *,/«> 

3 Equation Discovery 

The problem of equation discovery, as addressed by LA-
GRAMGE, can be defined as follows. 
Given are 

- a context free grammar G = (N, T, P, S) (see next 
section) and 

- input data D = (V, va, M), where 

- V = {vi, «2 , . . . fm} is a set of domain vari-
ables, 

- Vd G ̂  is the dependent variable and 

- M is a set of one or more measurements. Each 
measurement is a table of measured values of the 
domain variables at successive tirne points: 

tirne 
to 
h 
t2 

tN 

Vi 

Vlfi 

f l , l 

f l , 2 

Vl,N 

V2 

l ' 2 , 0 • 

•"2,1 . 

« 2 , 2 . 

V2,N • 

Vm 

Vm,0 

• Vm,l 

• t>m,2 

• Vm,N 

Find an equation for expressing the dependent variable Vd 
in terms of variables in V. This equation is expected to 
minimize the discrepancy between the measured and cal-
culated values of the dependent variable. The equation can 
be: 

- differential, i.e. of the form dvd/dt = Vd = E, or 

- ordinary, i.e. of the form Vd = E, 

vvhere £ is an expression that can be derived from the con-
text free grammar G. 

3.1 Restricting the space of possible 
equations 

The syntax of the expressions on the right hand side of 
the equation is prescribed with a context free grammar 
(Hopcroft & Ullman 1979). A context free grammar con-
tains a finite set of variables (also called nonterminals or 
syntactic categories) each of which represents expressions 
or phrases in a language (in equation discovery, nontermi
nals represent sets of expressions that can appear in the 
equations). The expressions represented by the nontermi
nals are described in terms of nonterminals and primitive 

symbols called terminals. The rules relating the nontermi
nals among themselves and to terminals are called produc-
tions. 

The original motivation for the development of context 
free grammars was the description of natural languages. 
For example, a simple grammar for deriving sentences con
sists of the productions sentence —> noun verb, noun —^ 
nettvork, noun —> eguation, and verb -^ predicts. 
Here sentence, noun and verb are nonterminals, while 
words that actually appears in sentences (i.e. network, pre
dicts) are terminals. The sentences nettvork predicts and 
eguationpredicts can be derived with this grammar. 

We denote a context free grammar as a tuple G = 
{N, T, P, S), where N and T are finite disjoint sets of non
terminals and terminals, respectively. P is a finite set of 
productions; each production is of the form A -^ a, where 
^ is a nonterminal and a is a string of symbols From NUT. 
We use the notation A —^ ai \ a2 \ . . . | a^ for a set of 
productions for the nonterminal A: A -> ai, A ^ a2,..., 
A ^ ak- Finally, 5 is a special nonterminal called starting 
symbol. 

Grammars used in equation discovery system LA-
GRAMGE haveseveralsymbols with specialmeanings. The 
terminal const 6 T is used to denote a constant parameter 
in an equation that has to be fitted to the input data. The 
terminals Vi are used to denote variables from the input do
main D. Finally, the nonterminal v e N denotes any vari
able from the input domain. Productions coimecting this 
nonterminal symbol to the terminals Uj are attached to v 
automatically, i.e., Vvj eV:v-^ViGP. 

The only restriction on the grammar G is that the right 
sides of the productions in P have to be expressions that 
are legal in the C programming language. This means that 
we can use ali C built-in operators and fimctions in the 
grammar. Additional fiinctions, representing background 
knowledge about the domain at hand can be used, as long 
as they are defined in conjunction with the grammar. Note 
that the derived equations may be non-linear in both the 
constant parameters and the system variables. 

Expressions can be derived by grammar G from the non
terminal symbol S by applying productions from P. We 
start with the string w consisting of 5 only. At each step, 
we replace the leftmost nonterminal symbol A in string w 
with a, according to some production A -> a from P. 
When w consists solely of terminal symbols, the derivation 
process is over. 
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3.2 LAGRAMGE - the algorithm 
Expressions generated by the context free grammar G con-
tain one or more special terminal symbols const. A non-
linear fitting method is applied to determine the values of 
these parameters. The fitting method minimizes the value 
of the error fiinction Error{cj, i.e. if c is the vector of 
constant parameters in expression E, then the result of the 
fitting algorithm is a vector of parameter values c*, such 
that £'rror(c*) = miriceR"<^ {Error(c)}. The error fiinc
tion Error is a sum of squared errors function, defined in 
the following manner: 

- for a differential equation of the form dvd/dt — E: 
Error{c) = 

E j l o [^d,i - [Vdfi + ftl E{c, vi,...vm)j , and 

- for an ordinary equation of the form v d = E: 
Error (c) — 
T,i=oi'"d,i - E{c, Vi^i, . . . Vd-l,i, Vd+l,i, . . . Vm,i))^, 

where N is the size of the measurement table and Vj^i the 
value of the system variable v j at time ti. Note that in 
the čase of calculating the error function for differential 
equations we use the integral of the expression on the right 
hand side of the equation instead of the derivative of the 
dependent variable. This is done because the error of algo-
rithms for numerical integration is in general smaller than 
the error involved of numerical derivation. We use a sim-
ple trapezoid formula for numerical integration with the 
same step size as the time step between successive mea-
surements in the measurement table. The dovvnhill simplex 
and Levenberg-Marquardt algorithms (Press et al. 1986) 
can be used to minimize the error function. 

Furthermore, the value of a heuristic function for the ex-
pression is evaluated. It is equal to the sum of squared er
rors value SSE calculated by the fitting method (SSE{E) = 
Error{c*)). An alternative heuristic fiinction JUDL (mini-
mal description length) can be used, that takes into account 
the length I of expression E: 

MDL{E) = SSE{E) + I 
10-L 

where lmax is the length of the largest expression gener
ated by the grammar and a^^ is the standard deviation of 
the dependent variable Vd. The length is measured as the 
number of terminals in the expression. The MDL heuristic 
function prefers shorter equations. 

A context free grammar can in principle derive an infi-
nite number of expressions (equations). LAGRAMGE thus 
ušes a bound on the complexity (depth) of the deriva
tion used to produce the equation (Todorovski & Džeroski 
1997). The LAGRAMGE algorithm exhaustively or heuris-
tically searches for the best equation (according to the se-
lected heuristic function) within the allowed complexity 
(depth) limits. 

3.3 Time series prediction with equation 
discovery 

We reformulate the problem of time series prediction into 
the equation discovery problem in the follovving way. 
Given a time series a;(l),a;(2),a;(3),..., we choose a con
stant p and build matrix M as follows: 

time 
to 
h 
t2 

Vi 

x{l) 
x{2) 
x(3) 

V2 

x{2) . 
x(3) .. 
x{A) . 

Vp+l 
. x{p + 1) 
. x{p + 2) 
. x(p + 3) 

Now the input domain for equation discovery prob
lem equivalent to the problem of time series prediction is 
D = {{vi,V2,... ,Vp+i},Vp+i,M). We search for ordi-
nary equation of the form Vp+i = F{vx,V2,.. .Vp). The 
obtained equation can be interpreted as diflference equa-
tion for predicting the next value of the time series x{n) = 
F{x{n — \),x{n — 2 ) , . . . ,x{n —p)). 

The form of function F on the right-hand side of the 
equation is biased with a context free grammar G. We 
used three different context free grammars for restricting 
the space of possible equation in time series prediction do-
mains. First grammar is used to produce linear models: 

E —> const I const *v\E + const * v 

The second grammar generates quadratic multivariate 
polynomials: 

E -^ const I const * F \E + const * F 
F —¥ v \v * v 

Finally, the third grammar used in the experiments gen
erates piecewise linear models. The breakpoint is set to 0.5, 
which is the middle of the interval of normalized values of 
time series: 

double If(double v, double el, dou-
ble e2) { 

return((v < 0.5) ? el : e2); 
} 

IfE -s- E \ If {v, E,E) 
E —> const I const *v\E+ const * v 

4 Experiments 

4.1 Data sets descriptions 

We applied the techniques described in the previous two 
sections to two synthetic and three real world data sets: 

Lorenz system Model of the Lorenz attractor is one of 
the most frequently used examples of the determin-
istic chaos system. It is described with the following 
differential equations: 
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X = a{y - x) 
y = x{R -z)-y 
ž = xy — bz 

The values of the constant parameters were chosen to 
be: o- = 16.0, iž = 451992,6 = 4.0. For initial state 
a;(0) = 0.06735,2/(0) = 1.8841,2(0) = 15.7734 the 
system is well-conditioned. The equations were simu-
lated for 2000 tirne steps of length h = 0.001. For the 
prediction task we use the tirne series for variable z, 
because it clearly reflects non-linear dynamics of the 
system. 

Reference voltage The observed tirne series are gener-
ated by soHd-state VRE-s, based on 7V zener diodes 
LTZIOOO of a group DCVRS. They are produced by 
measuring the absolute voltage values of VRE, which 
is controlled by PC-computer. The PC communicates 
with DCVRS via serial port RS232. Measuring in
strument is digital voltmeter HP3458A. The tirne se
ries present 2000 samples taken in tirne intervals of 15 
minutes during 500 hour measurement. 

FractionalBrownianmotionsor 1//noises FBM is a 
random function provided by Mandelbrot and Van 
Ness (FBM). The most important feature of FBM 
is that its increments [Bnit + T) - Bnit)] = 
h~"[BH{t + hT) - Bnit)] are stationary, statisti-
cally self-similar and have Gaussian distribution with 
a standard deviation CHT^, where C H is constant. 
This is usually called T^ law ofFBM. The parameter 
H is directly related to the fractal (Hausdorff) dimen-
sion D. For generation of the FBM signals we use the 
method of spectral synthesis (Nancovska 1997). 

Lorenz-like chaos in A'̂ j?3-FIR lasers Far infrared lasers 
have been proposed as examples of a physical realiza-
tion of the Lorenz model, mentioned earlier (Hubner 
et al. 1992). Hovvever, the actual laser systems are 
more complex then simple coherently coupled three-
level systems. The data set was chosen to obtain sev-
eral of the important quantities pertinent in compari-
son to the parameters of numerical data sets obtained 
by the integration of Lorenz equations. We took into 
consideration first 2000 tirne points of the time series. 

Sunspots The data set is standard benchmark test for var-
ious techniques for time series prediction. It contains 
the observation of the number of annual sunspots for 
280 years. 

4.2 Experimental setting 
The following methodology of the experiments with the 
time series prediction data sets was used. Bach data set 
was divided in two parts of equal sizes (1000 time points 

per set, expect for the Sunspot data set which has only 280 
time points). The first part was used as input for the leam-
ing system in the training phase, and the second one was 
used for testing the performance of the obtained predictive 
model. Furthermore, in the traming phase 80% of the train
ing set was used directly for leaming and the rest is used for 
error evaluation only (the evaluation applies the estimation 
of the performance of the predictor leamed so far). The 
length of the input vector p varied betvveen 1 and 6. The 
criterion for choosing the best predictor was the root mean 
square error (RMSE). 

In the experiments with neural networks, the value of 
parameter r) is gradually decreased from 0.95 to 0.003 to 
avoid local minima of the error surface. When training the 
recurrent network 77 is set to the lower value from the be-
girming to make the time scale of the weight changes small 
enough to allow the leaming algorithm to follow the nega
tive gradient of error function. 

We used beam search strategy in equation discovery 
system LAGRAMGE with beam width set to 50 and both 
heuristic flinctions (S SE and MDL) with downhill simplex 
method for constant parameters fitting. The depth com-
plexity parameter was set to 10 and three different context 
free grammars (from the previous section) were used. The 
best equation was then chosen that minimizes the RMSE 
on the test training set. 

4.3 Results 
The results of the experiments for neural netvvorks and 
equation discovery system LAGRAMGE are given in Ta
ble 1 and Table 2, respectively. The architecture of the MP 
neural network is represented with x — y — z, where x, y 
and z denote numbers of neurons in first, second and third 
layer, respectively. 1^2/^1 denotes FIR-MP neural netvvork 
architecture withp and q time operators (taps) betvveen cor-
responding layers and p equals the length of the input vec
tor. The architecture of the recurrent neural network is rep
resented with X <r^ y -1, where x denotes the length of 
input vector and y the number of feedback connections. 

Recurrent neural networks has the best performance for 
the Reference voltage and FBM data sets. Both data sets 
represent time series with very fast changing values without 
long-term trend. The recurrent neural network has worst 
performance for the time series with trend. In that čase the 
MP and FIR-MP netvvorks better identify the underlying 
system, as vve can see from the results of the experiments 
for Lorenz and Sunspots data sets. For Lorenz-like chaos 
data set the best performance is surprisingly achieved with 
MP netvvork .̂ For ali data sets, expect the Lorenz-like, 
the prediction performance of diflferent types of neural net
vvorks are comparable. In the experiments vvith Lorenz-like 
chaos MP is significantly better then other two types. 

^Finding a simple representation for a complex signal might require 
looking for relationship among input variables. In the čase of Lorenz-like 
chaos input vectors are representative enough to allow the MP to find the 
"simple" regression model which is good enough for local description of 
the model. 
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Data set 

Lorenz 
Ref. voltage 

FBM 
Lorenz-like 

Sunspots 

Winning NN 

Type 
FIR-MP 

Rec. 
Rec. 
MP 

FIR-MP 

Architecture 

mn 
6 - M 4 - 1 
5 ' M 4 - 1 
6 - 3 - 1 

1^4il 

P 
5 
6 
5 
6 
5 

RMSE 

Training 
9.9-10-* 

0.0646 
0.0895 
0.0153 

0.09795 

Testing 
1.7-10-^ 

0.0749 
0.0823 
0.0260 

-

Table 1: Results of the experiments with neural networks 

Data set 

Lorenz 
Ref voltage 

FBM 
Lorenz-like 

Sunspots 

Wtniiing equation 

Type 
piecevvise linear 
piecewise linear 

linear 
quadratic 
quadratic 

P 
6 
6 
6 
3 
4 

RMSE 

Training 
L919-10-« 

0.06375 
0.08846 
0.03889 

0.103 

Testing 
2.465-10-« 

0.07405 
0.0827 

0.05939 
-

Table 2: Results of the experiments with equation discovery 

In the experiments with equation discovery for the 
Lomez, Reference voltage and FBM data sets the discov
ered equations are linear. Although the Lorenz data set is 
obtained with simulating three non-linear differential equa-
tions, the interval enclosed in the data set do not expose the 
non-linearity of the underlying equations (due to the sta-
bility of the numerical integration a small tirne step was 
chosen). For Lorenz-like and Sunspots data sets quadratic 
equations were discovered, which was expected because of 
their non-linearity. The parameter p (number of previous 
values used for prediction) is significantly smaller in cases 
where quadratic equations were discovered. As in the ex-
periments with neural networks, for aH data sets, expect 
the Lorenz-like, the prediction performances of difFerent 
types of equations are comparable. In the experiments with 
Lorenz-like chaos quadratic equations are significantly bet-
ter then other two types. 

Both methods manifest comparable performance on 
three data sets. Equation discovery outperforms neural 
networks for the Lorenz data set, which was expected be
cause of the determinism of the underlying model. Neural 
networks have better performance on the Lorenz-like and 
Sunspots data sets where quadratic equations were discov
ered by LAGRAMGE. 

Figure 2 shows the performance of the obtained predic-
tors for different types of neural networks and equations. 

5 Discussion 
In the paper, we presented the equation discovery system 
LAGRAMGE that ušes context free grammars for restricting 
the hypothesis space of equations. Background knowledge 
from the domain of use in the form of function definitions 
can be used along vvith common arithmetical operators and 

functions built in the C programming language. The hy-
pothesis space of LAGRAMGE is a set of equations, such 
that the expressions on their right hand sides can be derived 
from a given context free grammar. 

In contrast vvith system Identification methods, where 
the structure of the model has to be provided explicitly by 
the human expert, LAGRAMGE can use a more sophisti-
cated form of representing the expert's theoretical knowl-
edge about the domain at hand. A context free grammar 
can be used to specify a whole range of possible equa-
tion structures that make sense from the expert's point of 
view. Therefore, the discovered equations are in compre-
hensible form and can give domain experts better or even 
new insight into the measured data. This also distinguishes 
LAGRAMGE from other system Identification methods like 
neural networks, which can be used for obtaining black-
box models, i.e., models vvith incomprehensible structure. 

On the equation discovery side, the presented vvork is 
related to equation discovery systems, such as BACON 
(Langley et al. 1987), EF (Zembovvitz & Zytkow 1992), 
E* (Schaffer 1993), LAGRANGE (Dzeroski & Todorovski 
1993) and GOLDHORN (Krizman et al. 1995). Hovvever, 
none of them was applied to the task of time series predic
tion. 

Various architectures of neural netvvorks have already 
been used for system Identification and prediction. Some of 
them are closely related to the architectures used in this pa
per (Haykin 1998, Lippmann 1987, Narendra 1990, Pham 
1995), and others are different, such as radial basis function 
(RBF) neural netvvork (Haykin 1998) and Group-Method-
of-Data-Handling (Pham 1995). The NARX recurrent neu
ral netvvorks (Alippi 1996, Lin 1996) architecture is suit-
able for leaming long-term dependencies in time series. 
For the task of short-term prediction, addressed in this pa
per, leaming the local structure is good enough (Narendra 
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Equatlon type 

Figure 2: RMSE of the predictors for different types of neural networks and equations 

1990). Support vector machine (SVM) for non-linear re-
gression (Haykin 1998), which is approximate implemen-
tation of the method of structural risk minimization, could 
be also used. Finally, SVM may be implemented in the 
form of a polynomial leaming machine, RBF network or 
MP. 
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Anew on-Iine adaptive leaming rate algorithm for I/O identification based on two ANNs is proposed. The 
algorithm is derivedfrom the convergence analysis ofthe conventional gradient descent method. Simula-
tion experiments are given to illustrate the advantages of the proposed algorithm in its application to an 
identification problem ofsome non-linear dynamic systems. 

1 Introduction 

Feedback linearization can be used for controlling a broad 
class of non-linear processes. To perform feedback lin
earization it is necessary that the process allows description 
by a particular model structure which fits into the afiine 
non-linear form (see [l]-[4]). When the process is un-
known we can let two multilayer perceptron (MLP) models 
approximate the linear relationship between the input and 
output data of the process. In this paper, we will develop 
an on-line variable rate training algorithm for this double 
neural network system. 

Determination of the fixed leaming rate of the conven
tional back-propagation (BP) algorithm for feedforeward 
neural networks (FNNs) [5] has to be made with čare. If 
the leaming rate is large, leaming may occur quickly, but 
it may also become unstable. To ensure stable leaming, 
the leaming rate must be sufficiently small. However, with 
a small leaming rate, an ANN, for example an MLP, may 
adapt reliably, but it may take quite a long time. It is thus 
difficult to select a suitable fixed leaming rate for different 
initial values ofthe parameters ofthe ANNs and for differ-
ent stractures that ANNs may have. Moreover, a good fixed 
leaming rate for one system is not necessarily good for an-
other. These are characteristics of the basic ANN leaming 
mle that relies on the gradient descent (GD) method and 
the chain mle [6]. For the convergence of such algorithms 
see [7] and [8]. The GD method is known for its slowness 
and its tendency to become trapped in local minima. To re-
duce these shortcomings, a number of faster ANN training 
algorithms have been developed, such as different adaptive 
leaming algorithms (see [9], [10] and [11]), and other mod-
ified algorithms (see [12]-[23]). In spite of their improved 
convergence, these methods are not based on the optimal 
instantaneous leaming rates ofthe GD approach. One may 
use second-order nonlinear optimizing methods to acceler-

ate the MLP leaming, such as the conjugate gradient algo
rithm (see [24]) or the Levenberg-Marquardt based method 
(see [25]). The critical drawbacks of these methods, how-
ever, are the ill conditioning ofthe Hessian matrix in many 
applications and the computational complexity related to 
the Hessian. In addition, most of these algorithms are de
veloped only for off-line training ofthe ANNs. 

Recently, the layer-by-layer optimizing algorithm was 
proposed in which each layer of MLP's is decomposed into 
both a linear part and a nonlinear part [26]-[33]. The linear 
part of each layer is solved via the least squares problem 
formulation. Although these algorithms show fast conver
gence with much less computational complexity than those 
of the conjugate gradient or Nevvton methods, they result 
in an unavoidable problem caused by target assignments at 
hidden nodes. When the targets for a hidden layer caimot 
be linearly separated, it is impossible to reduce the MSE 
sufRciently at both the hidden layer and the output layer. 

Another class of fast leaming algorithms is the one based 
on the extended Kalman filter (EKF) technique for train
ing of a multilayer FNN. It has received considerable at-
tention recently (see [34]-[38]). These algorithm improved 
the convergence rate considerably and exhibited good per-
formance. However, their numerical stability is not guar-
anteed. This may degrade leaming convergence, increase 
training time and, generally, can make on-line implemen-
tation questionable. 

In this paper, we develop an on-line variable rate leam
ing algorithm for double neural network system which can 
speed up the leaming process substantially and can si-
multaneously provide stability of the leaming process. In 
[39], we proposed a variable rate algorithm for the on-line 
training of an MLP. Here we extend this solution to on-
line training of a double neural network system for I/O 
modelling of SISO time-invariant non-linear systems. As 
ANNs are widely used for the identification of non-linear 
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systems (see [40]-[61]), as well as for prediction of their 
behavior (see [62]-[64]), we will test this algorithm in the 
on-line identification and prediction of behavior of three 
non-linear systems. 
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On-line 
Training 

Muitiplier 

eCi + l) 

Figure 1: Double neural network system for identification 
of non-linear plant 

2 Modeling Non-linear Plants by 
ANNs 

2.1 Problem Description 

Consider a SISO time-invariant non-linear system for 
which we will attempt to obtain an I/O model in the form 
of 

y{k+l)=f[ipik)]+g[^{k)]-u{k). 

Hereip(k) = [-yik)...- y{k-n + l) u(fc- 1)... u{k-
m)]-''. Integer parameter n may be associated with the sys-
tem order; m is a non-negative integer. Let the fiinctions 
/ and g of the above model be unknovvn. We will use two 
neural networks to model / and g, in order to obtain their 
approximations / and g, respectively. The assumption is 
that these networks are govemed by 

yNN{k + l\(p,9) 

= fNN{^,0f)+gNN{^p,6g)-u{k) 

= v'^S{Wfv) + v-^gS{Wg^)-u{k), (1) 

where yNN is the cumulative output of neural networks 
(see Fig.l), 6k = [Wk,Vk], k = f,g, are the parame
ter vectors, Wf,Wg,Vf,Vg, are matrices of weights (1^ .̂) 
and vectors of biases {vk) from 'input-to-hidden' layer and 
'hidden-to-output' layer, respectively, for ANNs defining / 
and p. The matrix S will be defined later. In what follovvs 
a^ denotes the transpose of a matrix or a vector a, while a' 
stands for a partial derivative of a. 

2.2 Model of Neural Networks 

Let us assume that for the netvvorks associated with / and 
5, the number of nodes of the input layer is denoted by 

INk, k = f,g, and HNk, k = f,g, denote the number 
of nodes of the hidden layer. Then, starting from (1) one 
can consider a double three-layers-forward neural network 
as an identification model for a non-linear plant (Fig.l), 
where the network model is govemed by 

yNN{k + l) 
HNf /iNf \ 

j= l \ j = l / 

-l-u/,0 + u{k) 
'HNg /IN, \ 

Z ! * I 5Z ^a.ijVgJ + Wg,io Vg,i + Vgfi 

HNf /iNf \ 

j=0 \j=0 J 

HNg /iNg \ 

+U(k) Y^ s Ylwg.ijiPg,j Vg^i 
i=0 \j=0 J 

HNj 

= ^ S ( n e i ; , i ) u / , i 
i=0 

HN, 

Jru{k) ^ S (netg^i) Vg^i (2) 

i=0 

where netk,i = J2j=o ''i'k,ijVk,j is the output of i-th hid
den node with (fikfl = 1, for i = 0,1,...,HNk,and 
with s(netkfi) = 1. Here ipkj, j = I,...,INk, are 
the inputs of the neural netvvork, Wk,ij, i = 1, ...,HNk, 
j = 1,..., INk, are the vveights from input layer to hidden 
layer, Wk,io, i = 1, ...,HNk, are the biases of the hidden 
nodes, Vk,i, i = 1,..., HNk, are the weights from the hid
den layer to the output layer, v k,o is the bias of the output 
node, s is the activation flinction of nodes for the hidden 
layer. The subscript k = f,g. Further, (2) can be rewritten 
as 

yNNik + 1)= vJS {Wfipf) + vJS iWg<Pg) u{k) 

where fork = f,g, one has 

tpk = [ fk.o ^k,\ • '' 

Vk [ Vk,0 Vk,l 

vk.iN, y eRi^^>'+^)x\ 

Wk 

Wk,10 

iDkao 

Wk,n 

'Wk,21 

. 'U'k,HNkO Wk,HNkl 

g j^HNkXiINk + l) 

SiWkVk) 

= [ s{netk,o) s{netk,i) • 

'^k,UN^ 

Wk,2INk 

Wk,HNkINi, 

s{netk,HNk) y 
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the activation fiinction for non-linear nodes is a symmetric 
hyperbolic tangent fiinction, i.e. s{x) = tanh(^^^a;), and 
its derivative is s'{x) = /x^^[l - s'^{x)], where /lo is the 
shape factor of the activation fiinction. 

3 Derivation of an On-line Learning 
Algorithm 

3.1 GD Method 

We define the error fiinction as 

Jik) = ^e\k) = ^[yik)-y,,Nik)f 

= l[yik)-vJS{WfVf)-vJSiW,ip,)uik)]' 

Applying the GD method to J and using Lemmas 2 and 
3 from [39] one obtains increments for the parameters of 
ANNs as 

A., - -,M^ - ,^Jylf^^e(k) 
^""^ - '^dvfik)-'' , dvfik) '^^^ 

r)S{WfVf)eik), (3) 

AWf 
dJ{k) d[vJS{Wf^j)\ 

•dWf{k) • dWf 
= TjS'iWfipf)vfipJeik), (4) 

A., = .,M^=,^Jdl(^^,,,,,,, 
'dv,{k) • dv,{k) 

= r}S{Wgipg)u{k)e{k), (5) 

AW, = -n dJ{k) 

= V 

dW,{k) 
d [vJS{W,^,)] 

dWa 
u{k)e{k) 

= rjS'{Wgipg)v,cpJu{k)e{k), (6) 

where 77 is a small positive constant that represents the fixed 
learning rate. 

3.2 Analysis of the GD Algorithm 
Consider the error equation 

e(fc + 1) - e{k) 
= [y{k + 1) - yNNik + 1)] - [y{k) - yNN{k)] .' 

Let Ay{k + 1) = y(k + 1) - j/(A;) and AyNNik + 1) = 
yNN{k +1) - VNNik). Let us assume that \Ay{k -)-1)| < 

\AyNN{k + 1)1, i.e. that the change in the plant output 
y{k) of the controlled system is sufficiently slower than the 
change in the output yNN (k) of the neural network. This 
assumption is realistic for many processes. Then, during 
the training process of neural network, the error equation is 

e{k + l)-e{k) = Ay{k + 1) - AyNN{k + 1) 
^ -A2yjvw(fc + 1) 
= -[AfNN + ^9NN-u{k)] 

Applying Lemma 4 from [39], the above equation can be 
rewritten as follows 

e(fc + l ) -e( fc) 
« - [S^iWfipf)Avf + vJS'iWfipf)AWfipf] 

- [S^{W,^g)Av, 
+ vJS'{Wg^)AWg^g]uik). 

After substitution of (3)-(6) into the above equation, and, 
after some algebraic manipulations, one gets 

e{k + 1) - e{k) i=a -r]C{k)e{k), 

I.e. 

where 

e(A; + l)«[l-7/C(fc)]e(fc), 

ak) = 
[S^iWfVf)S{Wfipf) 
+ vJS'iWfipf)S'iWf^f)vfipJipf] 
+ [S^{Wg^g)S{WgVg) 
+ vJS'{WgVg)S'iWg^g)Vg^'^^g] U^k) . 

Our intention is to make lim^-^oo e{k) -^ O as the 
number of iterations k increases. For this the condition 
|1 - 77C(fc)| < 1 has to be satisfied, i.e. O < 7? < 2C,~'^{k). 
Apparently, the upper bound 2i;̂ ~̂  (fc) of the learning rate TJ 
is variable because the value of (̂A;) depends on the input 
ipj and the current values of the neural network parameters 
v j and T̂ ,̂-, for i = / , 5 . 

3.3 Variable Learning Rate Algorithm 

To obtain the variable learning rate algorithm we consider 
the čase when the fastest learning occurs. This vvill be when 
Tj = C,~'^{k), i.e. it vvill imply e{k + 1) « 0. Substituting 
7? = C,~^{k) into (3)-(6) one obtains the adaptive learning 
rate back-propagation increments of ANN parameters, i.e. 

Aw/ = ^^S{Wf^f)e{k), 

^Wf = A_s'{Wvf)vjv}e{k), 

1 
Av„ 

AWa 
1 

W) 

S{Wg^g)u{k)e{k), 

S' {Wg^g)Vg^lu{k)e{k). 
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We use these formulae in the on-Hne algorithm in the fol-
lovving simulation experiments. 

4 Simulation Experiments 
Extensive simulation studies were carried out with several 
examples of nonlinear dynamic systems which were used 
in [40], [65]. Two typical sets of results are illustrated in 
the follovving examples. 

Example 1 

We will apply the new algorithm to a spring-mass-damper 
system with a hardening spring govemed by 

y"{t) + y'{t) + y{t) + y''{t) + F^ = uit), 

and we will compare its performance with the fixed leam
ing rate algorithm. Let us use a network with 5 hidden units 
for approximating / , and a network with 4 hidden units for 
approximating g. We will use (p{k) = [—y{k) — y{k — 
1) u(k - 1)] = ipfik) = ipg{k). The input u{t) for both 
the non-linear system and the neural network is taken as a 
random input band-limited white noise signal. The target 
for the neural network is the output y of the system. The 
sampling interval is Tg = 0.1 sec. The total simulation 
tirne is 300 sec, i.e. we will have 3000 iteration steps. The 
neural network is trained during the first 2500 iterations in 
the on-line mode. After training at the time instant of 250 
sec, the trained neural network is used to predict the output 
of the non-linear system during the subsequent 500 itera
tions. This is done only for the purpose of assessing the 
quality of the training process. The adaptive leaming rate 
algorithm proposed in this paper and the algorithm with the 
fixed leaming rates of T/ = 0.001, 0.002, 0.004, are com-
pared. The time evolution of the training error for these 
four cases are shown in Fig.2. The training data of the neu
ral network with adaptive leaming rate and with the fixed 
leaming rate of T/ = 0.002 are depicted in Fig.3 and 4, re-
spectively. 

As mentioned previously, the fixed leaming rate for on-
line training must be chosen with some čare. Unlike the 
situation when training is done off-line, in the on-line situ-
ation it is not known which input vectors will be presented 
to the network. Therefore the leaming rate should be fairly 
conservative so as to assure stable leaming. However, if 
it is too small, the leaming will take a long time (as for 
TI = 0.001). If the leaming rate is large, leaming occurs 
quickly, but if it is too large leaming can become unsta-
ble and errors may even increase (as for T] = 0.004). To 
reduce these problems the fixed leaming rate must be set 
to a suitable value. But, in general, the dififerent initial val-
ues of weights and different processes will require different 
optimal fixed leaming rates. It is thus impossible to find 
the best one for ali of the cases. These problems do not 
exist with the adaptive leaming rate algorithm. It can be 
observed from the simulation results that the adaptive rate 

Ti=0.001 
Ti=0.002 
11=0.004 
Variable rate 

1000 1500 2000 
Epoch (0.1 sec. per epoch) 

Figure 2: Time evolution of training error 

algorithm is far better than the fixed rate algorithm in terms 
of both the leaming speed and the training error. 

Example 2 

Two plants considered are govemed by 

y{k + 1) = 0.3y{k) + OMk - 1) + / Hk)], (7) 

where y{k) and u{k) are the output and input, respectively, 
at time k, and the function / is assumed unknown to the 
ANNs. For the purpose of plant simulation, it is taken in 
the form 

/(") 

- { 
I f2iu 

0.6sin(7ru) -I-0.3 sin(37ra) -f0.1sin(57ru), 
0.8sin(2j/(A:))-M.2w(fc). 

The first system (A) is defined by (7) having f{u) = / i (w), 
and the other system (B) is defined by (7) with f{u) = 
/2 (u). The MLPs used for identification and prediction in 
both cases have the same stracture as in Example 1. The 
input to the plant is a sinusoid defined as 

u{k) =sm{^), 

when k < 500, and 
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On-line learning and predlcllon ot NNs w(th variabfe rate On-line learning and prediction of NNs mth tixed rate 
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Figure 3: On-line leaming and prediction with adaptive 
leaming rate 

Figure 4: On-line leaming and prediction with fixed leam
ing rate ry = 0.002 

5 Conclusion 

^ ( A : ) = 0 . 5 s i n ( | ^ ) + 0 . 5 s i n ( ^ ) , 

when k > 500. In the čase of system A, the results of on-
line identification with fixed and variable leaming rates are 
shown in Fig.5 and Fig.6, and the time evolution of the 
training error in Fig.7, respectively. Note that we selected 
by trial and error (experimentally) a fixed leaming rate of 
7] = 0.34 to satisfy both the leaming speed and leaming 
stability requirements. The variable rate leaming algorithm 
achieves similar or better results directly, without any re-
quirements for tuning the leaming process. 

However, for system B, if the fixed leaming algorithm is 
used and the leaming rate TJ is kept the same, i.e. TJ = 0.34, 
then the leaming process will become unstable as can be 
observed from Fig.8 and 10. At the same time, the vari
able leaming rate algorithm retains its good behavior (see 
Fig.9 and Fig. 10). These examples serve to illustrate the 
convenience of the variable leaming rate algorithm and its 
suitability for real-time identification. 

Based on the analysis of the convergence of the gradient 
descent method, a new on-line adaptive rate leaming algo
rithm for I/O modelling by a double ANN system is pro-
posed. Compared to a fixed rate leaming algorithm, the 
adaptive rate leaming algorithm can achieve a much better 
performance in terms of the leaming speed and the training 
error. 
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LogiMOO is a BinProlog-based Virtual World running under Netscape for distributed group-work over the 
Internet and user-crafted virtual places, virtual objects and agents. LogiMOO is implemented on top ofa 
multi-threaded blackboard-based logic programming system featuring Linda-style coordination. Embed-
ding in Netscape al}ows advanced VRML and HTML frame-based navigation and multi-media support, 
while LogiMOO handles virtual presence and acts as a very high-level universal object broker. In this talk 
we shall briejRy describe Assumption Grammars (the logic grammar tool used in our Spanish interface to 
LogiMOO) and how they can help solve some crucial computational linguistic problems such as anaphora 
and coordination. We shall tben discuss our translator from Spanish sentences into LogiMoo commands. 
FinaUy, we shall discuss what is needed to parameterize a single language processor into speciHc natural 
languages, with the ultimate objective of transforming LogiMoo into a multilingual virtual world. In it 
users from various linguistic backgrounds could communicate using their own language, to be automati-
cally translated into LogiMoo as universal interlingua. 

1 Introduction would make an ideal candidate for machine translation. 
But this very simplicity makes it attractive to explore 

In a world where the distance from information is con- another avenue which can provide the illusion of an auto-
stantly shrinking due to the world wide web- that enormous matic translator while being much simpler: we can abstract 
repository of easily accessible knowledge-, one crucial ob- from our English parser a simple core grammar which is 
stacle to the true availability of information remains: lan- language independent, and complement it with as many 
guage. language-dependent modules as languages we want to ad-

Ideally, a user should be able to retrieve documents of in- mit for our front ends. This article describes how this is 
terest in his/her own native tongue. Automatic translation done for Spanish, how it could easily be done for other 
of documents is not possible, because even vvhen the do- languages as we!l, and discusses possible Spanish specific 
main is restricted (say, to legal documents, or to technical extensions to the language coverage. 
jargon), the problem of translating othervvise free language 
is too complex to be amenable to automatic solution. Auto
matic machine translation usually requires dovvnsizing both 2 Background 
the language coverage and the application to manageable 

proportions 2.1 MUDs and M O O s 
In the specific domain of application of LogiMOO- a 

virtual world for distributed group-work over the Internet MUDs and MOOs (Multi User Domains - Object Ori-
and user-crafted virtual places, virtual objects and agents- ented) have started with virtual presence and interaction. 
, language coverage is naturally restricted, giving rise to a Their direct descendents, Virtual Worlds are a strong uni
form of controlled English, in which for instance, sentences fying metaphor for various forms of net-walk, net-chat and 
are subjectless and in imperative form, since LogiMOO is Intemet-based virtual presence in general. They start where 
typically used to invoke commands, requests, etc. Thus it usual HTML shows its limitations: they do have state and 

mailto:tarau@info.umoncton.ca
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require some form of virtual presence. "Being there" is the 
first step tovvards flill virtualization of concrete ontologies, 
from entertainment and games to schools and businesses. 

Some fairly large-scale projects (IntePs Moondo [Int], 
Sony's CyberPassage [Son], Black Sun's CyberGate [Bla], 
Worlds Inc.'s AlphaWbrld [Wor]) converge aH towards a 
common interaction metaphor: an avatar represents each 
participant in a multi-user virtual world. Information 
exchange reuses our basic intuitions with almost instant 
learnability for free. 

The sophistication of their interaction metaphor, with 
VRML landscapes and realistic 'avatars' (i.e., visual rep-
resentations on screen of the user) moving in shared multi-
user virtual spaces, will require soon high-level agent pro-
gramming tools, once the initial fascination with 'look-
ing' human is translated into automation of complex be-
havior. Tovvards this end, high-level consultation abilities 
are among the most important additions to various virtual 
world modeling languages. These should proceed in the 
user's mother tongue, vvhose sentences are automatically 
parsed into a common form which is invisible to ali users 
but is used by LogiMOO to perform its intemal operations. 
Thus sociability can proceed among distant users, each typ-
ing in their own language, and receiving feedback in it as 
well, vvhile intemally ali proceeds in the invisible common 
language which triggers the LogiMOO actions requested. 

2.2 LogiMOO: a multi-paradigm virtual 
world 

LogiMOO [DBPT96, TDB96, Tar96] is a BinProlog-
based Virtual World running under Netscape or Inter
net Explorer for distributed group-work over the Inter
net and user-crafted virtual places, virtual objects and 
agents. LogiMOO is implemented on top of a multi-
threaded blackboard-based logic programming system 
(Multi-BinProlog 5.25) [Tar97] featuring Linda-style co-
ordination'. Virtual blackboards [DBT96] allow efficient 
mirroring of remote sites over TCP/IP links vvhile Solaris 
2.x threads ensure high-performance local client-server dy-
namics. Embedding in Netscape allovvs advanced VRML 
or HTML frame-based navigation and multi-media sup-
port, vvhile LogiMOO handles virtual presence and acts as 
a very high-level universal object broker. 

The LogiMOO kemel behaves as any other MOO vvhile 
ofifering a choice betvveen Interactive Prolog syntax and a 
Controlled Natural Language parser allovving people un-
familiar vvith Prolog to get along vvith the basic activi-
ties of the MOO: plače and object creation, moving from 
one plače to the other, giving/selling virtual objects, talk-
ing ('whisper' and 'say'). At login time, a main interac-
tive shell and background notifier (for messages and events 
targeted to the user) are created. Netscape is used to im-
plement CGI-based BinProlog remote toplevel interacting 

' An important differencu betvveen Multi-BinProlog and predecessors 
like [BC91] is direct use of Linda operations, instead of a guard notation. 

vvith a remote LogiMOO server (Fig. 1). Objects in Logi
MOO are represented as hyper-links (URLs) tovvards their 
ovvners' home pages vvhere their 'native' representation 
actually resides in various formats (HTML, VRML, GIF, 
JPEG etc). 

2.3 Assumption Grammars 
Assumption Grammars are logic grammars augmented 
vvith a) linear and intuitionistic implications scoped over 
the current continuation, and b) hidden multiple accumu-
lators, useful in particular to make the input and output 
strings invisible. 

2.3.1 Linear and intuitionistic implications 

Implications are additional Information vvhich is only avail
able during the continuation, i.e., the remainder of the 
current proof If declared to be intuitionisic (noted a s -
sumei), they can be used (noted assumed) an indefinite 
number of times. In contrast, linear implications (noted 
a s šumel) can be used at most once, and then they dissa-
pear. 

For instance, the Prolog query: 

?- assumei(p(5)), assumed(p(X)), 
assumed(p(Y)). 

instantiates both X and Y into 5; vvhereas the query: 

?- assumei(p(5)), assumed(p(X)), 
assumed(p(Y)). 

fails after instantiating X to 5, since p(5) is no longer 
available. 

Both types of implication vanish upon backtracking. 
Intuitionistic implications have scoped versions as vvell: 

Clause=>Goal and [ F i l e ] =>Goal make C l a u s e or 
respectively the set of clauses found in F i l e , available 
onIy during the proof of Goal. Clauses assumed vvith => 
are usahle an indefinite number of times in the proof, e.g. 
a (13) => (a(X) ,a(Y) ) vvillsucceed. 

The scoped version of linear implication, C l a u s e -
: Goal or [ F i l e ] - : Goal , makes C l a u s e or 
respectively the set of clauses found in Fi 1 e available only 
during the proof of Goal. They vanish on backtracking and 
each clause is usahle at most once in the proof, i.e. a (13) 
- : (a (X) , a (Y) ) vvill fail. Notehovvever, that a (13) 
- : a (12) - : a (X) vvill succeed vvith X= 12 as al
ternative X=13 as ansvvers, vvhile its non-affine counterpart 
a (13 ) -o a (12 ) -o a (X) as implemented in LoUi 
or Lygon, vvould fail. 

We can see the a s s u m e l / 1 and a s s u m e i / 1 builtins 
as linear affine and respectively intuitionistic implication 
scoped over the current AND-continuation, i.e. having 
their assumptions available in future computations on the 
same resolution branch. 

The follovving sample Assumption grammar illustrates 
the use of linear assumptions to handle relativization. It 
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LogiMoo under Netscape 3.0 

Netscape 

0 
?-l 

'' J \ 

Figure 1: LogiMOO on the Web 

also makes use of lambda calculus representations. These 
are attractive if one views the meaning of syntactic cate-
gories as mappings from either variables or other proper-
ties into new properties. For example, we can consider the 
category "name" ("n" for short in the grammar below) as a 
"meaning device" that takes a variable X and constructs a 
property from it- such as dilemma(X), or lesson(X). A de-
terminer ("det" in our grammar), on the other hand, can be 
viewed as a device that takes two properties (roughly rep-
resenting the subject and the predicate of the sentence) and 
constructs a new property trying those two up and render-
ing the meaning of the specific determiner. 

The meanings of constituents are, then, composition-
ally built up by beta-reduction ^ from the representations 
of their subconstituents. Thus, for instance, the rule that 
produces a sentence's meaning representation S from the 
meaning representations of its subject noun phrase (rep-
resented NP) and its verb phrase (represented VP) can be 
stated as: 

s ( S ) : - np (NP) , vp (VP) , a p p l y ( V P , N P , S ) . 

where "apply" implements beta-reduction, and is (strik-
ingly simply) defined in tum as follows ("štands for 
"lambda", used as an operator in infix notation): 

a p p l y ( X \ P , X , P ) . 

When representing a noun phrase with a relative clause, 
we can make use of the general definition for sentence 
given above to parse the relative clause itself But since 
a relative clause is a sentence with an implicit noun phrase 
recoverable from its antecedent (e.g. "the flower that FIo-
rence planted" exhibits a relative clause, "that Florence 
planted" whose missing direct object is understood to be 
the antecedent "the flower"), in constructing its semantics 

^beta-reduction J is the lambda-calculus operation that applies an ex-
pression A(X,P) to an expression Q, obtaining O', which is equal to Q 
except that ali occurrences of X have been replaced by P. 

we need to save the antecedent in some plače from which 
we can recover it when we come across a missing noun 
phrase. We can save it as an assumption, made by a noun 
phrase rule, that the variable representing the noun phrase's 
head noun will be needed in some missing noun phrase to 
be found later in the relative clause: 

n p ( N P ) : - d e t ( D ) , n { X \ P ) , + m i s s i n g ( X ) , 
n I , r e l c l a u s e ( P l ) , 
a p p l y ( D , X \ a n d ( P , P l ) , N P ) . 

Ali we have to do now is to recover this assumption made 
when we expect a noun phrase that does not materialize: 

n p ( P \ Q ) : - - m i s s i n g ( X ) , 
% retrieve antecedent 
apply(P,X,Q). 

Its representation X will be used in the call to beta-
reduction. 

The predicates "used" and "all_consumed", which we 
have not bothered with here but which appear in our com-
plete listing below, serve to ensure, at appropriate points, 
that no assumptions made are left unconsumed. 

Before showing the complete grammar, here are some 
sample tests. Our grammar translates into an English-like 
interlingua, to anticipate the LogiMOO grammar we shall 
present later, which has this same characteristic. But it 
would be just as easy, of course, to provide a Spanish-based 
intemal representation instead. 

2.3.2 Sample Tests 

% Every dilemma costs 
sentence([todo,dilema,cuesta]). 

every(_x2376,dilemma(_x2376) => 
costs(_x2376)) 

% John baffles 
sentence([juan,desconcierta]). 
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baffles(john) 

% Every lesson that costs baffles 
sentence([todo,aprendizaje,que,cuesta, 

desconcierta]). 
every{_x2 3 80,and(1es son{_x2 380), 

costs(_x2380)) => baffles (_x2380)) 

% Evey dilemma that John solves costs 
sentence{[todo,dilema,gue,juan,resuelve, 

cuesta]). 
every(_x3 303,and(man{_x3 303), 

saw(mary,_x3303)) => paints(_x3303)) 

% Johns solves every dilemma that costs 
sentence([juan,resuelve,todo,dilema,gue, 

cuesta]). 
every(_x24 07,and(dilemma (_x2407) , 

costs(_x2407)) => 
resolves(john,_x2407)) 

% Every dilemma that John solves 
% solves Prolog 
sentence([todo,dilema,gue,juan,resuelve, 

resuelve,prolog]). 
every(_x23 84,and(dilemma (_x2 3 84) , 

resolves(john,_x2384)) => 
resolves(_x2384,prolog)) 

% Every dilemma that presents a dilemma 
% solves a dilemma 
sentence([todo,dilema,gue,presenta,un, 

dilema, resuelve,un,dilema]). 
every(_x2388,and(dilemma{_x2388),exists( 

_x2 551,and(dilemma(_x2551), 
presents(_x2388,_x2551)))) => 
exists(_x2629,and(dilemma(_x2629), 
resolves(_x2388,_x2629)))) 

% John solves a dilemma that presents 
% every dilemma 
sentence([juan,resuelve,un,dilema,gue, 

presenta,todo,dilema]). 
exists(_x2411,and(and(dilemma(_x2411), 

every(_x2592, dilemma(_x2592) => 
presents(_x2411,_x2592))), 
resolves(john,_x2411))) 

% John solves a dilemma that solves 
% every dilemma that presents a dilemma 
sentence([juan,resuelve,un,dilema,gue, 

resuelve,todo,dilema,gue,presenta, 
un,dilema]). 

exists(_x2419,and(and(dilemma(_x2419) , 
every(_x2600,and(dilemma(_x2600) , 
exists(_x27 80,and(dilemma(_x2780) , 
presents(_x2600,_x2780) )) ) => 

resolves(_x2419,_x2600))), 
resolves(john,_x2419) )) 

2.3.3 The Complete G r a m m a r 

% N.B. Words are noted 
% with # preceding them 

:-op(300,xfy,\). 

apply(X\P,X,P). 

all_consumed:- \+assumed(missing(_)). 

% Grammar: 

% Lexicon: 

pn{P\Q):- #juan, apply(P,john,Q). 
pn(P\Q):- #prolog, apply(P,prolog,Q). 

det(Pl\P2\every(X,Ql => Q2)):-
#todo, apply(Pl,X,Ql), 
apply(P2,X,Q2). 

det(Pl\P2\exists(X,and(Ql,Q2))):-
#un, apply(Pl,X,Ql), 
apply(P2,X,Q2). 

n(X\dilemma(X)):- #dilema. 
n(X\lesson(X)):- ftaprendizaje. 

vi(P\Q):-
#cuesta, apply(P,X\costs(X),Q). 

vi(P\Q):-
#desconcierta, 
apply(P,X\baffles(X),Q). 

vt(Pl\P2\Q2);-
#presenta, apply(P2,X\Q1,Q2), 
apply(Pl,Y\presents(X,Y),Q1). 

vt(Pl\P2\Q2):-
#resuelve, apply(P2,X\Q1,Q2), 
apply(Pl,Y\resolves(X,Y),Q1). 

% Syntax: 

s (S) : - np(NP) , vp(VP) , 
apply{VP,NP,S), all_consumed. 

np(NP) : - pn(NP) . 
np(P\Q) :-

-missing(X), % retrieve antecedent 
apply(P,X,Q). 

np{NP):- det(D), n(X\P),apply(D,X\P,NP) 
np(NP):- det(D), n(X\P), +missing(X), 
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r e l c l a u s e { P l ) , u sed{X) , 3.1.2 VerbDefinitions. 
a p -

p l y ( D , X \ a n d ( P , P l ) , N P ) 

used(X) 
used{_) 

- m i s s i n g ( X ) , ! , f a i l . 

r e l c l a u s e ( R e l ) : - #que , s { R e l ) . 

Intransitive verbs are verbs not requiring other ob-
jects/persons. correspond to actions performedby an avatar 
her/himself and involve no other specific avatar, plače, or 
object, e.g. 

i n t r a n s _ v b ( s m i l e ) # s m i l e . 

vp(VP) : - v i (VP) 
vp (VP) : - v t (V) , np (NP) , a p p l y (V, NP, VP) . por instance, the rule: 

Transitive verbs requires one extra object/person Y. involve 
one other avatar, object or plače in the the virtual world. 

t e s t : - s e n t e n c e ( X ) , d c g _ d e f ( X ) , s ( S ) , 
d c g _ v a l ( [ ] ) , w r i t e ( S ) , n I . 

% dcg_def gives in X the value of 
% the input stream; 
% dcg_val puts the stream's current 
% value in its argument. 

This grammar is an extension of a grammar developed 
by Alain Colmerauer which only handled simple noun 
phrases (i.e., with no relative clauses). Although in our 
grammar we only treat relative clauses, our methodology 
for treating them is also applicable to other long-distance 
dependency phenomena. In [DTL97] we examine the ušes 
of AGs for three crucial such problems in natural language 
processing: free word order, anaphora and coordination. 

An alternative to programming beta-reduction as in the 
above grammar would be to use a language such as lambda-
Prolog. In our opinion this would not provide too much 
economy with respect to our already very concise code, and 
would lose the advantage of portability. 

3 The Core LogiMOO Grammar 
We first use an English lexicon for exemplifying purposes. 
Next we explain how to make this core grammar language 
independent, taking Spanish as an example. The resulting 
Spanish grammar is shown in the Appendix. 

3.1 The Lexicon 

3.1.1 Noun Definitions. 

The rule: 

p r o p e r _ n a m e ( j o h n - [ m a s e , s i n g ] ) : - # j o h n . 

defines the word j ohn as a masculine and singular proper 
name represented by the constant j ohn. 

Objects are introduced by noun definitions, e.g., 

n o u n ( c a r - [ n e u t , s i n g ] ) # c a r . 
Virtual places are also introduced by nouns, and are al-

ways set to a neutral gender and singular form, e.g. 

t r a n s _ v b ( Y , g o ( Y ) ) #go . 

n o u n ( s o u t h - [ n e u t , s i n g ] )• # s o u t h . 

corresponds to a user actioning her/his avatar to go some-
place in the virtual world. The two arguments identify 
the object Y, and the translation to the unary predicate go, 
which can be used to associate some action to this verb. 

Bitransitive verbs. requiring two extra objects/persons. 
specify an action by an avatar that involves any two objects, 
avatars, or places. As an example, 

b i t r a n s _ v b ( Y , Z , g i v e ( Y , Z ) ) : - # g i v e . 

specifies the action of giving somebody Y, some object Z. 
The third argument is the predicate, give(Y,Z), which can 
again be used to associate some action to this verb. 

Notice that in ali verbs, the subject is left implicit. In 
the application we further describe it will be clear from the 
context who should be the subject. given that the Logi
MOO kemel recognizes it as the avatar who logged in. 

3.1.3 Pronouns, Determiners, and Prepositions. 

Pronouns are specified in a similar way as nouns: 

p r o n o u n { _ X - [ f e m , s i n g ] ) : - # s h e . 

This specification identifies a pronoun, she, with a fem-
inine gender and singular form. Agreement information is 
used to resolve pronoun references into the correct object 
or person. 

Determiners and prepositions are specified as 

det :- #the. 
preposition :- #to. 

3.2 Syntactic Rules 
Ali sentences are in imperative form, with their subject left 
implicit. Thus they reduce to verb phrases, which can be of 
the following forms: 

(VPl) An intransitive verb. 
(VP2) A transitive verbfollowed by a noun. 
(VP3) A transitive verb followed by a noun 
phrase. 
(VP4) A transitive verb followed by a preposi-
tional phrase. 
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(VPS) A bitransitive verb followed by two noun 
phrases. 
(VP6) A bitransitive verb followed by a noun 
phrase and a prepositionalphrase. 

A prepositional phrase is defined as 

(PPl) A prepositionfoUowed by a noun phrase. 

The noun phrase forms allowed are 

(NPl) A proper name. 
(NP2) A pronoun (anaphora). 
(NP3) A determinerfollowed by a noun. 

(more complex noun phrases will be explained in the next 
section) 

In addition, we identify communication inputs which oc-
cur when a user wants their avatar to say, whisper or yell 
some message, e.g. 

say hi how areyou. 

This form of input is introduced by either: 

(Fl) Theword "whisper" followed by a preposi
tional phrase followed by a message. 
(F2) The word "say" followed by a message. 
(F3) The word "yell"followed by a message. 

Table 1 shows some sample parses. 

4 Adapting the Core Grammar to 
Spanish 

Our technique for splitting the grammar into a language-
independent core subset of rules and a language-dependent 
one is very simple. It comes from the observation that there 
are two types of rules in the English grammar which are 
language dependent: 

a) rules that create a predicate name which is reminiscent 
of the noun, verb or adjective from which they spring, 

b) rules containing a lexical item (i.e., a symbol preceded 
b y ' # ' ) • 

For rules of type a), we simply translate the predicate 
name into its Spanish equivalent by means of the Bin-
Prolog builtin "means", e.g. 

whisper means susurra 
For rules of type b), we replace the lexical item by a 

non-terminal of same name, and relegate its final revvriting 
into a word to the language-specific lexical module which 
is called for each language. E.g., for "vvizard" we would 
have: 

% wizard is now a non-terminal 
name --> wizard 

%English lexicon: % Spanish lexicon: 

wizard --> #wizard wizard --> #brujo. 

Of course, more realistically we will need features such 
as gender and number in order to produce the right words in 
each language. For instance, whereas in English we have 
only one lexical form for the definite noun, whether it is 
singular, plural, feminine or masculine, in Spanish we have 
four different lexical items covering ali these forms. 

The same technique used here for Spanish can be used 
for implementing at least other romance languages within 
our language coverage. Thus the core grammar can largely 
be made language independent with relatively little efifort. 

5 Conclusion and future work 

We have provided another dimension of extensibility to an 
already extensible English front end to LogiMOO which 
was described in [DTL97]. This front end was extensi-
ble in the sense that "content" words could be added to the 
grammar definition through a high level description of their 
syntactic type (e.g. verb requiring one complement, etc.) 
plus the sequence of LogiMOO commands into which tliey 
should translate. 

In this article we have explored extensibility into differ
ent natural languages, not by using the usual machine trans-
lation approach, but by abstracting a core set of language 
independent rules from our English parser and then adding 
a language specific lexicon (English, Spanish or other) to 
complete the grammar definition. A simple change of one 
lexicon module into another effects the language change 
invisibly, so that users across the world can type in their 
interactions in their own language, these are recorded in a 
"neutral" but invisible form, from which any retrieval con-
tinues to respect the language of the caller. 

The syntax covered by our controUed natural language 
subset should not be expanded much more, because it is 
precisely owing to the controlled nature of our subsets that 
we are able to get away with such an easy specialization 
into one language or another of our language-independent 
core grammar. However within a single language and a 
single application our techniques can be fruitfully used to 
cover more ambitious natural language subsets. 

An extension that would not result in a larger subset 
of language but which would increase human-like com-
prehension would be that of recovering implicit meanings 
from various forms in language. For instance, lexical def-
initions for the Spanish singular definite article could in-
clude an indication of its presupposition of existence and 
unicity, so that if the presupposition fails this could be in-
dicated on the fly. 

6 Appendix 

6.1 The LogiMOO Grammar 

% NL interface to LogiMOO 
% Authors: Veronica Dahl, Paul Tarau 
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NL Input 
look. 

craft a car. 

craft a car. 
give it to john. 
take the car 
that john crafted. 

whisper to john 

Transiation 
look. 

craft(car). 

craft(car), 
give(john, car). 
and(take(X), 
crafted(john, X), 
is_a(X, car)) 
whisper(john, 
'How are you'). 

LogiMOO Action 
Provides the user with a description of the room 
that their avatar currently occupies. 
Creates a virtual object, car, owned by th e 
avatar. 
Creates a virtual object, car, and gives i t to 
john. 
Puts a car object crafted by j ohn into the 
avatar's possession. 

Sends the message 'How are you' to john. 

Table 1: Sample Parses 

: - o p ( 4 0 0 , x f x , {©) ) . 
: - o p ( 4 0 0 , f x , {?)) . 
: - o p { 4 0 0 , f x , ( + + ) ) . 

% Dictionary expresed as 
% OtherLanguage®English in file 
% english.pl ==> trivial def: X@X 

@EnglishW:- #OtherW,OtherW@EnglishW. 

look_ahead (W) : - \+ \+ (® _,.#W) . 
look_ahead(Wl,W2):- \+ \+ 

(® _, #W1, #W2) . 

% optional 'glue' words: skip if 
% present, do not mind if not 

{W} :- nonvar(W),!,(@w->true;true). 
{W} :- logimoo_err{should_be_nonvar(W)). 

?X is_assumed{future(X) 

% this is just heuristics: occasionally 
% we get it wrong 
% anaphora reguires more: for instance, 
% feature matching 

% at most 2 ušes for an anphora 
++X:- assumeal(X),assumel(X). 
% we assume both in asserta and 
% assertz order 

is_avatar(X) :-
is_a_fact{user(X,_,_) ) ; ?avatar{X). 

is_crafted(A,C) :-
is_a_fact(crafted(A,c)) ; 
?crafted(A,C). 

is_place(P) :-
is_a_fact(plače(PJ) ; ?place(P). 

is_port(P) :-
is_a_fact{port{_, P,_) ) ; ?port(P). 

is_in(C,X) :-
is_a_fact(contains(C,X)) ; 
?contains(C,X). 

does_have(Who,What) :-
is_a_fact(has(Who,What)) ; 
?has(Who,What). 

% EVALUATES A LIST OF CHARS 

eval_nat(Chars):-
translate_nat(Chars) . 

translate_nat([S,A,Y|Cs]):-
member{[S,A,Y],["say","Say"]),!, 
that_mes(Cs). 

translate_nat(Chars):-
% ignore čase 
!,toLowerChars(Chars,Cs), 
% split in words 
chars_words(Cs,Ws), 
patch_words(Ws,Words), 
% generate and execute commands 
translate(Words). 

% split in senteces, then parse each 
translate(Words) :-

!,writeln(['WORDS:',Words]), 
split_nat(Words,Sentences), 
I 

writeln(['SENTENCES:'|Sentences]), 
!,nl, 
writeln(['==BEGIN CMD RESULTS==']), 
( text(Sentences)->true 
; true 
), 
!,nl, 
writeln(['==END CMD RESULTS==']), 

http://english.pl
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nI. 

% parse each sentence 
text([] ) . 
text([S|Ss]):-

parse_sent(S,C), 
I 
• / 
evaluate(C), 
I 
• / 
text(Ss) . 

evaluate (T) : -
metacall(T),!, 
quietmes(2,'SUCCEEDING'(T)). 

evaluate(T) :-
logimoo_err( 

unexpected_evaluation_failure_in(T) ) . 

% parse a sentence 
parse_sent(S,Cs):-

dcg_def(S), % open dcg stream 
% Cs contains a list of commands 
sent(Cs), 
d c g _ v a l ( [ ] ) , % c lose dec stream 

I 

% send errors to 'wizard' over the net 
parse_sent{S,_) :-

logimoo_err( 
unable_understand_sentence(S)). 

% look for a verb phrase 
sent(R) :- vp(R). 

do_relative(crafted,Who,What) :-
is_crafted(Who,What). 

do_relative(has,Who,What) :-
does_have{Who,What). 

do_relative(have,Who,What) :-
does_have(Who,What). 

% to add: others, 
% based on: is_avatar,is_place,is_in 

% generates a com-
mand to craft an object 
def_crafted(X):-

do_craft{X), whoami(I), 
++future(crafted(I,X)). 

% recognizes a plače using 
% domain knowledge 
plače(X) :- @X, is_place(X). 

% generates a command 
% to build a new plače 
def_place(X) :- ®X, ++future(plače(X)) 

% recognizes a port 
direction(X) :-

®X, is_port(X), 
++future(direction(X)). 

% handles him,her,it 
anaphora(avatar,X) :-

®P, get_avatar(P,X). 
anaphora(crafted,X) :-

®it, -future(crafted(_, X)). 

% recognizes an avatar, 
% using world knowledge 
avatar(X) :-

art, @X, is_avatar(X), !, 
++future(avatar(X)). 

avatar(X) :- anaphora(avatar,X). 

% recognizes objects using 
% world knowledge 
crafted(What):- ®the,@What, 

is_crafted(Who,What), 
relative(What),!, 
++future(crafted(Who,What)). 

crafted(What):-
anaphora,(crafted,What) . 

% ušes relative sentences as filters 
relative(What) :- ©that,!,avatar(Who), 

©Verb,do_relative(Verb,Who,What). 
relative(What) :- nonvar(What). 

% handles relatives, 
% based on world knowledge 

get_avatar(i,X) :- !, whoami(X). 
get_avatar(P,X) :-

meinber (P, [him,her] ) , !, 
-future(avatar(X)). 

% VERBS 

vp(go(Where)) :- ©go,!,do_go(Where). 
vp(come(Who)) :- ©come,!,avatar(Who). 
vp(craft(What)) :-

©craft, ! , art,def_crafted(What) . 
vp(dig(Plače)) :-

®dig,1,art,def_place(Plače). 
vp(open_port(Port,Plače)) :- ®open,!, 

art,©port,©Port,{to},art, 
def_place(Plače). 

vp(close_port(Port)) :-
©close,!,{the},@port,{to},art,©Port, 

vp{take(What)) :-
©take,!,art,crafted(What). 

vp (drop(What)) :-
©drop,!,art,crafted(What). 

vp(show(What)) :-
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@show,!,art,crafted(What). 
vp(give(Whom,What)) :-

©give,!,obp(Whom,What). 
vp(iam(Who)) :-

®i,®am,!,art,@Who, 
++future(avatar(Who)). 

vp(Cmd) :- ®who,!,do_who(Cmd). 
vp(what(Verb,Object)) :-

®what,!,do_what(Verb,Object). 
vp(Cmd) :- ®where,!,do_where(Cmd). 
vp(please(Who,What)) :-

©please,!,avatar(Who),vp(what). 
vp(X) :- ®X,nonvar(X), 

member(X, 
[look,list,listO,users,online, 
whoami,whereami,test,ttest, 
listing,save,help,lobby,vanish, 
messages,sstop,sstart]). 

art:- ®a;®an;®the;true. 

obp(Whom,What):-
@to,avatar(Whom),crafted(What). 

obp(Whom,What) :-
crafted(What),®to,avatar(Whom). 

is_dot{X),!,append(Ws,[X],Words) 

is_dot(X) :-
member(X, ['.', ',' ,'?', '!']),! 

dot #X,is_dot(X). 

nl_word{_):- dot, ! , fail. 
nl_word(X) :- #X. 

split_nat(Ws,Ss):-
dcg_def(Ws), 
plus(a_sent,Ss), 
dcg_val( [] ) , ! . 

a_sent(S):-plus(nl_word,S),dot. 

toLowerChar(X,Y) :-
[A]="A", [LA]="a", 
[Z]="Z", 
X >= A, 
X =< Z, 
I • / 
Y is LA-i-X-A. 

toLowerChar(X,X). 

do_where(whereami):- @am,®i;®i,@am. 
do_where(where(X)):-

@(is),art,(avatar(X);crafted(X)) 

toLowerChars(Cs,Ls):-
map(toLowerChar,Cs,Ls) 

do_craft(X) :- ®Pref, {-}, ®Suf,!, 
namecat(Pref,'.',Suf,X). 

do_craft(X) :- ®X. 

do_go(Where) :-
{to},{the}, 
(plače{Where);direction(Where) ) 

do_go(Where) :-
®there, -future(plače(Where)). 

do_who(whoami):- ®am,®i,!. 
do_who(whoami):- ®i,@am,!. 
do_who(who(Verb,Obj ect)) :-

®Verb,crafted(Object). 

do_what(Verb,X):- ®Verb,avatar(X). 

% LOW LEVEL TOOLS 

% can be used as message sender 
logimoo_err(Mes) :-

errmes('LogiMOO error',Mes). 

patch_words{Ws,Words) : -
append(_, [Last],Ws), 
is_dot(Last),!,Words=Ws. 

patch_words(Ws,Words) : -

toLower(X,LX) :-
term_chars(X,Cs), 
toLowerChars(Cs,Ls), 
term_chars(Ls,LX). 

test:-
test_data(Cs), 
write_chars("TEST: " ) , 
write_chars(Cs),nl, 
eval_nat(Cs),nl, 
fail 

; nI. 

6.2 The Spanish Grammar 

construya@craft. 
puerta@port. 

dese®give. 
dele®give. 

esta®is. 
estoy®am. 
soy®am. 
tiene®has. 
cave®dig. 
diga®dig. 
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abra®open. 
vaya@go. 
vengaOcome. 
mire®look. 
construiocrafted. 
construya®craft. 

un®a. 
una®a. 

perro®dog. 
perra®dog. 
gato®cat. 
gata@cat. 

brujo®wizard. 
bruja®wizard. 
yo®i. 
dormitorio®bedroom. 
vestibulo®lobby. 
habitaCion®room. 

lo@it. 
el@the. 
del®the. 
la@the. 

a®to. 
al®to. 
de®to. 

donde®where. 
quien®who. 
que®that. 

alsur®south. 
alnorteSnorth. 
alli®there. 

porfavor®please. 

X®X. 

6.3 Sample Tests 

test_data("Yo soy Paul."). 
test_data("Cave una habitacion_huespedes. 
Vaya alli. Cave una cocina."). 

test_data("Vaya al vestibulo. Mire."). 

test_data{"Yo soy el brujo. 
Donde estoy yo?"). 

test_data("Cave el dormitorio. Vaya alli. 
Cave una cocina, abra una puerta alsur de 
la cocina, vaya alli, abra una puerta 
alnorte del dormitorio. Vaya alli. 

Construya un cuadro. Dese lo al brujo. 
Mire."). 

test_data("Yo soy Diana. Construya un 
automovil. Donde esta el automovil?"). 

test_data("Construya un Gnu. Quien tiene 
lo? Donde esta el Gnu? Donde estoy yo?"). 

test_data("Dele al brujo el Gnu que yo 
construi. Quien tiene lo?") . 

/* TRACE: 

==BEGIN COMMAND RESULTS== 
TEST: Yo soy Paul. 
WORDS: [yo,soy,paul,.] 
SENTENCES: [yo,soy,paul] 

==BEGIN COMMAND RESULTS== 
login as: paul with password: none 
your home is at http://199.60.3.56/~veronica 

SUCCEEDING(iam(paul)) 

==END COMMAND RESULTS== 

TEST: Cave una habitacion_huespedes. 
Vaya alli. Cave una cocina. 

WORDS: [cave,una,habitacion_huespedes,., 
vaya,alli,.,cave,una,cocina,.] 
SENTENCES: [cave,una,habitacion_huespedes] 
[vaya,alli] [cave,una,cocina] 

==BEGIN COMMAND RESULTS== 
SUCCEEDING(dig(habitacion_huespedes)) 
you are in the habitacion_huespedes 
SUCCEEDING(go(habitacion_huespedes)) 
SUCCEEDING{dig(cocina)) 

==END COMMAND RESULTS== 

TEST: Vaya al vestibulo. Mire. 
WORDS: [vaya,al,vestibulo,.,mire,.] 
SENTENCES: [vaya,al,vestibulo] [mire] 

==BEGIN COMMAND RESULTS== 
you are in the lobby 
SUCCEEDING(go(lobby)) 
user(veronica,none,'http://...'). 
user(paul,none,'http://...') . 
login(paul). 
online(veronica). 
online(paul). 
plače(lobby). 
plače(habitacion_huespedes). 
plače(cocina). 
contains(lobby,veronica). 
contains(lobby,paul). 
SUCCEEDING(look) 

==END COMMAND RESULTS== 

http://199.60.3.56/~veronica
http://...'
http://...'
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TEST: Yo soy el brujo. Donde estoy yo? 
WORDS: [yo,soy,el,brujo,.,donde,estoy,yo,?] 
SENTENCES: [yo,soy,el,brujo] 
[donde,estoy,yo] 

==BEGIN COMMAND RESULTS== 
login as: wizard with password: none 
your home is at http://199.60.3.56/~veronica 

SUCCEEDING(iam(wizard)) 
you are in the lobby 
SUCCEEDING(whereami) 

==END COMMAND RESULTS== 

TEST: Cave el dormitorio. Vaya alii. Cave 
una cocina, abra una puerta alsur de la 
cocina, vaya alli, abra una puerta alnorte 
del dormitorio. Vaya alli. Construya un 
cuadro. Dese lo al brujo. Mire. 

WORDS: [cave,el,dormitorio,.,vaYa,alli,., 
cave,una,cocina,(,),abra,una,puerta,alsur, 
de,la,cocina,(,),vaya,alli,{,),abra,una, 
puerta,alnorte,del,dormitorio,.,vaya,alli, 
.,construya,un,cuadro,.,dese,lo,al,brujo,., 
mire, . ]. 
SENTENCES: [cave,el,dormitorio] [vaya,alli] 
[cave,una,cocina] [abra,una,puerta,alsur, 
de,la,cocina] [vaya,alli] [abra,una,puerta, 
alnorte,del,dormitorio] [vaya,alli] 
[construya,un,cuadro] [dese,lo,al,brujo] 
[mire] 

==BEGXN COMMAND RESULTS== 
SUCCEEDING(dig(bedroom)) 
you are in the bedroom 
SUCCEEDING(go(bedroom)) 
SUCCEEDING(dig(cocina)) 
SUCCEEDING(open_port(south,cocina)) 
you are in the cocina 
SUCCEEDING(go(cocina)) 
SUCCEEDING(open_port(north,bedroom)) 
you are in the bedroom 
SUCCEEDING(go(bedroom)) 
SUCCEEDING(craft(cuadro)) 
logimoo:<wizard># 'wizard:I give you cuadro' 
SUCCEEDING(give(wizard,cuadro)) 
user(veronica,none,'http://...'). 
user(paul,none,'http://...') 
user(wizard,none,'http://... 
login(wizard). 
online(veronica). 
online(paul). 
online(wizard). 
plače(lobby). 
plače(habitacion_huespedes). 
plače(cocina). 
plače(bedroom). 
contains(lobby,veronica). 
contains(lobby,paul). 
contains(bedroom,wizard). 

) 

contains(bedroom,cuadro). 
port(bedroom,south,cocina). 
port(cocina,north,bedroom). 
has(wizard,cuadro). 
crafted(wizard,cuadro). 
SUCCEEDING(look) 

==END COMMAND RESULTS== 

TEST: Yo soy Diana. Construya un automovil. 
Donde esta el automovil? 

WORDS: [yo,soy,diana,.,construya,un, 
automovil,.,donde,esta,el,automovil,?] 
SENTENCES: [yo,soy,diana] 
[construya,un,automovil] 
[donde,esta,el,automovil] 

==BEGIN COMMAND RESULTS== 
login as: diana with password: none 
your home is at http://199.60.3.56/~veronica 

SUCCEEDING(iam(diana)) 
SUCCEEDING(craft(automovil)) 
automovil, is in lobby 
SUCCEEDING(where(automovil)) 

==END COMMAND RESULTS== 

TEST: Construya un Gnu. Quien tiene lo? 
Donde esta el Gnu? Donde estoy yo? 

WORDS: [construYa,un,gnu,.,quien,tiene, 
lo,?,donde,esta,el,gnu,?,donde,estoy,yo,?] 
SENTENCES: [construya,un,gnu] 
[guien,tiene,lo] [donde,esta,el,gnu] 
[donde,estoy,yo] 

==BEGIN COMMAND RESULTS== 
SUCCEEDING(craft(gnu)) 
diana has gnu 
SUCCEEDING(who(has,gnu)) 
gnu is in lobby 
SUCCEEDING(where(gnu)) 
you are in the lobby 
SUCCEEDING(whereami) 

==END COMMAND RESULTS== 

TEST: Dele al brujo el Gnu que yo construi. 
Quien tiene lo? 

WORDS: [dele,al,bruj o,el,gnu,que,yo, 
construi,.,quien,tiene,lo,?] 
SENTENCES: [dele,al,bruj o,el,gnu,que,yo, 
construi] [quien,tiene,lo] 

==BEGIN COMMAND RESULTS== 
logimoo:<diana># 'wizard:I give you gnu' 
SUCCEEDING(give(wizard,gnu)) 
wizard has gnu 
SUCCEEDING(who(has,gnu)) 

==END COMMAND RESULTS== 

http://199.60.3.56/~veronica
http://...'
http://...'
http://
http://199.60.3.56/~veronica
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SUCCEEDING(test) 

==END COMMAND RESULTS== 
*/ 
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Many applications need to deal with the additive and multiplicative subcoUections over a group ofset fam
ilies (databases). This paperpresents two efficient algorithms for computing the freguent itemsets in these 
two types o fsubcoUections respective}y. LetT be a given subcollection ofset families oftotal size m whose 
elements are drawn from a domain ofsize n. We show that ifT is an additive subcollection we can com-
pute aH freguent itemsets in T in 0{m2"'/{pn) + log p) tirne on an EREWPRAM with I < p < m2"/n 
processors, at a cost ofmaintaining the occurrences ofall itemsets in each individual set family. IfT is a 
multiplicative subcollection, we can compute aH itemsets in T in 0{mk/p + m i n { ^ 2 " , n3" log m'/p}) 
time on an EREWPRAM with 1 <p < min{m, 2"} processors, where m' = min{m, 2"}. Thesepresent 
improvements over direct computation ofthe freguent itemsets on the subcollection concemed. 

1 Introduction 
Given a family of sets T, e.g. a transaction database, each 
containing a set of items, a fundamental problem in data 
mining is to find ali frequent (synonyms: large, interest-
ing) itemsets in T with a support not smaller than a pre-
defined minimal support (threshold), vvhere the support of 
an itemset is the ratio of its frequency of occurrence in T 
to the size of T [2]. Centralized on the apriori approach 
[1], there have been various algorithms and parallel im-
plementations proposed for this problem and its variants 
[8,12,5,3,9,11,6,7,4] . 

In many applications, we often need to compute the fre-
quent itemsets collectively across a subcollection of sev-
eral set families constructed in a well-defined way. For 
instance, community service in a large campus may need 
to know the consumption figure of a particular group of 
food across ali shops on the campus by individual students. 
This requires an additive subcollection of the transaction 
databases of these shops. The traditional set intersection 
and union, with duplicates being counted, are two spe
cial cases of additive subcollection: intersection is the čase 
when that group contains only one item, and union when 
the group covers ali items in the whole database. On the 
other hand, a multi-category grade maintenance system in 

a university študent administration system may require to 
list aH students who have passed one course in each cat-
egory satisfying a predefined course structure (pattems). 
This requires a multiplicative subcollection on ali grade 
databases of individual courses. The standard relational-
join in databases is a special čase when the course structure 
covers ali combinations ofthe courses from different cate-
gories. More formally, we have the following definition for 
these two types of subcoUections. 

Let To,Ti, . . . ,Tk-i be k given set families, and R 
be a A;-ary relation (e.g. fc-parameter equation). Denote 
by ® and ® the operators for additive and multiplica
tive subcoUections respectively. We define the additive 
subcollection T® and multiplicative subcollection T® on 
To,Ti, . . . ,Tfc_iasfollows: 

= ToeTie---eTfe-i 
= {ti\ti£TuQ<i<k-l, 

R{to,ti,... ,tk-i)holds}. (1) 
= To(8>Ti®---®Tfe_i 
= {{t\t\... ,t''-^)\f eTi,0<i<k-l, 

R{t°,t\... ,t''-^)holds}. (2) 
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In T|gi, each element is a fc-tuple (sets) satisfying rela-
tion R. For any element ti — {t^,tl,..., t^~^) in T®, we 
define t C ti iff t C i | for ali O < j < A; - 1. 

In this paper, we consider an interesting problem of com-
puting the frequent itemsets across a well-defined subcol-
lection of additive and multiplicative types on a group of set 
families. We show how to compute these frequent itemsets 
efficiently by applying the relevant bit-vector operations. 
We organize the paper as follows. As the main technical 
body of the paper the next two sections present algorithms 
for computing the frequent itemsets in additive and multi
plicative subcollections respectively. We conclude the pa
per in Section 4 with some open problems for future re-
search. 

2 Al^ 
subcollecMoii 

As shown in [10], efficient parallel solution to the problem 
of finding aH frequent itemsets in Tj requires to first com
pute the frequencies of ali itemsets and then "filter" them 
according to the values of their frequencies. We now show 
hov/ to apply this algorithm to the problem we are address-
ing and to produce efficient solution to our problem. 

Let TE = TO || T I || . . . || Tk-i, vvhere "||" is the oper
ator of simple set concatenation. Assume that ali elements 
of Tj are drawn from (itemset) domain I, i.e. / = UjTj, 
and let U contain aH subsets generatable on I. Clearly U 
covers aH possible subsets in any % and \U\ = 2" - 1. 
In our approach, we spend an extra space A of |C/||T|/d 
words, vvhere d is the machine word-length, to record aH 
frequent itemsets' occurrences in T. A is organized as an 
\U\ X \T\ bit-array, vvhere ^[«][j] = 1 if the ith itemset of 
U occurs in the jth element (set) of T, and A[i] [j] = O 
othenvise. Computing A can be viewed as a precompu-
tation which is invoked only once. We also assume that 
T® = To ® Ti © . . . , ©Tfc_i is given as input in the form 
of a bit-vector y of |T | bits, vvhere V[i\ = 1 if r[i] S T® 
and V[i] = O othervvise. In most practical applications, 
T^ can be easily computed vvithout incurring much cost 
because each Tj is usually stored in certain way of classi-
fication in the hard disk. The basic idea of our approach is 
to use these bit-vectors to reduce the computation. 

Algorithm AddFrequentSets (A, V, L) 
{*Input A and V, output L containing aH frequent 
itemsets in To © Ti ® . . . , ©Tfc_i.*} 

for i = 0to|?7| - I d o 
1. ^ ' [ i ] [ 0 . . | T | - l ] : = ^ W [ 0 . . | T | - l ] A 

T^[0..|T| - 1]; 
2. Compute the number of 1 's in 

A'[z][0..|T| - 1] and store it in C[i]; 
3. i fC[ž] / |Te |><5thenL:=LU{/ j} . 
{*£- is initialized to 0.*} 

We now analyze the time complexity of the algorithm. 
We assume that we are given a machine with word length 

d that can perform basic arithmetic and logic operations 
and also extracting the number of 1 's in a single word in 
one step (constant time). The latter assumption is reason-
able because extracting the number of Ts in a vvord should 
not be more difficult than performing an arithmetic/logic 
operation (e.g. multiplication). Step 1 of the algorithm re-
quires 0(\U\\T\/d) time since the logic AND operator"A" 
is carried out word-by-vvord throughout aH | C/1 |T | /d words 
in A. Step 2 requires also Odt/HTI/d) time for word-by-
word extracting the number of 1 's and adding each row's 
together. Step 3 takes only constant time. Therefore the 
whole algorithm requires 0{\U\\Tyd) time. 

We say that a computation model is conservative if it has 
a vvord of 0(log A'̂ ) bits for processing data of magnitude 
N. Clearly this vvord length is the minimum for processing 
such data as it is required to store each datum in a single 
vvord and process it in a single step. Since \U\ = 2" — 1 
and \T\ = m, in our čase a conservative machine should 
have max{log |{7|, log |T|} > n bits. Throughout this pa
per, unless othervvise stated, aH the computation models are 
conservative. Thus vve have 

Lemma 1 For a group T of set families oftotal size m 
drawnfrom an domain ofsize n, an additive subcollection 
ofT, by spending an extra m^^/n space to maintain ali 
subset occurrences in T we can compute allfreguent item
sets in a given additive subcollection ofT in 0 (m2"/n) 
seguential time. 

If vve are given an EREW PRAM with 1 <p < m2"/n 
processors, it is easy to see that Steps 1 and 3 in the al
gorithm can be completed in m2"/(pn) time, vvhile Step 
2 requires 0(m2"/(pn) + logp) by parallel summation. 
This results in the follovving theorem: 

Theorem 1 Given an EREWPRAMwith l<p< m2"/n 
processors, if ali subset occurrences in T are known, we 
can compute allfreguent itemsets in a given additive sub
collection ofa group of set families oftotal size m drawn 
from a domain ofsize n in 0{m2"'/(pn) -\- logp) time. 

The follovving corollary is immediate: 

CoroIlary 1 Algorithm AddFreguentSets can be com
pleted in 0{n) time on an EREWPRAMwith m2"/n^ pro
cessors. 

From [1] vve knovv that directly computing aH frequent 
itemsets in T© rather than taking advantage of the frequen-
cies of aH itemsets requires 0(m2") sequential time and 
0(m2"/p -I- nlogm) parallel time using p processors for 
any p. So our algorithm is more efficient than this direct 
approach. 

Consider the čase when aH sets in T are distinct, vvhich 
algorithm AddFrequentSets can easily accommodate by 
deleting aH duplicate elements and attaching a counter of 
duplicates to each element in T. In this čase m < 2" — 1, 
vvhere m = 2" - 1 vvhen T contains aH possible subsets of 
U. In this vvorst scenario, vve can narrovv the upper bound 
of time complexity of the apriori flirther: 
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Lemma 2 When ali sets in T are distinct, the apriori re-
guires time 6(4"/-y/n) in the worst čase, where n is the 
domain sizefrom which ali elements ofT 's are drawn. 

Proof 
By [1], we know that the apriori approach works as fol-

lows. For I = y}Ti plače ali subsets of / in a lattice of 
| / | + 1 levels with source 0 at level O and sink / at level 
| / | , where nodes at level i represent ali subsets containing 
i elements — i-sets, and there is an edge from node x at 
level i to node y at level z + 1 if and only if x C y; starting 
from the source level-by-level compute the supports from 
T for aH subsets at each level and delete those whose sup
ports are smaller than 6 together with ali branches rooted at 
them (pruning). 

We now modify the apriori approach to reduce the cost 
for computing the support of each subset in the lattice. 
Assume that the pruning process proceeds in "top-down" 
fashion from level 1 to level n — 1 as in the apriori, but 
computing the support of each subset is done in the way of 
"bottom-up" with the method to be shown below. We ar-
range ali sets of T in cardinality increasing order into also 
n levels from 1-set to n-set. This can be done by simply 
sorting T by cardinality. We project T to the lattice by 
marking those subsets in the lattice which appear also in T, 
and associate a support counter with each marked subset of 
the lattice. We then compute the support of each subset a; 
at level i from those at level i + 1 in the lattice by exam-
ining subset inclusion f o r i = n - l , n - l , . . . , l , rather 
than examining it with ali sets in T as in the apriori. This 
is realized by projecting aH marked subsets at level i + 1 
to their adjacent subsets at level i by means of increment-
ing a subset's support counter by the value of the projected 
subset's support counter if it gets a projection, where an 
unmarked subset gets marked if it has an adjacent subset 
which is marked. Furthermore, for those subsets at level 
z + 1 that share a common adjacent subset at level i + 2, 
an amount of the sharing degree minus one should be de-
ducted from the support counter of each subset at level i 
which they support, because this amount was the duplicate 
support counted when projecting these (i + l)-sets to i-sets. 
The above projection alone requires (^"^) subset-inclusion 
examinations in the worst čase when T contains ali 2" sub
sets constructed from / (including the extra empty-set at 
the source), since level i -f 1 in this čase contains ali ( "j) 
distinct (i+l)-sets constructed from / . Each such examina-
tion can be completed in 0(1) time with a machine word-
length of n bits. Since there are (") subsets in level i for 
aH 1 < i < n, the total number of subset-inclusion exami-
nations is given by the following formula: 

n - l 

i-t-1 < E" = 
j = 0 

(3) 

Applying the Stirling's formula, we can approximate this 
number to (^)^^^2^". This results in the lemma. • 

Remarlc Note that the unmodified apriori would require 
simply 0(4") time in the worst čase. D 

In the same worst čase (m = 2"), our algorithm requires 
9(4"/(pn) -I- log p) time, which is clearly stili more effi-
cient than directly using apriori even after the above modi-
fication. 

3 Algorithm for the multiplicative 
subcollection 

In this section we consider the problem of computing aH 
frequent itemsets in a multiplicative subcollection of set 
families, and present an efRcient algorithm for it. 

Letr® =To®Ti®...®Tk-i = {to,ti,... ,tm-i}, 
where U = {<?, t],... , t^~'^) and if 6 T^, O < i < m - 1, 
O < j < k - 1. T^ can be generated by invoking some 
standard database query operation, join for instance. As 
stated in Section 1, we define t C ti iS t C tj for aH 
0<j<k-l. 

Assume that T^ is given by the user. A straightfonvard 
solution to our problem is to apply an existing algorithm, 
e.g. the apriori [1] or subset statistics [10], to find aH fre-
quent itemsets on T® directly. This would require in the 
vvorst čase 0(2"A:m) = 0(A:2(*^+i)") time by [1], since 
m can be as large as 2* "̂. This is obviously too expensive 
even for very small k, and therefore is not applicable in 
practice. We shall present an eflicient algorithm that runs 
in a time which is almost same as required for computing 
aH frequent itemset on a single set family when m is not 
excessively large. 

Our algorithm is based on two observations. First, with 
the definition of set inclusion on ti, an itemset occurs in 
ti iff it occurs in the intersection of aH ii's component-sets 
tj. So examining the occurrence of an itemset in ti is con-
cluded to examining its occurrence in the corresponding 
intersection-set. Second, no matter how large m is, aH the 
component-sets of ti for aH i have the same domain D of 
size n, so there can be at most 2" different intersection-sets 
among aH fi's. Therefore we need only to consider at most 
2" such sets while taking the number ofduplicates of each 
set into account when counting the occurrences of each set. 

We use an m X fc X n bit-array T to represent Tg,, where 
T[i][0..fc - l][0,.n - 1] represents ti, T[i]\j][Q..n - 1] rep-
resents t\. T[i\\j][h] — 1 indicates that t\ contains the 
/ith element in the domain - D [/i], T [i] [j ] [/i] = 0 indicates 
D[h\ ^ tj. Our algorithm is described as follovvs: 

Algorithm MultiFrequentSets (T, D, L) 
{*Input T representing To®Ti® ... ,®Tk-\ and 
itemset domain D, output L containing aH frequent 
itemsets in T.*} 

1. for i = O to m - 1 do 
for j = O to A; - 1 do 

T'[i][0..n - 1] := T'[i][0..n - l]A 
T[i][i][0..n - 1]; 
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{*ComputeT'[i][0..n - 1] representing i- = i? n t] D 
• • • n i*~\ where T'[i][0..n - 1] is initialized to 1, 
0 < i < m - 1.*} 

2. for i = O to m - 1 do 
Distribute T'[i][0..n - 1] to the bucket 
with index of value T'[i][0..n - 1]; 

{*There are 2" buckets, each corresponding a subset 
on D.*} 

3. fori = 0 t o 2 " - l d o 
if the ith bucket is not empty then 

Collect the contents of this bucket to 
T" and keep the number of duplicates 
(size of the bucket) in dupi; 

{*T" is an m' X n bit array containing ali distinct sets 
o f r ' , m ' < {m, 2"}.*} 

4. for i = O to m' - 1 do 
D'[0..n - 1] := D'[0..n - 1] V T"\i][0..n - 1]; 

5. D'[0..n' - 1] := D'[0..n - 1] after deleting ali O bits 
i n D ' [ 0 . . n - l ] ; 
{*D' initialized to O, is the itemset domain of T", 
n ' < n.} 

6. Compute aH frequent itemsets of T" on D', where an 
itemseti's occurrenceinanysetT"[i][0..n—1] is dupi 
insteadof 1 asusualcountingin[l],ifi C T'[i][0..n— 
! ] • 

The correctness of the algorithm can be seen from the 
comments interspersed with the algorithm. We proceed 
with analysis of its time complexity. Assume that we are 
given a conservative machine with word length of n bits. 
Step 1 of the algorithm takes 0{Tnk) time. Steps 2 and 3 re-
quire time 0(m) and 0{m + 2") respectively. Steps 4 and 
5 require time 0{m') = 0(min{m, 2"}) and 0{n) respec-
tively. Step 6 can be done either in 0(m'2"') = (9(m'2") 
time using the algorithm of [1], or in 0 (n ' 3 " log m') = 
0(n3"logm') time using the resuh of [10], where m' < 
min{m, 2"}. So wehave 

Lemma 3 Given a multiplicative subcollection Tg, ofsize 
m of k set families on a domain of size n, ali fre-
guent itemsets in T^ can be computed in 0{mk + 
min{m'2",n3"logm'}) time sequentially, where m' — 
min{m, 2"}. 

In the parallel environment, assume that we are given 
an EREW PRAM vi'ith 1 < p < min{m, 2"} processors. 
Then Step 1 can be done in 0{mk/p) time. Steps 2 and 3 
needO(l) and O (log m [2"/m]) time respectively. Steps 
4 and 5 take O {m' j p H- log m') and O(logn) time respec-

tively. S t e p 6 r e q u i r e s O ( ^ E t o ' ( t ) ) = 0 ( ^ 2 " ' ) 
time by [1], since at level i + 1 of the lattice [10] each 
processor holding a block of m'/p {i + l)-sets of T" 
needs to examine each of these sets with aH (" ) i-sets at 
level i for subset inclusion. This step can also be done in 
0(n '3" ' log m'/p) time by [10]. Hence we have the fol-
lowing theorem: 

Theorem 2 Given a multiplicative subcollection T® of 
size m of k set families on a domain of size n, we 
can compute ali frequent itemsets in T^ in 0{mk/p + 
m i n { ^ 2 " , n3" logmVp}) time on an EREWPRAMwith 
1 < p < min{m,2"} processors, where m' = 
min{m,2"}. 

4 CoEiclMdiiig remairks 
Given a group of set families (databases), two types of sub-
collections of them encountered in practical applications, 
the additive subcollection and multiplicative subcollection, 
have been studied. This paper addresses the problem of 
how to compute aH frequent itemsets whose occurrences 
in these two types of subcollections exceed a predefined 
threshold. We have proposed two efficient algorithms. The 
first algorithm computes aH frequent itemsets in additive 
subcollection that ušes bit-vector techniques and takes ad-
vantage of the occurrences of aH itemsets in each individ-
ual set family. The second algorithm computes aH frequent 
itemset in the multiplicative subcollection by first comput-
ing the intersection of aH component-sets of each set and 
then computing the frequent itemsets on the resulting set 
of intersection sets after necessary simplification. Both al
gorithms are considerably more efficient than their coun-
terparts of straightfonvard approaches to solving these two 
problems respectively, in both sequential and parallel envi-
ronments. 

Future research includes studies on efficient algorithms 
forfinding aH frequent itemsets in othertypes of collections 
and combinations of set families. 
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SISTER is a system for the storing and retrieval oflarge collections ofimages on the basis ofboth tex-
tual information and the image content. In particular, SISTER allows the user to formulate gueries for 
different image categories on the basis ofcolor information and speciiic attributes ofthe image category; 
this is possible, because such a system can be easi}y adapted to support new image categories specializing 
the acguisition and the retrieval subsystems. SISTER is composed of three parts: i) an image acquisi-
tion subsystem automatically extracting the attributes from images, ii) a database management subsystem 
maintaining the description ofimages, and iii) a retrieval subsystem a/iovving the user to retrieve images 
through a user-friendlygraphical interface. The acguisition subsystem extracts image attributes combining 
image processing and inductive classiiication modules. Classification modules allow the computation of 
image attributes that carmot be directly extracted through image processing techniques, but vvhose value 
derives from the value ofsome other image attributes extracted by the acguisition subsystem. 

1 Introduction 

Since the early 90's the research in Image Retrieval based 
on their content is going to grow together with the demand 
of inquire large image and video collections. In fact the 
planning and the development of a search system that ef-
fectively operates on large collections of multimedia data 
is a complex task: the possibility to use the information 
contained in the data is closely correlated to their organi-
zation that has to allow an efRcient phase of brovvsing and 
search through the database. Mainly the queries on mul
timedia data can be subdivided in two types: queries by 
textual and visual keys. Many systems in Image Retrieval 
use search techniques based on the association of textual 
keys with the content of each image and each video be-
long to the database: often these keys are not the most 
appropriated to describe the information searched by the 
user and, moreover, it can't be possible to apply a man-
ual annotation approach to a large scale image collec
tions. These facts led to put the researchers attention on 
the image or video itself, that is on the original informa
tion contained in its file description. These techniques, 
commonly called content-based retrieval techniques, ana-
lyze and classify the images on the base of their visual 
content (such as space color, shape, texture, spatial rela-
tions betvveen the objects, regions of interest and changes 
of scene) [27]. The interest in the advance in this research 
activity is been evidencedby the many "special issues" that 
the leading joumals in Database Management and Com

puter Vision have been dedicated to the topic (see, for ex-
ample, [13, 23, 20, 29, 15]). Various prototypes of Image 
Retrieval systems have been realized both in research and 
commercial area; in most of them the queries and data re
trieval are carried out through one or more ofthe following 
options [5]: 

- random brovvsing 

- search by example 

- search by sketch 

- search by text 

- navigation with customized image categories 

Among the most known architectures of Image Retrieval 
we can remind: 

- QBIC (Query By Image Content), developed at the 
IBM Almaden Research Center, is the first commer
cial system of Image Retrieval on the basis of their 
visual content. It allovvs the queries in term of color 
(disposition and percentage), texture, visual exam-
ples [9]; this system was employed as search engine 
of a databases prototype for art images retrieval on 
the basis of their visual content rather than on their 
textual description [14]. 

mailto:poggi@CE.UniPR.IT
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Virage, developed at the Virage Inc., allows the 
search by means of color, composition, texture and 
structure like QBIC. Moreover, it is able to act 
composite interrogations on the basis of an arbitrary 
combination of the previous "atomic" queries [1]. 

RetrievalWare, developed at the Excalibur Technolo
gies Corp., supports queries from texture, brightness, 
color. It places in particular evidence the use of 
adaptive techniques, like Neural Networks, to carry 
out the visual query [8]. 

Photobook, developed at the MIT Media Lab., is 
based on a wide set of tools for image processing and 
brovvsing techniques, often Interactive with the end-
user, that simplify the search for images [25, 18, 26]. 

VisualSEEk, developed at the Columbia University, 
supports queries based on visual features and their 
spatial relations. The visual features used in this 
system are mainly based on the color and the use of 
wavelet applied to the texture [31]. 

Netra, developed in the project UCSB Alexandria 
Digital Library (ADL), extracts Information by color, 
shape, texture in various regions of the image in order 
to find similar regions in the database [19]. 

MARS (Multimedia Analysis and Retrieval System), 
developed at the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign, would represent a possible system which 
is able to carry out the integration betvveen Database 
Management Systems and Information Retrieval. The 
research is focused to how organize various visual 
features to obtain an architecture that can dynamically 
accommodate to different applications and different 
users[21,22,28]. 

Other systems of multimedia data classification and 
content-based image retrieval can be found in [7, 32, 6, 11, 
3,12,16,30]. 

None of the known systems for content-based image re
trieval is built to be specialized for the retrieval of images 
using queries based on a set of specialized attributes for 
each different image category and to automatically extract 
those attributes. In this paper, we present a system, called 
SISTER, for the storing and retrieval of images that al-
lows the automatic extraction of image features and the for-
mulation of specific queries for different image categories 
and improves image attributes acquisition combining im
age processing and inductive classification modules. The 
next section introduces the structure of the system. Section 
three presents two čase studies, that is, the specialization 

of the system for fashion sketches and for photo portraits. 
Finally, section four presents the main contributions of our 
work and our fiiture research direction. 

2 SISTER 
SISTER (System for Image SToragE and Retrieval) is a 
system for archiving images based on an image database 
management system and two subsystems for the acquisi-
tion and retrieval of images (see figure 1). 

SISTER offers the following features: i) an easy re
trieval of images, because the user can ask about image at
tributes through a user-friendly graphical interface and the 
attributes he/she can ask depend on the image category, that 
is, each image category (e.g., landscapes, portraits,...) has 
its set of attributes; ii) a fast retrieval of images, because 
image attributes are extracted from images in the acquisi-
tion phase and not in the retrieval phase; iii) an automatic 
acquisition and storing of images, because a large part of 
image attributes are not manually extracted, but by the ac-
quisition subsystem; iv) an easy management of different 
categories of images, because the system allows an easy 
specialization of both the acquisition and retrieval subsys-
tems to manage new image categories. 

2.1 Image Acquisition Subsystem 

The acquisition subsystem automatically extracts attributes 
from images and stores them into a database. The archi
tecture of the acquisition subsystem is displayed in figure 
2. Such a subsystem has a pipe-and-filter organization con-
necting a set of image processing modules grouped in three 
different levels of computation. The first level extracts gen
eral attributes from the image. The second level is different 
for each image category and extracts specific attributes. Fi-
nally, the third level collects general and specific attributes 
and Stores them in a system database (there is a database 
for each image category). 

The first level of computation extracts automatically 
color information from images. In particular, it extracts: 

- a color histogram for the 256 colors of the image GIF 
palette (in terms of hue, saturation and brightness), 
and for each color: 

- a qualitative value of the centre of the color area. The 
possible values are: up (i.e., the centre in the half 
upper part of the image), left, down, right, middle, 
horizontal-middle, vertical-middle, left-up, right-up, 
left-down and right-down; 

- a qualitative value of the variance, indicating if the 
color is concentrated in a part of the image or it is 
distributed in ali the image. The possible values are: 
concentrated, low-concentrated, scattered and high-
scattered; 
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Figure 1: SISTER architecture. 

- a qualitative value of the granularity, indicating if the 
color fills a limited or a wide number of image areas. 
The possible values are: high, medium and low. 

Given that specific attributes are obviously different for 
each category of image, each category of image needs a 
different second level of computation. Each of such levels 
can be easily built by composing i) some image process-
ing modules offered by the system; ii) some new image 
processing modules and sometimes iii) some classification 
modules built through a rule extraction module. 

Classification modules are useflil to extract some at
tributes that can be induced or at least predicted by the 
value of other attributes (for example, an elongated hori-
zontally light blue area in the upper half of an image sug-
gests the presence of sky). Such classification modules are 
based on a sequence of "if-then" rules that are built by 
a rule extraction module based on an inductive algorithm 
working on a set of training examples [2]. 

2.2 Image Database Management 
Subsystem 

The image database management subsystem can use dif
ferent relational database management systems running on 
different machines; in particular, the current implementa-
tion ušes ORACLE and MySQL relational database man
agement systems running on two machines one to main-

tain fashion sketches images data and the other to maintain 
photo portrait images data. 

The use of a different database for each image category 
allows to guarantee good retrieval response times. The 
use of relational databases is not a limit because image 
elaboration is performed in the acquisition phase and so a 
database management system more suitable to do elabora
tion on database elements like an object-oriented database 
system is not necessary. Moreover, in our čase, a rela
tional database management system allows a simpler de-
velopment of both the data models for the different image 
categories and the SQL queries to retrieve images from the 
databases. 

2.3 Image Retrieval Subsystem 

The image retrieval subsystem is based on two graphical 
user interfaces, called selection and presentation interface 
and color query interface. 

The selection and presentation interface is composed of 
a module for user profile management and for image cat-
egory selection and a module for query construction and 
results presentation (see figure 3). 

The first module allows the users to keep trace of their 
previous queries in each image category database and to 
adapt the interface to the chosen image family. Each image 
class has, in fact, an own set of image attributes. 

The second module allows the definition and the execu-
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Figure 2: Image acquisition subsystem. 

tion of attribute queries and the calling of the color query 
interface. Each image attribute can assume one among a 
finite set of values, therefore, the interface presents a se-
quence of drop-down-list windows that allow a user to se-
lect the value for each attribute among the possible values. 

The color query interface (see figure 4) is independent 
from the chosen image category and allows users to ask 
about the presence of one or more colors in the image op-
tionally giving for each color: the area filled by the color in 
the image, a range for the value of color and its area a qual-
itative value for the position of the baricenter, for variancy 
and for granularity. 

Finally the results are presented in the main window of 
the selection and presentation interface and the user can 
take a look at them and at the attribute values of the central 
image. 

2.4 Implementation 

SISTER has been implemented by taking advantage of 
object-orientedprogramming features and, in particular, by 
using C++ and Java languages. The acquisition subsystem 
and its interface towards the database are implemented in 
C++. The modules of the acquisition subsystem are C++ 
objects built on the top of the ImageMagick image pro

cessing library'. Such a realization allows: i) good perfor-
mance because it is based on a well-known and optimized 
image processing library and ii) good reuse of software be
cause new modules can be obtained as specialization of 
pre-existent modules. 

The image retrieval subsystem is implemented in Java. 
The software is based on a limited set of classes; in par
ticular, each attribute shovvn in the attribute query interface 
is managed by an instance of the same class that displays 
the corresponding drop-down-list window and, during the 
query definition, builds the corresponding piece of SQL 
query. Such a solution has two important advantages: i) 
the possibility of an easy remote access through a WWW 
brovvser supporting Java, because the interface is defined 
as a Java applet, and ii) an easy specialization for diflferent 
image categories because a new attribute causes the intro-
duction of a new instance of the same class with initializa-
tion parameters, the attribute name and the list of possible 
values, that is, the declaration of the attributes and of their 
possible values. 

'ImageMagick image processing library is available from 
http;//www.wizards.dupont.com/cristy/ImageMagick.html. 

http://www.wizards.dupont.com/cristy/ImageMagick.html
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Figure 3: Selection and presentation interface. 

3 £xperimentation 

We experimented SISTER with two different image cate-
gories: fashion sketches and photo portraits. The fashion 
sketches database contains a thousand of images acquired 
from the original sketches of the "Sorelle Fontana" atelier. 
The photo portraits database contains about 300 of images 
directly acquired from a camera, images from the Vision 
and Modeling Group at the MIT Media Lab and images 
acquired via a scanner from an old collection of photo por
traits (Cattani's collection 1927-1948). 

" In the čase of fashion sketches, we specialized the ac-
quisition subsystem to extract Information about the dress 
type, the dress length and the sketch drawer (see figure 5). 

The value of the first two attributes are computed 
through two simple image processing algorithms able to 
distinguish long from short dresses and entire from broken 
dresses, that is, dresses composed of a jacket and a skirt 
with different colors and/or texture. The last attribute, the 
drawer, is computed by combining a classification mod
ule with a pattem matching module. This is possible be-
cause, each drawer has an own style of sketching that al-
lows an expert to recognize him/her from the other draw-
ers working for the atelier. In particular, the 12 dravvers 
of our "Sorelle Fontana" database can be partially classi-
fied through the value of some attributes that can be easily 
found by the system image processing modules: 1) colored 
or black and white sketch, 2) the background texture, 3) the 
color of eyes, and 4) the color of the mouth. 

Starting from a training set of a hundred of images we 
built the classification module that we used for finding the 
drawer of the other images of the database. The result of 
the classification was a 15% average error because the lim-
ited set of attributes we used could not always discriminate 
betvveen the different drawers. 

Drawers can be often recognized from the shapes they 
use for some details as, for example, eyes and mouth. 
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Figure 4: Color query interface. 

Shape Information carmot be easily used by the classifica-
tion module, therefore, we used the classification module to 
determinate a subset of possible drawers and then we used 
a pattem matching module based on Freeman's chains [ 10] 
to compare the contour of the mouth of the current sketch 
with the typical contours of the mouths designed by the 
drawers selected by the classifier. In this čase, the average 
error is reduced to 2%^. 

Figure 6 shows an example of query to the fashion 
sketches database. The user can choose the attributes in 
the keyword list placed on the right of the image presenta-
tion area and then clicks the query button. The status of the 
query and its result is indicated on the top area, vvhereas 
in the image presentation area the first seven images that 
have the chosen attributes are reported. In the example 
illustrated in figure 6, the user selected the drawer name, 
the dress length and the dress type from the keyword list. 
The system found 15 images that have these attributes and 
they could be visualized in the image presentation area by 
clicking the next and the precedent buttons or on the image 
themself. 

In the čase of photo portraits, we specialized the acqui-
sition subsystem to extract the presence of mustache, beard 
and pointed beard, the type of forehead, the presence and 

^We also experiment the pattem matching module without the classifi
cation module; the result was longer execution time because the matching 
is perfonned on the mouths of ali the dravvers and a 10% average error. 

the type of glasses and the hair color (see figure 7). 
The extraction of such attributes was simplified because 

we reuse some image processing modules developed for 
the fashion sketch images. For example, the module used 
to identify the head for fashion sketches images has been 
used with success for such a kind of images too. 

Figure 8 shows an example of query to the photo por
traits database of the Vision and Modeling Group at the 
MIT Media Lab. The query interface is the same of the 
fashion sketches interface. In the example illustrated in fig
ure 8, the user selected the glass presence and the color of 
the hair from the keyword list. The system found 8 images 
that have these attributes and visualized the first seven in 
the image presentation area. 

4 Conclusions 
In this paper, we present a system, called SISTER, for the 
storing and retrieval of images. SISTER allows the user 
to formulate specific queries for different image categories 
and the automatic extraction of image attributes through 
image processing and classification modules. 

Sometiines, classification modules are useful because 
they may allow the extraction of attributes that cannot be 
directly extracted through image processing techniques and 
because they may allow the reduction of the error percent-
age made by the image processing modules in the acquisi-
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Figure 6: Example image of a query to the fashion sketches database. 
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tion of image attributes. 
SISTER can be easily specialized to manage differ-

ent image categories. The acquisition subsystem can be 
adapted to process a new image category connecting some 
predefined and/or new image processing modules to the 
color attributes acquisition level. The retrieval subsystem 
can be adapted by simply declaring the specific image cat-
egory attributes and their possible values. 

We experimented the system with two different image 
categories: fashion sketches and photo-portraits. The de-
velopment of their acquisition subsystems required few 
weeks of work of a študent, while the development of the 
retrieval subsystem required few minutes. Moreover, the 
retrieval subsystem is very easy to use even by people with-
out any knowledge on computers, in fact, a test performed 
on twenty of such persons shows that ali of them are able 
to used it after few minutes. 

Our current research directions are: the experimenta-
tion of the system with other image categories (landscapes 
and šport images), the introduction of a module for face 
recognition based on eigenfaces [24] for the photo por-
trait database, and the development of a visual environment 
(likeAVS [4] andKhoros[17])fortherealizationoftheac-
quisition subsystems. 
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The paper deals witb the fuzzy logic controller (FLC) tuning by the aid ofthe optimization with genetic 
algorithm (GA). Because ofthe complexity of calculations the SugenoOth orderFLC was used. The GA 
optimization tuned 25 consequent parameters while the membership functions remained fixed. Because 
oflarge number of parameters traditional optimization methods were not successful. Beside appropriately 
selected GA parameters the choice of appropriate reference signal ofthe control system was extremely 
important Namely it must be selected so that the whole ranges ofboth FLC inputs are used. It is recom-
mended to plot trajectory ofFLC inputs to see which parts ofthe truth table is appropriately covered by the 
inputs and to find out which conseguentparameters can not be optimized. Filtering ofFLC characteristic 
is another useful method, which makes output characteristics smoother and so improves responses. The 
e£ficiency ofthe proposed approach were verified and validated on a hydraulic control system. 

1 Introduction 

The life cycle of a control system demands several opti-
mizations in several steps. Probably the most demanding 
steps are those in the phases of process modelling and con
troller design. Sometimes these optimizations are very sim-
ple, based on experiences, tunning rules or simulation tri-
als [3, 4]. Sometimes better result are obtained by con
ventional optimization techniques [1]. This approach is ex-
tremely important for control systems with lower number 
of loops and with so called parametric controllers, e.g. tra
ditional PID controllers. Such optimization is extremely 
efScient when no more than app. 10 parameters must be 
tuned. However more advanced control algorithms con-
tain usually much more parameters, which must be appro-
priately tuned. More complex control algorithms result in 
better efficiency, when systems are complex, nonlinear or 
time varying, multivariable, highly oscillating, with signif-
icant delays etc. Conventional optimization algorithms are 
not able to properly handle such problems, so there is a 
constant search for new and better methods. In this search 
researchers also started looking at how nature and peo-
ple handle similar problems. Such thinking led to fuzzy 
logic and artificial neural nets as important elements for 
advanced control algorithms and genetic algorithms as new 
robust optimization techniques based on natural evolution. 

One of the important advantages of Fuzzy Logic Con
trollers (FLC) in comparison with conventional linear con
trollers is that they provide an ability of non-linear control 
behaviour. However, the design of such a controller is not 
an easy task because there are many parameters, which are 
usually set with designer experiences or with simulation 

studies. Another approach is to use optimization. But FLC 
has several inputs (very usually two: for control error and 
its derivative) and each input has several membership func
tions. Beside there are many rules in the FLC knowledge 
base in which many so called consequent parameters ap-
pear. 

As traditional optimization methods are too sensitive to 
the number of parameters, an advantage with optimization 
based on genetic algorithm (GA) was expected. 

Modem tools, which were used for this study 
(MATLAB-SIMULINK, Fuzzy Logic Toolbox, Genetic 
Algorithm Toolbox [11]) give wide possibilities for effl-
cient design and experimentation. 

2 Description of genetic algorithm 
GA [2], [6], [7] used for optimization has four standard 
operations: 

- evaluationof individuals, 

- reproduction, 

- crossoverand 

- mutation 

These operations are repeated until the terminating con-
dition is met. In our čase the optimization was stopped after 
a specified number of generations were evaluated. Table 1 
shows the characteristic parameters of GA. 

As a reproduction mechanism a method called determin-
istic roulette wheel was used [11]. Parameters were binary 

mailto:borut.zupancic@fe.uni-lj.si
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number of generations 
crossover probability 
number of crossover points 
mutation probability 
number of individuals in gen. 

N, 
Pc 
Ne 
Pm 
Np 

Table 1: GA parameters 

Goded (with 12 bits). The most important parameter of the 
GA is fitness flinction, which is given by Eqs. (1), (2) and 
(3). Eq. (1) is well known criterion flinction often used in 
control systems design. 

/ 
rtr, 

Jo 
[e{t)\dt (1) 

e(t) is the error betvveen reference and controlled vari-
able. Absolute error is used, as error is usually an oscillat-
ing signal. To get faster convergence, relative difFerences 
between fitness values for particular individuals are further 
increased by subtracting the minimal fitness in a generation 
k from the criterion defined with Eq. (1). 

fi{k) = m min (/(j)) + l (2) 

So the offset of the fitness flinction is removed. One 
is added to prevent the value zero of the fitness function 
j\(k). The difFerences between individuals are further in
creased by the transformation into final fitness flinction 

/2(fc) im 
Erji/i« 

(3) 
Af, 

Individuals with fitness above the average fitness get 
higher fitness value, while the ones below get lower fitness 
value. So with Eqs. (2) and (3) the relative difFerences be
tvveen fitness values are greatly increased, enabling better 
individuals to have more offspring. 

were equally spaced as it is shown in Figure 1. They were 
fixed during optimization. 

Figure 1: Membership functions of FLC input variables 

Knowledge base of the FLC consisted otP x Q rules as 
is depicted in Figure 2. 

1. IFa: = MF^i ANDy = M F „ i THEN u i i = Cj . i 
2. IFx = MF^i AND y = MFy2 THEN ui,2 = Cj.a 
3. IFx = AfF. i A N D i / = Mi^„3 THEN «1,3 = Ci,3 

Q IF 3; = M K i AND y = MFyQ THEN « I , Q = C I , Q 
Q + 1 Wx = MF,2 AND y = MFyi THEN «2,1 = ^2,1 

P xQ IF X = MF^p AND y = MFyQ THEN UP,Q = CP,Q 

Figure 2: Knowledge base of FLC 

y 
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3 Description of the fuzzy logic 
controller 

The controller used in experiments was Sugeno O"' order 
type of FLC [14]. This type was chosen, because it is sim-
pler in comparison with other types of FLCs also from the 
calculation complexity point of view. Namely each opti
mization performs many simulation runs and the CPU tirne 
needed for one simulation depends very much on the time 
needed for controller action evaluation. On the other hand 
its properties satisfied one of the important requirements -
the ability to control non-linear process [14]. 

The FLC has usually two inputs x and y for control er
ror and its derivative. Membership functions in our studies 

The flizzy logic operation and inference mechanism 
were realized as product [12]. 

* t j Cijmximyj = Cijrij (4) 

where 

mxi membership grade of the first input 
•myj membership grade of the second input 
rij fulfilment of the (i.j)"* rule, calculated as 

the product of membership grades 
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The controller output is calculated as the integral of the 
vveighted average of consequent values 

^Q 

2-11=1 z ^ j = i " j , j 
(5) 

-L o Z^i=\ l^j=i ''».i 
-dt 

With integration the fuzzy logic controller, which is ac-
tually a non-linear PD controller, was transformed into a PI 
one in order to eliminate steady state error. 

4 Optimization 
In our optimization study five equally spaced membership 
functions(P — ^,Q — 5) were used for each input variable 
(as shown in Figure 1). With optimization 25 consequent 
parameters Cj,^, each was coded with 12 bits, were deter-
mined. It is obvious that many troubles could be expected 
using conventional optimization techniques. The procedure 
is shown in Figure 3. 

Reference En-g,-

O 
Controlled 

variable 

Process | > 

Figure 3: Optimization of fuzzy controller 

FLC design is much more complex than linear controller 
design, because its output characteristic is non-linear. Out
put values for ali possible input values have to be defined. 
The range of input values is divided into smaller intervals. 
The number of these intervals depends on the number of 
membership functions. Table 2 shows the truth table for 
control error e and its derivative de/dt. The fuzzyfied 
values are NB (negative big), NM (negative medium), ZE 
(zero), PM (positive medium) and PB (positive big). 

Eq. 5 shows that control signal u is influenced only by 
those consequent parameters Cj,j which have appropriate 
non zero membership grades ri^j. In other words, only the 
rules with membership functions, which are defined on the 
domains of the čurrent input variables are active. So it is 
obvious that the optimization of controller parameters d j 
is efficient only when the control error and its derivative 
cover the vvhole area defined by both variables during tran-
sient responses (simulation runs). Unfortunately as close 

de/dt 
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NBE 

Cu 

Cu 
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Cu 
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Cu 
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^'b 
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C,., 

PME 

C,.4 

C2.4 

Cs.4 

C4.4 

C5.4 

PBE 

C,.! 

C « 

C3.! 

C « 

C,., 

Table 2: Trajectory of error and its derivative drawn on the 
FLC's truth table 

loop system is optimized, it is not possible to select di-
rectly the appropriate signals e(i) and de{t)/dt. Instead 
one has to select appropriately the reference signal. In Ta
ble 2 a typical trajectory of error and its derivative caused 
by a simple reference step change shows that with such in
put many consequent parameters can not be appropriately 
optimized. To overcome this problem, several types of ref
erence signals were tested: 

- a signal consisting of sinusoidals with different ampli-
tudes and frequencies, 

- a signal consisting of steps with different amplitudes 
and delays, 

- a square wave signal with increasing amplitude. 

After substantial testing the square wave signal with in
creasing amplitude seemed to be the best solution. It is 
shovvn in Figure 4, together with control error for a typi-
cal example, while the appropriate trajectory is shown in 
Figure 5. 

Figure 4: Reference signal (dashed line) and control error 

As the whole phase area is fiilfilled, it is possible to op-
timize ali consequent parameters. However, in most cases 
GA finds solution close to the optimum, not the exact op-
timum. In our čase this means, that some consequent pa
rameters are slightly smaller than they should be, while the 
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5 Experimental results: 
Optimization of the FLC 
controUer of a hydraulic system 

Our laboratory hydraulic set-up consists of three tanks and 
a main reservoir [5]. The transfer function which describes 
the relation between the input flow of liquid (incoming flow 
in the first tank) and the level in the third tank (controUed 
variable) is 

Figure 5: Trajectory in the error - derivative plane 

others (perhaps the neighbours, see Table 2) are slightly 
larger. If the FLC output characteristics is considered as 
a non-linear function of two independent variables e and 
de/dt the surface is not very smooth as it has many local 
minima and maxima. Such surface can not assure the ap-
propriate performance of the control system. As this incon-
venience can be considered as a kind of noise introduced by 
stochastic features in GA, the idea to use a kind of filtering 
arose. 

The idea of filtering is, to calculate the consequent pa
rameter value by averaging in which the parameter itself 
and aH parameter's neighbours are included (see Table 2) 

^i,0 ~ 
f (Cj-ij-i + Ct_i,j+i + Cj+ij_i + Cj+ij+i) 

a + h-\- C 

4-

+ 

4 (^j>j-l + ^i,j+i + ^i-i,3 + Ci+ij) 
a + b + C 

a + b + C 
(6) 

where 

a, b,c 

new (filtered) value of the consequent parame
ter 
current values ofconsequent parameters (m = 
i-l,i,i + l, n = j-l,j,j + l) 
vveights (parameters of the filter) 

Using the filtering, the best results are obtained with op
timization in several steps. After each step the filtering is 
used, what means that the new individuals are calculated 
fi-om ali individuals of the last generation of previous op
timization step. Values of the filtering parameters a, b and 
C depend mostly on the type of process. There is no strict 
rule how to set them, but in our examples the starting values 
were set to 1 (a = 1,6= land c = 1). In some experiments 
6 and c were intensified during optimization steps. 

Gp{s) = yis) ^ 1 
U{s) s3 +2s^ + 3s + l (7) 

As mentioned FLC was Sugeno O"' order with two in-
puts (error and its derivative), for each input five equally 
spaced membership fimctions were defined (Figure 1). 
Knovvledge base was described with 25 rules (Figure2). 
The controller output was calculated with Eq.(5). Opti
mization with GA was used to calculate optimal values of 
25 consequent parameters dj, each was coded with 12 
bits. GA selects the best controllers from the generation 
and performs other operations (crossover and mutation). 
Selection is made on the basis of fitness values that depend 
on the control error (see Eqs. (1), (2), (3)). The important 
parameters of GA are shown in Table 3. 

number of generations 
crossover probability 
number of crossover points 
mutation probability 
number of individuals in gen. 

N, 
Pc 
Ne 
Pm 
Np 

70 
1 
3 
0.01 
30 

Table 3: GA parameters 

The overall scheme is shown in Figure 3. 

The first generation of individuals was initialized with 
random numbers - no knovvledge about the process was in
cluded. The optimal control system performance is shovra 
in Figure 6. 

The small oscillations are caused by rough FLC output 
characteristic which can be confirmed by Figure 7, where 
gray scale is used to denote the profile of the plane (darker 
means less). 

After this study the filtering was introduced. Three op
timization iterations were performed, each with 70 genera
tions. After each optimization the filtering was used. After 
the first optimization and filtering the criterion fimction was 
672, after the second 275 and after the third 262. As the 
change between the second and the third iteration was not 
significant, the iterative procedure was terminated. Other 
examples also confirm that three iterations are usually rea-
sonable. Figures 8, 9 and 10 represent the optimal results 
(reference sp, controUed variable y and control signal u ) 
after the first, second and the third iteration of optimization. 
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Figure 6: Optimal results (without filtering, y . . . con-
trolled variable, u ... control variable, sp .,, reference) 

Figure 9: Results after the second iteration of optimization 

40 60 80 100 120 140 160 160 200 

Figure 7: Output characteristic of the FLC optimized with 
GA (without filtering) 

Figure 8: Results after the first iteration of optimization 

It can be seen, that responses at rising and falling edges 
are not the same, because FLC characteristic is not sym-
metrical (linear). The response in Figure 10 is much bet-
ter as it is fast and 'with a small overshoot. As the fitness 
function depends only on the control error, the values of 
controller signal u are very high in the points of reference 
change. If such values are unacceptable for actuator, the 
control variable u should be somehow included in the cri-
terion fiinction. 

Figure 11 depicts the output characteristic of the FLC. 

Figure 10: Results after the third iteration of optimization 

Using filtering it is much smoother. 

Figure 11: Output characteristic of the FLC optimized with 
GA (with filtering) 

6 Conclusion 

Genetic algorithms seem to be an efficient optimization ap-
proach in complex control systems with many tuning pa-
rameters. In fuzzy logic control systems there are many 
parameters, which can influence the behaviour: the num-
ber and the shape of membership functions, consequentpa-
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rameters, etc. So conventional optimization techniques are 
usually not enough efiicient or even unusable. 

In our presented study the consequent parameters of FLC 
were optimized with GA. Experiences show that some of 
the parameters can have more or less random values after 
the optimization if some facts are not taken into account. 
To avoid such situation, appropriate type of reference sig
nal should be used. It is also recommended to plot trajec-
tory of FLC inputs (e.g. plane e, de/dt) to see which parts 
of the truth table is appropriately covered by the inputs and 
to find out which consequent parameters can not be opti
mized. Observation of FLC output characteristics is also 
useful because smooth shapes mean that the optimization 
produce at least near optimum values. 

Filtering of FLC characteristic is another useful method, 
which makes output characteristics smoother and so im-
proves responses. The procedure also decreases bad influ
ence of parameters which are not satisfactory optimized, 
because their values get closer to the average of other opti
mized parameters. 

Hovvever in the fliture more effort should be devoted to 
additional experiments with different reference or distur-
bance signals, which are more similar to shapes, which oc-
cur in reality. A lot of possibilities give also different types 
of FLCs as well as the study of the influence of different 
approaches in GA. 
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In addition to being weU-dimensioned and cost-effective, a high-speed ATM network must pass some 
performance and robustness tests. Wepropose an approach to ATMnetwork topology design that is driven 
by the performance of its routing protocol, PNNI. Towards this end, we deBne performance indicators 
based on the tirne and traffic required for the protocol to first enter and subsequently retum to the meta-
stable State of global synchrony, in which switch views are in concordance with physical reaUty. We argue 
that the benefits ofhigh call admission rate and lov/ setup latency are guaranteed by our indicators. We use 
the PNNI Routing and Simulation Toolkit (PRouST), to conduct simulations of PNNI networks, with the 
aim of discovering hov/ topological characteristics such as the diameter, representation size, and geodesic 
structure ofa network affect its performance. 

1 Introduction 

The size of operational ATM clouds continues to grow at 
an increasing pace. Both in anticipation of this changing 
scale, and to insure smooth inter-operation of these net-
works, the ATM Private Network-Network Interface stan
dard (PNNI) was recently adopted (ATM Forum 1996). 
PNNI defines a set of protocols for hierarchical networks 
of ATM switches, and is designed to provide efficient and 
effective routing. In the long term, however, the degree to 
which PNNI succeeds in this regard will depend crucially 
on two factors: 

First, because PNNI does not mandate specific policies 
for call admission, route selection, or topology aggrega-
tion, these aspects of the protocol remain "implementation-
specific". Clearly the degree to which PNNI meets the 
challenges posed by tomorrow's ATM networks will de
pend significantly on the success ofswitch designers in de-
vising effective algorithms for the admission and routing of 
connections, and for the aggregation of topology Informa
tion. 

Second, network designers must have the tools and Infor
mation necessary to design ATM network topologies that 
are (i) capable of meeting anticipated traffic demands, and 
(ii) optimized for performance under PNNI. In this paper, 
we shall not address the first of these two issues, that of 
dimensioning networks to satisfy known costs and traffic 
demands. Our investigations begin at the point where a 

netvvork designer, having been given projected traffic pro-
files and svvitch/fiber specifications, has arrived at a set of 
candidate ATM network topologies which appear equally 
adequate. We argue that although two topologies may ap
pear indistinguishable in terms of the mathematics of QoS 
requirements, the PNNI protocol exhibits significant dif-
ferentiation in their performance. Understanding how the 
PNNI protocol affects network performance is a necessary 
first step to determining how the adoption of PNNI should 
aflfect ATM netvvork design. In subsequent sections, we 
shall describe our simulation experiments and begin de-
veloping guidelines for ATM network topology design that 
take into consideration the specific nature of the PNNI pro
tocol. 

2 PNNI Performance Indicators 

There are many candidate performance criteria for evalu-
ating the relative merits of network topologies. Here we 
shall assume that topology design is motivated by increas
ing the ATM network's call admission rate and decreasing 
the average connection setup latency. Additionally, we de-
sire that the background traffic due to the PNNI protocol 
itself, should not be excessively high. 

Setup Latency. In the absence of crankback, setup la-
tency within a peergroup is seen to be linearly correlated 
with the number of hops in the selected path (Niehaus et 
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al. 1997) and thus may be estimated in the vvorst čase by 
the network diameter. When crankbacks occur, each failed 
attempt at valid route selection contributes significant addi-
tional latency, required for backtracking to the entry border 
node, computing an altemate route and then re-traversing 
the peergroup along the new path. Reduction of setup la-
tency thus requires minimizing the crankback frequency. 

Crankbacks and Call Admission Rate. Recent results 
on PISINI aggregation schemes [2,4] indicate that ATM call 
admission rate and crankback frequency is directly propor-
tional to the "distortion" present in switches' views of the 
network. In particular, the experimental data presented in 
(Avverbuch et al. 1998) confirms the intuition that when 
a svvitch has inaccurate (e.g. outdated) views of netvvork 
topology and metric information, this increases the likeli-
hood that calls entering the peergroup at that svvitch will be 
assigned sub-optimal routes. A larger discrepancy between 
a switch's local information and the underlying reality of 
the network's state, results in a larger fraction of calls orig-
inating at the svvitch being rejected en-route, hence under-
going crankbacks (and possibIy even unvvarranted rejection 
at the source). 

Thus, beyond the problem of dimensioning, selecting 
topologies that will yield high ATM call admission rates 
and low average setup latency requires that one be able to 
characterize vvhich topologies minimize the divergence in 
switches' views. 

2.1 Oar Approach 
Local synchrony. We define local synchrony of a peer
group to be the state where every svvitch in the peergroup 
has knowledge of the same set of PNNI Topology State El-
ements (PTSEs). It follovvs from the logic of the PNNI 
NodePeer finite state machine, that if a peergroup reaches 
local synchrony, then ali member svvitches agree about 
the topology metrics describing their peergroup. Within 
a PNNI peergroup, each member svvitch is responsible for 
originating and flooding accurate information about its in-
temal state and the resource availabilities on its incident 
links. Thus, modulo any loss due to aggregation schemes, 
local synchrony may be interpreted as a state in vvhich 
ali members of the peergroup are in agreement not only 
amongst themselves, but aiso with the underlying reality of 
the peergroup's state. 

Global synchrony. We define global synchrony of a 
connected ATM netvvork to be the state vvhere every peer
group at every level has reached local synchrony, and the 
PNNI netvvork hierarchy has reached a unique apex. Ad-
mittedly, the notion of global synchrony is "artificial" in 
the sense that it may be rarely achieved in real dynamic 
netvvorks vvhere coimections are constantly arriving and de-
parting. Hovvever, in a simulated netvvork this state is at-
tainable, and we shall use it to probe the rate of PNNI in
formation propagation. 

When a svvitched virtual circuit (SVC) is established in 
an ATM netvvork, bandvvidth availability is altered for links 

that the SVC traverses. Assuming this change is signifi
cant, updated information is re-originated and flooded by 
each svvitch incident to the affected links. If the netvvork 
had reached global synchrony prior to the SVC setup re-
quest, these re-originations cause the network to fall out of 
a state of global synchrony for a brief time, until the new 
information has reached every node. This naturally leads 
us to consider: 

- Resynchronization time: Average time required for 
the netvvork 
to retum to global synchrony, after a single, isolated, 
random SVC setup. 

- Resynchronization traffic: Average PNNI traffic re-
quired for the netvvork 
to retum to global synchrony, after a single, isolated, 
random SVC setup. 

The basic "trial" involved in measuring the above resyn-
chronization parameters is as follovvs: allovv the network 
to reach global synchrony, then inject a connection request 
betvveen randomly chosen source and destination nodes 
and measure the time required and bytes transmitted be-
fore the netvvork retums to a state of global synchrony. By 
repeating this trial a large number of times, vve obtain an 
average value, vvhich vve call the resynchronization time. 

To illustrate the importance of resynchronization time, 
let us consider two extreme scenarios. First, consider a 
netvvork vvhere the average time betvveen SVC requests (i.e. 
1/ SVC arrival rate) is much higher than the netvvork resyn-
chronization time. In this situation, changes in bandvvidth 
availability induced by an SVC setup vvill, on average, have 
time to flood to aH other switches in the netvvork prior to the 
arrival of the next SVC setup request. Thus, routing deci-
sions for each SVC vvill, on average, be made according to 
completely accurate information at the originating svvitch. 
If an SVC setup is rejected or experiences unacceptably 
high latency, this undesirable behavior is attributable solely 
to inadequate dimensioning of the netvvork, because there 
is no legitimate way to fiilfill the request. 

In contrast, consider a netvvork vvhere the average time 
betvveen SVC requests is much lovver than the netvvork 
resynchronization time. In this situation, changes in band
vvidth availability induced by an SVC setup have not yet 
propagated to many svvitches in the netvvork by the time 
the next SVC setup request arrives. Thus, the routing de-
cision for an SVC is likely to be made according to stale 
information. The extent to vvhich the information is stale 
is determined by the extent to vvhich netvvork resynchro-
nization time exceeds average inter-SVC arrival time. If an 
SVC setup is rejected or experiences unacceptably high la-
tency, this undesirable behavior may be due to inadequate 
dimensioning of the netvvork or it may be due to subopti-
mal routes and unvvarranted rejections induced by inaccu
rate information at the svvitches. 

Major changes in netvvork topology, such as network 
partitioning due to link/node failure, or re-merging of com-
ponents upon subsequent recovery, vvill cause the PNNI 
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hierarchy to undergo severe restructuring. We define the 
boot parameter« below to be indicators of the tirne and 
traffic required to reinstate consistent routing information 
after such catastrophic changes. 

- Boot time: Time at which the network first reaches 
global synchrony. 

- Boot traffic: PNNI traffic required for the network to 
reach 
global synchrony for the first time. 

We take the parameters above as a worst-case estimate of 
the time and traffic resources required to retum to global 
synclirony. By comparison, the resynchronization param
eters described earlier aim to measure the same quantities 
for the average čase, i.e. during normal (stable) operation 
of thenetwork. 

We contend that a network designer, given two topolo-
gies that are equivalent with regards to meeting anticipated 
QoS requirements, must take into consideration their resyn-
chronization and boot times. In particular, reducing these 
two quantities increases the fraction of time that the net-
work spends in a state of global synchrony. At the same 
time, the designer must keep a vvatchful eye on the Boot 
traffic and Resynchronization traffic to make sure that not 
too much of the network bandwidth is being expended by 
PNNI itself 

One way in which the designer might determine the val-
ues of the four parameters mentioned above is to take phys-
ical measurements of them on two live networks, each con-
figured in the appropriate topology. But this would be dif-
ficult to do accurately because of the inherent problems 
in distributed measurement, and moreover it would com-
pletely defeat the intention of design before implementa-
tion! Altemately, one could simulate the candidate PNNI 
networks to determine both time and traffic for boot and 
resynchronization; we follow this latter approach here. 

3 Experiments 

3.1 The Simulation Environment 
Our simulation experiments were carried out using the 
PNNI Routing and Simulation Toolkit (PRouST), which 
was developed by the Signaling Group at the Naval Re
search Laboratory's Center for Computational Sciences. 
PRouST is a faithftil and complete implementation of ver
sion 1.0 of the PNNI standard and can be used both to simu
late large networks of ATM switches as well as to emulate 
live ATM switch stacks. In particular, PRouST includes 
the Hello, NodePeer, and Election finite state machines, 
ali relevant packet encoding and decoding libraries, rout
ing database management, and tuli support for hierarchy. 
In addition, a "plug-in" interface for call admission, path 
selection and aggregation policies is provided. For inter-
switch signaling PRouST makes use of the NRL Signaling 
Entity for ATM Networks (SEAN), which is a complete 

simulation/emulation library implementing version 4.0 of 
the ATM User-Network-Interface (UNI) standard. The fi-
delity of PRouST's PNNI implementation has been demon-
strated extensively in live interoperability tests with com-
mercial switches. Both PRouST and SEAN are written in 
C++ over the Component Architecture for Simulation of 
Network Objects (CASiNO) described in (Mountcastle et 
al. 1999), and both are available in the public domain. 

In the simulations that follow, aH network links oper-
ate at the 0C3 rate. Link jitter varies uniformly between 
+10 /xs and —10 /is for each transmitted message. PNNI 
messages that enter the switch control port experience a la-
tency of 10 ms. The backplane of the svvitch routes data 
traffic on existing virtual circuits at OC48 rates. These fig-
ures, while artificial, are projections of current switch ven-
dor specifications. We found that jitter did not noticeably 
alter the outcome of our simulations from one trial to the 
next. The variations were typically less than 1% and for 
boot and resynchronization time, and less than 5% for boot 
and resynchronization traffic. The values we have listed in 
our tables are mean values. 

An outline of results presented: We seek to understand 
what factors influence resynchronization and boot parame
ters. To this end, we start by simulating single-peergroup 
netvvorks with grid, chain, ring and star topologies; these 
results are presented in sections 3.2 and 3.3. We compare 
these very particular families of topologies with similar ex-
periments using ali possible topologies on 7 nodes-these 
results are described in sections 3.4-3.5. In addition, we 
simulate 100 randomly generated topologies on 20 nodes, 
the results of which are described in section 3.6. Finally, 
in sections 3.7 and 3.8 we address the impact of peergroup 
size and hierarchy, by simulating several different hierar-
chic configurations of linear netvvorks. 

3.2 Boot and Resynchronization Time 

We start by investigating the characteristics of network 
topology that influence boot and resynchronization times. 
The NodePeer protocol floods PNNI Topology State Ele-
ments over a link whenever the switches incident to the 
link have discrepant databases. Thus, information will flow 
from each svvitch radially until it has reached every other 
svvitch in the peergroup. Given this, netvvork boot time and 
worst-case resynchronization times should be linearly de-
pendent on the diameter of the peergroup. 

Simulation Results We simulated PNNI netvvorks of in-
creasing size, specifically, chains, grids rings, and star net
vvorks. The tables (1,2,3,4) shovv the results of the simu
lations, and are depicted in figures 1 and 2. The figures 
indicate that PNNI boot time grovvs linearly in netvvork di
ameter; for each unit increase in diameter PNNI boot time 
increases by approximately 21.4 ms, while resynchroniza-
tion times increase by 10.7 ms. 
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Chain 
Length 

2 
4 
6 
8 , 
10 
20 • 
30 

Network 
Diameter 

1 
3 

• 5 

7- • . 

9 
19 
29 

Boot 
Time 

seconds 
30.0864 
30.1290 
30.1719 
30.2146 
30.2588 
30.4562 
30.6859 

Resynch. 
Time 

.seconds 
0.0108 
0.0323 
0.0537 
0.0755 
0.0962 
0.2035 
0.3104 

Table 1: Chaihs—Boot/resynch. times 

Grid 
Size 

2x2.' 
3x3 
4x4 
6x6 

Netvvork 
Diameter 

2 
4 • 
6 
10., 

Boot 
Time 

seconds 
30.1073 
30.1498 
30.1926 

.30.2785 

Resynch. 
Time 

seconds 
0.0212 
0.0428 
0.0636 
0.1067 

Table 2: Grids—Boot/resynch. times 

Ring 
Length 

10 
20 
30 
40 

-50 

Netvvork 
Diameter 

' 5 " 
10 _ 
15 
20 
25 

Boot 
; Time 

seconds 
30.1654 
30.2694 
30.3732 
30.4932 
30.6002 

Resynch. 
Time 

seconds 
0.0518 
0.1037 

. 0.1555, 
0.2172 
0.2688 

Star 
Size 

5 
10 
15 
20 
25 

Network 
Diameter 

2 : 
2 
2 

. 2-
2 

Boot 
Time 

seconds 
30.0872 
30.0886 
30.0894 
30.0896 
30.0909 

Resynch. 
Time 

seconds 
0.02172 
0.02179 
0.02188 
0.02191 
0.02198 

Table 4: Starš—Boot/resynch. times 

30.8 

30.7 

30.6 

30.5 
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30.1 
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Figure 1: Boot time vs. netvvork diameter 

group. In the worst čase, when flooding is occurs over ev-
ery edge in the network, traffic due to resynchronization 
is proportional to the number of links in the netvvork. For 
'this reason, we consider resynchronization traffic in PNNI 
networks as a fiinction of representation size. 

Table3:Rings—Boot/resynch. times 

3.3 Boot amd Resynchromzaition Traffic 
To study PNNI boot and resynchronization traffic, we will 
introduce the notion of the representation size of a netvvork: 
the minimum number of PNNI topology state elenients re-
quired to fully describe its topology. In our subsequent dis-
cussion, we take the representation size of a network to be 
twice the number of linkš plus the number of switches. 

Because the NodePeer protocol is responsible for trans-
mission of the peergroup's current representation to each 
component switch, traffic required to reach initial global 
synchrony should be bounded below by a fiinction propor-i 
tional to the product of the representation size and the num
ber of switches. For chains, grids and rings the number of 
nodesand the representation size are linearly related, so, 
this product is quadratic in the representation size. _ 

Resynchronization involves flooding updated informa-; 
tion about links affected by the SVC, to ali members.of 
the peergroup; In the best-case, flooding takes plače over 
a spanning tree and the total traffic required to resynchro-
nize is proportional to the number of switches in the peer-

Simulation Results We interpret the traffic data col-
lected from the simulations of the previous section. This 
data is shown in tables (5,6,7,8). The traffic required to 
reach initial global synchrony in each of these cases, grows 
super-linearly with the representation size, as can be seen in 
figures 3 and 4). Resynchronization traffic also manifests 
super-linear growth as a fimction of representation size. 

Ro8ynchronIzaiion Time versus Dlamster 

t 0'2 • 

! 1 • • • 1 ! 

1 . 

• 4 y^ 

• - - ; — • • 

! cVialn — ^ 
grId — « 
ring -••• 

,... j/^ star -—D 

1 1 

1 1 

Figure 2: Resynch. times vs. netvvork diameter 
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Chain 
Length 

2 
4 
6 
8 
10 
20 
30 

Repres. 
Size 

4 
10 
16 
22 
28 
58 
88 

Boot 
Trafflc 
bytes 

10292 
56028 
133976 
248124 
394476 
1629364 
3702444 

Resyncli. 
Trafflc 
bytes 

2967 
13399 
30127 
53247 
82575 

324487 
719548 

Table 5: Chains—Boot/resynch. traffic 

Grid 
Size 

2x2 
3x3 
4x4 
6x6 

Repres. 
Size 

12 
33 
64 
156 

Boot 
Traffic 
bytes 

73284 
182232 
1674880 
3521512 

Resyncli. 
Traffic 
bytes 

14412 
43240 
260640 
816003 

Table 6; Grids—^Boot/resynch. traffic 

Ring 
Length 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 

Repres. 
Size 

30 
60 
90 
120 
150 

Boot 
Traffic 
bytes 

201812 
765388 
1379620 
2167876 
3353088 

Resynch. 
Traffic 
bytes 

2720 
5440 

108160 
816680 
1286000 

Table 7: Rings—Boot/resynch. traffic 

3.4 General Tests I: AH 7 Node Networks 

In order confirm the validity of the above conclusions, we 
conducted the same experiments on the class of aH (853 
topologically distinct) 7 node connected graphs'. 

Star 
Size 

5 
10 
15 
20 
25 

Repres. 
Size 

16 
31 
46 
61 
76 

Boot 
Traffic 
bytes 

30864 
129024 
292724 
526464 
820152 

Resynch. 
Traffic 
bytes 

9144 
43976 
104776 
191624 
302496 

Table 8: Starš—Boot/resynch. traffic 

Bool Trafflc versus Represenlalion Slza 

Figure 3: Boot traffic vs. representation size 

with netvvork diameter. More simulations need to be con
ducted over a larger class of graphs to determine the cause 
of this phenomenon. The PNNI boot traffic for these simu
lations is shown in figure 7, and is linear with an approxi-
mate growth rate of 6000 bytes per unit of representation. 

3.5 Network Geodesic Structure 

The plot shown in figure 8 indicates that that over 7 node 
graphs of any fixed representation size, there is consider-
able variation in PNNI resynchronization traffic. We at-
tempted to understand the cause for this differentiation by 
determining, for each representation size, which topologies 

Simulation Results Because the 7 node networks aH 
have relatively small diameter, there was little differenti
ation in their boot and resynchronization times. As the 
graphs in figures 5 and 6 indicate, boot and resynchroniza-
tion times were clustered at discrete values spaced lOms 
apart. We note that lOms is the time required for process-
ing of a single PNNI message at the control port of a svvitch. 
While the plot does not immediately illustrate this, the dis-
tribution of the data points was not uniform over the cluster 
points; we have plotted the average as a function of diam
eter to emphasize this. Somewhat surprisingly, on aver
age, resynchronization time seems to grows super-linearly 

Resvnchronization TralDc vsrsus Reprosenlalion Slzo 

'The software used to generate ali non-isomorphic 7 node graphs was 
the NAUTY program developed by Brendan McK.ay. 

Representation Size 
100 120 1A0 

Figure 4: Resynch. traffic vs. representation size 
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Boot Tirno voTEus Oiamalsr tor Ali 7 nodo Networi(9 

30.13 

V" 
s 30.1 

Figure 5: Boot times for 7 node netvvorks 
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Figure 6: Resynch. times for 7 node networks 
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Figure 7: Boot traffic for 7 node networks 
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Figure 8: Resynch. traflSc for 7 node netvvorks 

achieved the highest and lowest resynchronization traffic. 
Figure 9 is a partial list of the best and worst performers 
(only those with representation sizes betvveen 19 and 33 
are shown). 

We noted that the worst performers had a large number 
of redundant geodesics between pairs of svvitches. That is 
to say, topologies with the worst performance contained a 
multiplicity of shortest paths betvveen nodes. Scrutiny of 
the simulations revealed that this multiplicity results in a 
redundant flooding in the PNNI NodePeer protocol. Fig
ure 10 illustrates the redundant flooding of a PTSE along 
one edge when two nodes are connected by more than one 
shortest path. The fact that the worst performers in figure 
9 contain many unchorded 4-cycles, whereas the best per
formers contained many triangles, supports this conclusion. 

3.6 General Tests II: RandomIy Generated 
20 Node Networks 

We also conducted measurements of boot and resynchro-
nization parameters for randomly generated networks. 

A random topology is generated as follows: 20 nodes are 
assigned random locations on a grid. Links are added via a 
random process that repeatedly generates a random node-
pair and adds a link betvveen them with probability that de-
cays exponentially with the Euclidean distance between the 

two nodes (Waxman 1998). Links that will cause the de-
gree of a node to exceed eight are rejected by the random 
process in order to keep the graph reasonably sparse. The 
process of adding links terminates when the graph is con
nected and every node has degree at least 2. In this manner, 
we generated 8000 random topologies on 20 nodes. These 
were then sorted into classes, based on the diameter of the 
generated network, and 10 networks were chosen randomly 
from each class. 

Simulation Results The results of simulations of 100 
random 20-node netvvorks are shown in figures 11 and 12. 
The data mdicates that for any given value of diameter, 
there is a significant variation in the res5'nchronization and 
boot times. We were not able to determine the topological 
structure property that is responsible for this variance, but 
hope to address the question in our fliture work. The results 
of previous sections indicate that if we are given two net
vvorks from the same restricted family (such as grids, for 
example) then diameter alone can serve to predict the ap-
proximate value of the resynchronization time. In the set of 
experiments presented in this section, we realize that, un-
fortunately, this simple estimation criterion does not hold 
as vvell over large mixed families of graphs (e.g. our ran
dom set). On the other hand, we remark that the average 
value of resynchronization and boot times (over the ran-
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Worst Best 
Repres. Performing Performing 

Size Topology Topology 
Source C3 

21 

23 

25 

27 

29 

31 

33 

Source 

Figure 9: Best and worst 7 nodes topologies (in terms of 
boot traffic 

domly chosen topologies) does increase linearly with di-
ameter. 

3.7 Peergroup Size 

Another aspect of network design we consider is choice of 
peergroup size. 

First, we note that partitioning a network into peergroups 
will result in more SVCs needing to be established betvveen 
leaders at the next higher level. It also necessitates logi-
cal Hello finite state machines to stabilize over these SVCs 
and for the election process to conclude at the higher level. 
These two factors together are responsible for a discrete 
jump in the PNNI boot time when one moves from single 
peergroup to multiple peergroup configurations. As we be-
gin to decrease the size of the peergroups, each requires less 
Information to reach local synchrony, since detailed infor-

On this link, onlv database 
summanes are exchangea 

Figure 10: Effects of geodesic structure on traflfic 

Bool Time versus Oiameter (or Random 20-nodo Nelvvorks 

e 30.35 
•6 

I 30.25 

. + +. 
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Figure 11: Boot times for 100 random 20-node netvvorks 

mation about distant peergroups is being represented by a 
single logical node at the higher level. This causes boot 
trafiRc and resynchronization traffic to decrease. As we 
make peergroup size smaller stili, an SVC setup on aver-
age traverses a larger number of peergroups, which in tum 
triggers re-aggregation of links at the higher level. Thus 
beyond a certain point, decreasing peergroup size causes 
an increase in resynchronization traffic and time. 

Simulation Results We simulated chains of 16 and 32 
switches, configured with peergroups of sizes 2,4 and 8 
(the 16 node examples are illustrated in figures 13). The 
data from the simulations is presented in tables 9 and 10. 

Resynchro nizal ion Time vorsus Diameter tor Random 20-nodo Nolwork3 

Figure 12: Resynch. times for 100 random 20-node net
vvorks 
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In the 32 node chain, going from a single peergroup of 32 
nodes to 4 peergroups of 8 nodes produces a jump in the 
PNNI boot tirne of over 59 seconds. On the other hand, 
boot traffic decreases by a factor of 3, and resynchroniza-
tion traffic by a factor of 6.4. Reduction of the peergroup 
size from 4 to 2, causes an increase in resynchronization 
traffic by 30%. This happens because higher level links 
are re-aggregated and flooded downward in response to the 
change in resources at the lower level. 

I6:PG-I6 

16:PG-4 

Topology 
name 

#ofPGs 
PGsize 

Boot 
tirne 
Boot 

traffic 
NNI boot 

traffic 
Resync. 
traffic 

Resync. 
traffic 

16-16 

1 
16 

30.38S 

1034K 

0 

0.30s 

494K 

16-4 

4 
4 

90.26S 

639K 

1.5K 

0.23s 

156K 

16-2 

8 
2 

90.27S 

587K 

1.8K 

0.24S 

233K 

Table 9: Varying peergroup size for a 16 node chain 

TopoIogy 
name 

#ofPGs 
PGsize 

Boot 
tirne 
Boot 

traffic 
NNI boot 

traffic 
Resync. 

time 
Resync. 
traffic 

32-32 

1 
32 

30.73S 

4217K 

0 

0.64s 

1981K 

32-8 

4 
8 

75.43S 

1401K 

3.1K 

0.46s 

306K 

32-4 

8 
4 

75.39S 

1121K 

3.7K 

0.46s 

689K 

32-2 

16 
2 

75.49S 

1420K 

3.9K 

0.51S 

898K 

Table 10: Varying peergroup size for a 32 node chain 

3.8 Hierarchy 

Finally, we consider how the presence of hierarchy affects 
our performance indicators. 

First, we note that a netvvork with many levels of hier-
archy requires SVCs to be established between leaders in 
the same higher level peergroup. It also necessitates logi-
cal Hello finite state machines to stabilize over these SVCs 
and for the election process to conclude in each peergroup 
at each level. These two factors are the principal cause of 

16;PG-2 

Figure 13: Examplesof peergroups simulated. 

the discrete jump seen in PNNI boot time and boot traffic 
as one considers networks with a greater number of levels. 
On the other hand, hierarchy localizes the side effects of 
network changes. In particular, it reduces the number of 
switches to which updated Information must be flooded. 
Thus hierarchical addressing lowers both resynchroniza-
tion time and traffic. 

Simulation Results We simulated chains of 16 and 32 
switches, configured with various hierarchical structure 
(The 16 node scenarios are depicted in figure 14). The data 
collected is presented in table 11. A 3-level configuration 
of the 32 switch chain boots in 75.4897 seconds, while the 
5 level one requires 150.3220 seconds to reach initial global 
synchrony. The 5 level hierarchy has the advantage of im-
proving both resynchronization time and traffic by a factor 
of 1.3 and 1.8 respectively. 

Topology 
name 
Chain 
length 

Hierarchy 
structure 

Boot 
time 
Boot 

traffic 
NNI boot 

traffic 
Resync. 

time 
Resync. 
traffic 

16/3 

8 

16,8,1 

90.27S 

587K 

1.8K 

0.24s 

233K 

16/5 

8 

16,8,4, 
2,1 

120.32S 

6I1K 

3.1K 

0.16s 

215K 

32/3 

32 

32,16,1 

75.49S 

1420K 

3.9K 

0.51S 

1191K 

32/5 

32 

32,16, 
8,4,1 

150.32S 

1717K 

6.8K 

0.38s 

638K 

Table 11: Simulation results for several hierarchy configu-
rations. 
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16:HIER-3 [2] Baruch Avverbuch, Yi Du, Bilal Khan, and Yuval 
Shavitt. (1998) Routing Through Networks with Hier-
archical Topology Aggregation. Journal ofHigh Speed 
Networks, vol. 7(1) p.57-73. 

16:HIER-5 

Figure 14: Two examples of hierarchic structures simu-
lated. 

4 Conclusion and Future Work 

The simulations conducted using the PNNI Routing and 
Simulation Toolkit (PRouST) confirmed that topological 
characteristics such as the diameter, representation size, 
and geodesic structure do affect the boot and resynchro-
nization times and traffic. These four indicators determine 
the discrepancy betvveen switches' views of the network 
and its underlying physical state, and are thus critical to 
call admission rates and crankback frequency in ATM net-
works. Partitioning a netvvork into peergroups reduces the 
boot and resynchronization traSic and introducing hierar-
chy results in improved resynchronization tirne and traffic, 
although it has a minor side-affect of increasing the boot 
tirne. 

Peergroup size and hierarchy structure are two of the 
most importance choices a network designer must make. 
In our future research efforts will focus further on these 
two parameters. As we have shown in [section 3.7] there 
is an optimal value beyond which reduction of peergroup 
size results in increased resynchronization trafiic, due to 
the re-aggregation and downward flooding of higher level 
links in response to changes at lower levels. We intend to 
precisely quantify both this optimal value, and the relative 
tradeoffs betvveen peergroup size, hierarchy structure and 
resynchronization traffic and tirne. 

[3] W. C. Lee, Topology aggregation for hierarchical 
routing in ATM networks. Computer Communications 
Review, p. 82-92. 

[4] S. Mountcastle, et al. (1999) CASiNO: A Component 
Architecture for Simulating Network Objects. Proceed-
ings ofthe 1999 Symposium on Performance Evaluation 
of Computer and Telecommunications Systems, Jiily 11-
15,1999.•p.261-212. 

[5] D. Niehaus, et al. (1997) Performance Benchmarking 
of Signaling in ATM Networks. IEEE Communications 
Magazine, vol. 35 number 8, p. 134-142. 

[6] Bernard M. Waxman. (1988) Routing of multipoint 
cormections. Journal on Selected Areas of Communica
tions, vol. 6^. 1617-1622. 
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The first Asia-Pacific conference on intelHgent agent 
technology with accompanying tutorials and vvorkshops 
was held at Hong Kong Baptist University, 14-17 Decem
ber 1999. Over 120 participants attended the conference. 
The acceptance rate for long conference papers was 27.8% 
and 22% for single- track WS papers. 

The WS on agents in electronic commerce, WAEC'99, 
was chaired by Viming Ye, IBM T. J. Watson Research Cen
ter. At the WS, researchers presented several ideas how 
to incorporate intelligent agents into electronic commerce. 
The WS was nicely concentrated on a specific subject and 
dominated by IBM researchers. Among the invited speak-
ers was also Head of the IBM Deep Blue team that defeated 
Kasparov. 

The conference had much broader spectrum than the 
WS. While major agents conferences are already special-
ized into specific agent subfields, the first Pacific confer
ence was a uniform one with the aim to bring together ali 
researchers in the agent area. Papers were grouped into the 
following categories: agent architectures, multi-agent co-
operation, distributed intelligence, formal agent theories, 
knowledge discovery and data mining agents, personal-
ized Web agents, software agents, mobile agents, agent-
supported enterprise. Program chairs were Jiming Liu and 
Ning Zhong. They were also editors of the conference pro-
ceedings, published as a book by World Scientific. 

There were four invited presentations: Ohsuga, Brad-
shaw, Zytkow, Ling. Dr Ohsuga in his presentation "How 
can Al systems deal with large and complex problems -
Model building as problem solving" analyzed reasons for 
increasing introduction of complex problems in our lives 
and into AL The major way to tackle with complex prob
lems is to design advanced problem models that enable au-
tomatic program generation. 

Dr. Zytkow is one of the best-known researchers in the 
automatic discovery field. Leaming by discovery is the 
most challenging subfield of machine leaming, sometimes 
treated as stand-alone area related to intelligence and top 
human creative capabilities. Since agents have to be au-
tonomous by definition, they have to create new knowl-
edge, i.e. autonomously persue knowledge in purpose-
ful interaction with the intemal world. More autonomous 
means more able to make discovery in more complex 
circumstances. Zytkow's approach presented in "Robot-
discoverer: a role model for any intelligent agent" might 
be welcome since at least some of the agents today seem to 
be only labeled as agents in order to join the mainstream. 
There is little doubt that agents capable of discovery - creat-
ing new knowledge, are more advanced than agents without 
this possibility. 

Dn Bradshaw from Boeing presented an invited paper 
"Steps toward the permanent colonization of cyberspace". 
Bradshaw's book on intelligent agents is among most of-
ten used textbooks on agents worldwide. His presentation 

was also one of the most fiituristic. Bradshaw pointed out 
that agent research is a new field and that it quickly pro-
gresses and changes along the way. Today, there are sev
eral types of agents and several areas of agent research. As 
an interesting new application, the space bali capable of 
checking status of vital functions in a station was presented. 
The bali will soon be applied in real-life circumstances. 
However, it seems that the application was man-dominated 
thus not leaving room for flill agent autonomy. The major 
part of the presentation was devoted to long-lived heteroge-
neous colonies of agents colonizing the cyber space. Such 
colonies need life- support services, essentials, legal and 
social services. 

Dn Ling, head of the Microsoft Richmond research lab-
oratories, presented an invited paper on "Intelligent agents: 
embodied and disembodied". In the first part of the presen
tation he analyzed Bayesian networks and the advantages 
of this methodology. A limited version of Bayesian net-
work is applied in the Microsoft Office Assistant; a slightly 
more advanced version is implemented in the troubleshoot-
ing agents. In the second part of his presentation, Ling pre
sented embodied agents, capable of animation. They im-
itate visual effects of feelings by showing diflferent facial 
expressions or by body language. This might be a desir-
able fianction in videoconferencing. Overall, in this way 
computers become more personal, closer to and more ac-
ceptable by humans. 

The panel was another very interesting event. Brad-
shaw presented the old Apple animation showing a fiituris
tic agent capable of Information gathering and communica-
tion with a user. Many of these functions have not fulfilled 
yet. In other words it means that some challenges that agent 
face are the old challenges of artificial intelligence - how to 
simulate human-acceptable intelligence on computers. 

Throughout the event, there were lots of interesting pa
pers on agent research. One of the dominating research 
directions is the multi-agent research, the other is dealing 
with Information overflovv. Several papers dealt with In
formation gathering from heterogeneous sources such as 
mobile telephone, the Web and TV. 

We presented our employment agent in the single-track 
WS session. It seems that our idea of a uniform Information 
gathering from any Internet employment database through 
normal HTML is original. Other approaches are usually 
based on agent languages such as KQML, or database 
wrappers. But these approaches demand cooperation from 
the database while in our approach the agent takes čare of 
modifying its queries according to database forms. 

Matjaž Gams 
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First Announcement and Call for Papers 

JCKBSE 2000 
Fovirth Joint Conference on Knowledge-Based 
Software Engineering 
Brno, Czech Republic, September 12-14, 2000 

Organized by: 
- Czech Society for Computer Science 
- Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Fac-

ulty of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, 
Brno University of Technology, Czech Republic 

- SIG-KBSE, The Institute of Electronics, Information and 
Communication Engineers, Japan 

In cooperation with: 
- IEEE Tokyo Section Computer Chapter 
- Japanese Society of Artificial Intelligence 
- Russian Association for Artificial Intelligence 
- Slovak Society for Computer Science 
- The Institution of Electrical Engineering - Slovakia Cen

tre 
- VEMA Brno, computers and projects, Ltd., Brno 

Steering Committee: 
- Christo Dichev, IIT, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences 
- Morio Nagata, Keio University 
- Pavol Navrat, Slovak University of Technology 
- Vadim L. Stefanuk, IITP, Russian Academy of Sciences 
- Haruki Ueno, Tokyo Denki University 

About the Conference 
JCBCBSE aims to provide a forum for researchers and prac-
titioners to discuss the latest developments in the areas of 
knowledge engineering and software engineering. Partic-
ular emphasis is placed upon applying knowledge-based 
methods to software engineering problems. The Confer
ence originated in order to provide a forum in which the 
latest developments in the field of knowledge-based soft-
ware engineering could be discussed. Although initially 
targeting scientists from Japan, the CIS countries and coun
tries in Central and Eastem Europe, JCKBSE warmly wel-
comes participants from ali countries. JCKBSE 2000 will 
continue with this tradition and is anticipating even wider 
intemational participation. Furthermore, the scope of the 

conference as indicated by its topics has been updated to 
reflect the recent development in ali the three covered ar
eas, i.e. knowledge engineering, software engineering, and 
knowledge-based software engineering. The conference 
will include several invited talks and a plenary talk by a 
distinguished speaker. 

Topics 
- architecture of knowledge, software and Information sys-

tems including collaborative, distributed, multi-agent and 
multimedia systems, internet and intranet, 

- requirements engineering, domain analysis and model-
ing, formal and semiformal specifications, 

- knovvledge engineering for domain modeling, system 
family engineering, and software product lines, 

- intelligent user interfaces and human-machine interac-
tion, 

- knowledge acquisition and discovery, data mining, 
- automating software design and synthesis, 
- object-oriented and other programming paradigms, 

metaprogramming, 
- reuse, re-engineering, reverse engineering, 
- knowledge-based methods and tools for software engi

neering, including testing, verification and validation, 
process management, maintenance and evolution, ČASE, 

- decision support methods for software engineering, 
- applied semiotics for knovvledge-based software engi

neering, 
- knovvledge systems methodology, development tools and 

environments, 
- practical applications and experience of software and 

knovvledge engineering, 
- Information technology in control, design, production, 

logistics and management, 
- enterprise modeling, workflow, 
- knowledge management for business process, 
- intelligent agents for softvvare engineering, 
- program understanding, programming knowledge, leam-

ing of programming, modeling programs and program-
mers, 

- knowledge-based methods and tools for softvvare engi
neering education, 

- software engineering and knovvledge engineering educa
tion, distance leaming. 

Program Committee 
Bailes P. (Australia), Banaszak Z. (Poland), Benczur 
A. (Hungary), Bielikova M. (Slovakia), Brusilovsky P. 
(USA), Devedzic V. (Vugoslavia), Dichev Ch.V. (USA), 
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DichevaD. (USA), DochevD. (Bulgaria), Ehrlich A. (Rus-
sia), Eisenecker U. (Germany), Far Behrouz H. (Japan), 
Fukazawa Yoshiaki (Japan), Gams M. (Slovenia), Gladun 
V. P, (Ukraine), Hashimoto Masa-aki (Japan) - co-chair, 
Hori Masahiro (Japan), Hruška T. (Czech Republic) -
co-chair, Kaijiri Kenji (Japan), Kang Kyo-Chul (Ko-
rea), Khoroshevsky V.F. (Russia), Komiya Seiichi (Japan), 
Koyama Temo (Japan), Kumeno Fumihiro (Japan), Lloyd-
Williams M. (UK), Lozovskiy V. S. (Ukraina), Moessen-
boeck H. (Austria), Molnar L. (Slovakia), Nagata Morio 
(Japan), Navrat P. (Slovakia), Okamoto Toshio (Japan), 
Gomori Yasumasa (Japan), Osipov G.S. (Russia), Pech-
ersky Y. (Moldova), Stefanuk V. L. (Russia), Sugawara 
Kenji (Japan), Tan Chew Lim (Singapore), Ueno Haruki 
(Japan), Welzer T. (Slovenia), Yamada Hiroyuki (Japan), 
Yamamoto Shuichiro (Japan), Young Gilbert H. (Hong 
Kong), Zendulka J. (Czech Republic). 

Important Dates 
February 1,2000 - Preliminary registration 
March 1, 2000 - Paper submission deadline 
May 1,2000 - Notification of acceptance 
May 20,2000 - Camera-ready deadline 
September 12-14,2000 - Conference dates 

Correspondence Address 
JCKBSE 2000 
Department of Computer Science and Engineering, 
Brno University of Technology, 
Božetechova 2, 612 66 Brno, Czech Republic, 
fax:+420-(0)5-4121 1141 
e mail: jckbse@fee.vutbr.cz 
www: http://www.fee.vutbr.czAJIVT/JCKBSE/ 

Venue 
Brno, the metropolis of the South Moravian region is the 
second largest city in the Czech Republic with a population 
of more than 400,000. From the north-east and the north-
west the town is surrounded by promontories of the Dra-
hany Uplands and the Czech-Moravian Highlands, while 
to the south Brno's streets run into gently undulated plains 
around the massif of the Palava Hills. 
Brno is connected by a motorway and a railway with 
Prague and Bratislava and a railway and a good road with 
Vienna and Ostrava. There is also an International airport 
in Brno. 
The conference is taking plače in the Santon Hotel, which 
is located in one of the most popular recreational areas in 
Brno - the Brno Dam Lake. The distance from public trans
port facilities is approx. 200m. In Brno, it is possible to 
visit numerous cultural and social events, theatres, concert 
halls, musea and historical monuments. 

Proceedings 
Ali accepted papers wi]l be published in the conference 
proceedings and will be available at the conference. 
The official language of the conference is English. 

Fees 
The cost of an integrated package including the conference 
fee, accomodation (three nights), meals (starting with the 
dinner on September 11 and finishing with the lunch on 
September 14), and social activities is 350 USD (before 
July 20, 2000). After July 20, 2000 the cost of the inte
grated package is 400 USD. 
For participants from the Central and Eastem Europe in
cluding the newly independent states, the cost of the in
tegrated package is 150 USD. Ask about the fee if your 
country fits this condition. 
For a limited number of students, the program committee 
will grant an additional financial support. 
The fee for an accompanying person is 250 USD. 
The cost of the integrated package including some special 
Services (bus transport from the Vienna or Prague airport to 
Brno and back, a guided tour, a boat trip on the dam) is 550 
USD. This program can be arranged for groups only. 
We cannot refund a part of the fees in čase you camiot stay 
for the whole period of the conference. 

Paper Submission 
FulI papers should not exceed 8 pages. Short papers should 
not exceed 4 pages. Papers will be reviewed according 
to: technical quality, originality, clarity, appropriateness to 
the conference focus, and adequacy of references to related 
work. 
Authors should submit the papers electronically. For de-
tails see the conference web site. In addition, one copy of a 
manuscript should be sent, too. For details see the confer-
rence web site. 

mailto:jckbse@fee.vutbr.cz
http://www.fee.vutbr.czAJIVT/JCKBSE/
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THE MINISTRV OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGV 
OF THE REPUBLIC OF SLOVENIA 

Address: TrgOF 13, 1000 Ljubljana, 
Tel: +386 61 178 46 00, Fax: +386 61 178 47 19. 
http://www.mzt.si, e-mail: info@mzt.si 
Minister: Lojze Marinček, Ph.D. 

Slovenia realises that that its intellectual potential and ali 
activities connected with its beautiful country are the basis 
for its fiiture development. Therefore, the country has to 
give priority to the development of knowledge in ali fields. 
The Slovenian govemment ušes a variety of Instruments 
to encourage scientific research and technological develop
ment and to transfer the results of research and develop
ment to the economy and other parts of society. 

The Ministry of Science and Technology is responsi-
ble, in co-operation with other ministries, for most public 
programmes in the fields of science and technology. Within 
the Ministry of Science and Technology the following of-
fices also operate: 
Slovenian Intellectual Property Office (SIPO) is in 
charge of industrial property, including the protection of 
patents, industrial designs, trademarks, copyright and re-
lated rights, and the collective administration of authorship. 
The Office began operating in 1992 - after the Slovenian 
Law on Industrial Property was passed. 

The Standards and MetroIogy Institute of the Republic 
of Slovenia (SMIS) By establishing and managing the sys-
tems of metrology, standardisation, conformity assessment, 
and the Slovenian Award for Business Excellence, SMIS 
ensures the basic quality elements enabling the Slovenian 
economy to become competitive on the global market, 
and Slovenian society to achieve International recognition, 
along with the protection of life, health and the environ-
ment. 

Ofiice of the Slovenian National Commission for UN
ESCO is responsible for affairs involving Slovenia's co-
operation with UNESCO, the United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organisation, the implementation of 
UNESCCs goals in Slovenia, and co-operation with Na
tional commissions and bodies in other countries and with 
non- govemmental organisations. 

General Approaches - Science Policy 
Educating top-quality researchers/experts and increasing 
their number, increasing the extent of research activity and 
achieving a balanced coverage of ali the basic scientific dis-
ciplines necessary for: 
- quality undergraduate and postgraduate education, 
- the effective transfer and dissemination of knowledge 
fi-om abroad, 
- cultural, social and material development, 
- promoting the application of science for national needs, 
- promoting the transfer of R&D results into production and 
to the market, 

- achieving stronger integration of research into the net-
works of International co-operation (resulting in the com-
plete intemationalisation of science and partly of higher ed
ucation), 
- broadening and deepening public understanding of sci
ence (long-term popularisation of science, particularly 
among the young). 

General Approaches - Technology PoIicy 
- promotion of R&D co-operation among enterprises, as 
well as between enterprises and the public sector, 
- strengthening of the investment capacities of enterprises, 
- strengthening of the innovation potential of enterprises, 
- creation of an innovation-oriented legal and general soci-
etal framework, 
- supporting the banking sector in financing innovation-
orientated and export-orientated business 
- development of bilateral and multilateral strategic al-
liances, 
- establishment of ties between the Slovenian R&D sector 
and foreign industry, 
- accelerated development of professional education and 
the education of adults, 
- protection of industrial and intellectual property. 

An increase of total invested assets in R&D to about 
2.5% of GDP by the year 2000 is planned (of this, half is 
to be obtained from public sources, with the remainder to 
come from the private sector). Regarding the development 
of technology, Slovenia is one of the most technologically 
advanced in Central Europe and has a well-developed re
search infrastructure. This has led to a significant growth 
in the export of high-tech goods. There is also a continued 
emphasis on the development of R&D across a wide field 
which is leading to the foundationand construction of tech-
nology parks (high -tech business incubators), technology 
centres (technology-transferunits within public R&D insti-
tutions) and small private enterprise centres for reseairh. 

R&D Human Potential 
There are about 750 R&D groups in the public and pri
vate sector, of which 102 research groups are at 17 govem
ment (national) research institutes, 340 research groups are 
at universities and 58 research groups are at medical insti-
tutions. The remaining R&D groups are located in business 
enterprises (175 R&D groups) or are run by about 55 public 
and private non-profit research organizatios. 

According to the data of the Ministry of Science and 
Technology there are about 7000 researchers in Slovenia. 
The majority (43%) are lecturers working at the two uni
versities, 15% of researchers are employed at govemment 
(national) research institutes, 22% at other institutions and 
20% in research and development departments of business 
enterprises. 

http://www.mzt.si
mailto:info@mzt.si
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Jožef Štefan (1835-1893) was one ofthe most prominent 
physicists ofthe 19th century. Born to Slovene parents, 
he obtained kis Ph.D. at Vienna University, where he was 
later Director ofthe Physics Institute, Vice-President ofthe 
Vienna Academy of Sciences and a member ofseveral sci-
entific institutions in Europe. Štefan explored many areas 
in hydrodynamics, optics, acoitstics, electricity, magnetism 
and the kinetic theory ofgases. Among other things, he 
originated the law that the total mdiation from a black 
body is proportional to the 4th power ofits absolute tem
perature, known as the Stefan-Boltzmann law. 

The Jožef Štefan Institute (JSI) is the leading indepen
dent scientific research institution in Slovenia, covering a 
broad spectrum of fundamental and applied research in the 
fields of physics, chemistry and biochemistry, electronics 
and information science, nuclear science technology, en-
ergy research and environmental science. 

The Jožef Štefan Institute (JSI) is a research organisation 
for pure and applied research in the natural sciences and 
technology. Both are closely interconnected in research de-
partments composed of different task teams. Emphasis in 
basic research is given to the development and education of 
young scientists, while applied research and development 
serve for the transfer of advanced knowledge, contributing 
to the development ofthe national economy and society in 
general. 

At present the Institute, with a total of about 700 staff, 
has 500 researchers, about 250 of whom are postgraduates, 
over 200 of whom have doctorates (Ph.D.), and around 
150 of whom have permanent professorships or temporary 
teaching assignments at the Universities. 

In view of its activities and status, the JSI plays the role 
of a national institute, complementing the role of the uni
versities and bridging the gap between basic science and 
applications. 

Research at the JSI includes the following major fields: 
physics; chemistry; electronics, informatics and computer 
sciences; biochemistry; ecology; reactor technology; ap
plied mathematics. Most of the activities are more or 
less closely connected to information sciences, in particu-
lar computer sciences, artificial intelligence, language and 
speech technologies, computer-aided design, computer ar-
chitectures, biocybemetics and robotics, computer automa-
tion and control, professional electronics, digital Communi
cations and networks, and applied mathematics. 

The Institute is located in Ljubljana, the capital ofthe in
dependent State of Slovenia (or S^nia). The capital today 
is considered a crossroad betvveen East, West and Mediter-

ranean Europe, offering excellent productive capabilities 
and solid business opportunities, with strong International 
connections. Ljubljana is connected to important centers 
such as Prague, Budapest, Vienna, Zagreb, Milan, Rome, 
Monaco, Niče, Bem and Munich, ali within a radius of 600 
km. 

In the last year on the site of the Jožef Štefan Institute, 
the Technology park "Ljubljana" has been proposed as part 
of the national strategy for technological development to 
foster synergies between research and industry, to promote 
joint ventures between university bodies, research institutes 
and innovative industry, to act as an incubator for high-tech 
initiatives and to accelerate the development cycle of inno
vative products. 

At the present time, part of the Institute is being reor-
ganized into several high-tech units supported by and con
nected within the Technology park at the Jožef Štefan In
stitute, established as the beginning of a regional Technol-
ogy park "Ljubljana". The project is being developed at 
a particularly historical moment, characterized by the pro-
cess of State reorganisation, privatisation and private ini-
tiative. The national Technology Park will take the form 
of a shareholding company and will host an independent 
venture-capital institution. 

The promoters and operational entities ofthe project are 
the Republic of Slovenia, Ministry of Science and Tech-
nology and the Jožef Štefan Institute. The framework of 
the operation also includes the University of Ljubljana, the 
National Institute of Chemistry, the Institute for Electron
ics and Vacuum Technology and the Institute for Materials 
and Construction Research among others. In addition, the 
project is supported by the Ministry of Economic Relations 
and Development, the National Chamber of Economy and 
the City of Ljubljana. 

Jožef Štefan Institute 
Jamova 39, 61000 Ljubljana, Slovenia 
Tel.:+386 61 1773 900, Fax.:+386 61 219 385 
Tlx.:31296JOSTINSI 
WWW: http://www.ijs.si 
E-mail: matjaz.gams@ijs.si 
Contact person for the Park: Iztok Lesjak, M.Sc. 
Public relations: Natalija Polenec 

http://www.ijs.si
mailto:matjaz.gams@ijs.si
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